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SUMMARY 
The effects of explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions in 
several solid mechanics problems, on the solutions obtained in the finite-
element method, are studied. The traction boundary conditions which 
involve higher order derivatives of displacement variables, are seen to 
be the "natural boundary conditions" in a variational formulation based 
on the principle of minimum total potential energy, whereas they are 
"essential boundary conditions" in the complementary energy principle. 
The traction boundary conditions can also be viewed as the "natural 
conditions" in a modified principle of complementary energy. In this 
thesis, the nature of implicit satisfaction of traction boundary condi-
tions through the above mentioned variational formulations of a linear 
solid mechanics problem is studied for both the compatible displacement 
and hybrid stress finite-element models, in the Ritz-based finite-element 
method. Emphasis has been placed on viewing the finite-element method as 
a "weighted residual error" method. Systematic methods to enforce the 
traction boundary conditions explicitly are developed for both these 
finite-element models for general situations. 
In the first part of the thesis, several basic topics such as, the 
treatment of the higher order boundary conditions in a variational for-
mulation of a boundary-value problem; some discussions on all the exist-
ing finite element models; several new features of the finite element 
hybrid models concerning their suitability in using different types of 
X 
elements (with different ordered interpolation functions) in different 
regions of a given system; brief discussions on the methods of the ex-
plicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions in the finite element 
formulations for compatible displacement model and hybrid stress model, 
respectively, are treated. Variational formulations of the bending 
problem of a thin elastic plate are given for all the existing finite 
element models starting from their appropriate fully three-dimensional 
counterparts. 
In the second part, several interesting problems of plate bending 
with various boundary conditions and curved domains are studied. The 
so-called "Babuska paradox" of a simply supported circular plate is 
studied in detail in the context of the finite element method. The 
nature of implicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions in compatible 
displacement and hybrid stress finite element models is investigated, 
and systematic methods to enforce traction boundary conditions explicitly 
for both of the above two models are discussed. Especially in the hybrid 
stress model with discontinuous interelement boundary tractions, it is 
found that through a combination of boundary collocation method and 
variational formulation, the traction boundary conditions of a problem 
can be explicitly enforced in consistent and accurate manner, even on an 
arbitrarily curved boundary. Some numerical examples for various 
circular plate bending problems based- on both the compatible displacement 
and hybrid stress models are discussed. Finite element solution of 
factors of stress concentration around holes of different shapes, in 
thin plates are studied. 
XI 
In the last part, the finite element analysis of the bending problem 
of a plate with a through-the-thickness erack is treated, A hybrid stress 
finite element model is used for this purpose. Results for bending stress 
intensity factors for various plate aspect ratios, and various crack 
length/plate length ratios are obtained. The question of the optimum 
size of a finite element (with built-in singularities) near the crack 
front is discussed. Finite size correction factors for stress intensity 
factors in a finite plate, as compared to the solution for an infinite 
domain, are obtained. Comparing the numerical results with existing 
analytical results for an infinite domain, it is found that explicitly 
enforcing traction boundary conditions is necessary to obtain reliable 




To improve finite element solutions of a continuum problem, the 
approximations involved in the process of idealization of the model 
should be minimized. This can be done by choosing ingenious shape 
functions for appropriate assumed variables, the most suitable coordinate 
system for a given geometry, and utilizing more accurate numerical 
integration techniques. 
Besides this, enforcement of other constraint conditions in the 
formulation or during other stages of finite element solution procedures 
can be considered for favorable influences on obtained solutions. Among 
such constraints are traction boundary conditions whose satisfaction is 
not explicit in the formulation of Ritz-based finite element models 
based on assumed displacements. In the Ritz based finite element model 
based on assumed displacements, which is most widely used today, only 
geometric boundary conditions are enforced explicitly; whereas the 
traction boundary conditions are enforced as a consequence of the 
extremization of the functional in the variational formulation in an 
implicit manner. 
In this thesis, it is found that the higher order traction boundary 
conditions of a solid mechanics problem are satisfied in the sense of 
weighted error residual in the finite element models with continuous 
interelement boundary displacement field such as compatible displacement 
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and hybrid stress models. It is also shown that the traction boundary 
conditions are satisfied, in approximate methods based on variational 
formulation, in such a mariner that the sum of the integrals of weighted 
error residuals of the interior differential equations and tractibn 
boundary conditions is forced to vanish. 
This implies the following two difficulties in obtaining accurate 
solutions of a problem: first, the satisfaction of boundary conditions 
in the sense of weighted error residual cannot guarantee the pointwise 
accuracy in the traction boundary conditions themselves, especially, in 
problems with arbitrarily curved domains. Second, due to the vanishing 
of the sum of both the integrals of interior differential equations 
error and boundary tractions error residuals, each of the equations, 
i.e., the interior differential equations and the traction boundary 
conditions, may not be accurately satisfied. 
In the finite element method, the domain is discretized into a 
finite number of sub-domains and the unknowns in the final system of 
equations are directly related to actual unknown quantities at several 
nodal points of each sub-domain. Because of this discretization and the 
fact that the unknown quantities can be directly related to the quantities 
which are used to express any boundary conditions, the explicit enforcement 
of the higher order boundary conditions is more easily achieved in the 
finite element method than in other approximate solution techniques. 
By enforcing traction boundary conditions in an explicit and 
accurate manner, the satisfaction of the interior differential equations 
can also be affected favorably, since this implies, in effect, the 
vanishing of the interior and the boundary errors separately. 
In this thesis, a systematic method to enforce the traction boundary 
conditions pointwise is developed by using the concept of boundary 
collocation method. Through this method, the traction boundary conditions 
of a problem can be enforced very accurately even for an arbitrarily 
curved boundary, especially for a hybrid stress model, in a consistent 
manner. 
Several cases are reported in this thesis with improved results in 
finite element solutions of plate bending problems when traction boundary 
conditions as well as geometric boundary conditions of problems are 
enforced explicitly. Among them, the results on bending problems of 
cracked plate are prominent. Along the cracked surface of a fractured 
plate, stresses are zero; and the enforcement of these traction free 
conditions correctly has been found to be very important in obtaining 
accurate stress intensity factors which are related to the singular 
behavior of stresses near the crack tip. 
The fact that the traction boundary conditions can be explicitly 
enforced very accurately along an arbitrarily curved boundary is very 
important for the above mentioned fracture problems. When the crack 
surfaces consist of arbitrarily curved surfaces, it is very difficulty 
to enforce the traction free conditions on them accurately, without 
using the boundary collocation concept whose application to the finite 
element method is introduced in this thesis. 
The study includes the followingi first, to find the nature of 
implicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions in the compatible 
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displacement and hybrid stress models; second, to develop a systematic 
method to enforce traction boundary conditions in an explicit manner for 
both the of above methods; last, to solve the various bending problems 
of thin elastic plates such as circular and annular plates with various 
boundary conditions, stress concentration of rectangular plates with 
central holes of several different geometries, and fracture of plates, 
by using compatible displacement and hybrid stress models and the methods 
to explicitly enforce traction boundary conditions, which are developed 
in this thesis. 
In the second chapter, several topics are considered, such as: the 
treatment of higher order boundary conditions in a variational formulation 
of a boundary-value problem; some discussions on all the existing finite 
element models; several new features of the finite element hybrid models 
concerning their suitability in using different types of elements (with 
different ordered interpolation functions) in different regions of a 
given system; and brief discussions on the methods of explicitly enforcing 
traction boundary conditions in the finite element formulations for 
compatible displacement, hybrid displacement and hybrid stress models, 
respectively. 
In the third chapter, variational formulations of the bending 
problem of a thin elastic plate are discussed. All the finite element 
models are derived for plate bending problems starting from their fully 
three-dimensional counterparts. 
In the fourth chapter, several interesting problems of plate 
bending with various boundary conditions and curved domains are studied. 
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The so-called "Babuska paradox" of a simply supported circular plate is 
studied in detail in the context of the finite element method. The 
nature of implicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions in compatible 
displacement and hybrid stress finite element models is investigated, and 
systematic methods to enforce traction boundary conditions explicitly 
for both of the above two models are discussed. Especially in the hybrid 
stress model with discontinuous interelement boundary tractions, it is 
found that through a combination of a boundary collocation method and 
variational formulation, the traction boundary conditions of a problem 
can be explicitly enforced in a consistent and accurate manner, even on 
an arbitrarily curved boundary. Some numerical examples for various 
circular plate bending problems based on both the compatible displacement 
and hybrid stress models are discussed. Finite element solution of 
factors of stress concentration around holes of different shapes, in 
thin plates are studied. 
In chapter five, the finite element analysis of the bending problem 
of a plate with a through-the-thickness crack is treated. A hybrid stress 
finite element model is used for this purpose. Results for bending stress 
intensity factors for various plate aspect ratios, and various crack 
length/plate length ratios are obtained. The question of the optimum 
size of a finite element with built-in singularities near the crack front 
is discussed. Finite size correction factors for stress intensity factors 
in a finite plate, as compared to the solution for an infinite domain, 
are obtained. Comparing the numerical results with existing analytical 
results for an infinite domain, it is found that explicitly enforcing 
traction boundary conditions is necessary to obtain reliable results for 
stress intensity factor in finite-sized plates. 
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CHAPTER II 
FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATIONS FOR SOLID MECHANICS PROBLEMS 
In this chapter, the variational formulation of the finite element 
method is reviewed with emphasis on the modifications of conventional 
variational principles. The first section is devoted to the classical 
Ritz method, on which the variational formulation of the conventional 
finite element method is based, and to the treatment of boundary conditions 
of a boundary value problem in the method. 
In the second section, general variational principles and their 
modifications are reviewed with discussions on various finite element 
models which are derived from these conventional and modified principles. 
In the third section, several distinct advantages of modified finite 
element models, as compared to the conventional ones, are discussed in 
detail. 
In the last section, the problems in solid mechanics with traction 
boundary conditions, which are mentioned briefly in the introduction and 
whose mathematical details have been given in the first section of this 
chapter, are reiterated. These problems will be treated in detail from 
the viewpoint of the finite element method, with emphasis on several 
practical finite element models, two of which will be used later in this 
thesis. 
Ritz Method 
For simple problems, the finite element method can be formulated 
directly as can be seen in the stiffness method of analysis of trusses, 
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frames, etc. [1]. For more complicated problems, the finite element 
method can be formulated by variational methods when variational 
principles are applicable to the problems. Otherwise, some other 
methods such as the weighted residual method [2,3] and the energy balance 
method [4,5,6] may be considered. 
Most of the solid mechanics problems have variational principles 
in the form of several energy principles. Because of this fact, the 
Ritz-based finite element method is widely used in solid mechanics 
problems today. The Ritz method which originated from variational con-
siderations, can be stated as: "a boundary value problem can be identified 
with a problem of making an appropriate functional stationary with respect 
to an admissible set of assumed solution functions". 
The assumed solution functions, to be admissible, should satisfy 
essential boundary conditions, if such boundary conditions exist in the 
problem. The natural boundary conditions with respect to which the assumed 
solution functions are completely arbitrary, are satisfied as a natural 
consequence of the extremization of the functional. But in actual imple-
mentation, it can be seen that the sum of weighted residual errors of 
natural boundary conditions and interior differential equation is set to 
be zero when the problem has natural boundary conditions. 
Consider, for example, an elliptical boundary value problem in a 
plane domain D, with boundary B, defined by the following differential 
equation and some boundary conditions. 
V2 u = f (x, y) in D (2.1) 
-. « 3u „ 
u = h on B; or r- = g on B 
where V2 is the Laplacian operator, x, y are cartesian coordinates, n 
is outward normal direction to B, and f, h and g are given I Fig.. -2,1], 
The problem has the variational principle that the stationary condition 
of scalar functional I with respect to an admissible solution function 
u (which satisfies u=h on B, if such condition exists) yields the 
differential equation Eq. 2.1 and the natural boundary condition, 
( — = g on B if such condition is given), where 
dn 
I = - /(Vu.Vu + 2fu)dA + 2 /gudS (2.2) 
D B 
The first variation of I with respect to u is 
61 = - 2 ftp-- g)6udS + 2 /(V2u - f)SudA (2.3) 
B 8n D 
If the problem is of Dirichlet type, the boundary conditions are 
"essential" ones, such as 
u = h on B (2.4) 
If it is a Neumann problem, the boundary conditions are of "natural" 
type, such as 
-7-- = g on B (2.5) 
Thus the stationary condition of I with respect to u can be 
written as, 
- /(. ~ - g)6udS + /C72u••- f)<5udA = 0 (.2,6) 
B n D 
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This implies the differential equation Eqf 2.1 and the boundary condition 
<r*- = g on B, unless u satisfies the essential boundary conditions on B. 
9n 
If no such essential boundary conditions on u itself exist, then the 
condition — = g follows as a consequence of the extremization of the 
functional. Thus the function u, to be admissible, has to satisfy only 
the essential boundary conditions. 
If approximate solution is assumed as 
u = $ + , I, 1 a, in D (2.7) 
n o k=l k k 
where <J> satisfies essential boundary conditions and $. are homogeneous 
on B, and a. are undetermined parameters, the, Eq. 2.6 becomes 
,2 n 
i [V X kIi Vk> -
 f l kMk5 akd A 
- ' [ In (*o + ill-' »kV " *1 kSl W S " ° (2-8) B 
if there are no essential boundary conditions. Since 5a, are arbitrary, 
Eq. 2.8 implies 
/ t ^ V + k l i W - f ]*k
d A 
"•{[ h (*o + J l W - - 8 1 ^ 8 - 0 (2.9) 
B 
This means that the sum of the weighted residual errors in the interior 
and on the boundaries is set to be zero as the consequence of extremiza-
tion of functional I. Thus, even though the mean square convergence of 
the solution u to the hypothetical exact solution u has been established 
n 
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[7], the convergence of the natural bpundary conditioner*- - g is not 
immediately evident. 
Finite Element Method 
In the finite element method, the domain of a problem is discretized 
into"a finite number of finite elements. The approximate solution in 
Eq. 2.7 is assumed only locally over a finite element, and the coefficients 
a are replaced by the values of the function itself at a finite number of 
points or nodes in the finite element. 
Because of the discretization, continuity problems of assumed 
solutions at interelement boundaries arise. In coventional finite 
element models, the interelement continuity conditions of assumed solutions 
should be satisfied a priori, while in modified finite element models, 
they are enforced a posteriori by a Lagrange multiplier method and the 
extremization of the appropriate functional. The latter are referred to 
as hybrid finite element models because of the fact that of all the assumed 
field variables, one or two of them are assumed within the domain and a 
different field variable is assumed on the boundaries. The boundary 
variable assumed independent of internal variables, in general, has the 
role of a Lagrange multiplier. These new models can be obtained by 
modifications of conventional variational principles. 
Conventional Variational Principle 
All the field equations and boundary conditions of a linear 
solid mechanics problem can be obtained from a general variational 
principle by Hu and Washizu [8, 9], and the functional can be written as, 
"WVu,^ = ([A (e«>" V E u - "(i.3)) - Vi l d V 
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- / T.u.dS - / T.(u. - u.)dS (2.10) 
s \ ± r s • 1 ' X x 
a u 
where V and S are, respectively, domain and its boundary of a solid 
continuum; S and S are traction and displacement prescribed portions 
of S, respectively:; e.. are strains, a., are stresses; u. are displace-
ij ij 1 
ments; F are body forces; T. and u. are prescribed tractions on S and 
prescribed displacement on S ., respectively, and finally A(e..) is strain 
energy density function which can be expressed in terms of the strain 
components as 
A(e..) - \ C. ' e. .e, 0 (2.11) 
lj 2 ijkio ij lex. 
where C,' „ =' C. . . . = C, „.'. a r e e l a s t i c c o n s t a n t s . The s i m p l i f i e d 
i jkil kJlij ki l j i 
no tation of designating a derivative by (,) is used and u.. .v is the 
short expression for -r- (u. . + u. . ) . It is understood that tractions 
2 i,j j,i 
along boundaries, whether they are prescribed or not, are related to 
appropriate stress components by Cauchy's formula. 
The extremization of IL_ with respect to its independent variables 
HW 
• * 
u.Y e,. and a gives the following Euler equations, which are the field 
equations and boundary conditions for a linearized problem in elasticity. 
a*. • + F^ = 0 in V (2.12) 
e.. = \ (u. .' + u. .) in V (2.13) 
iJ 2 i,j j.,i 
*For convenience, all the differential equations as well as the boundary 
conditions that follow as a consequence of the vanishing of the first 
variation of ..a scalar functional, will -be r§ferred to as Euler equatigns 
of the variational principle in this thesis. 
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T == T, on S (2,14) 
1 • i •• a • 
u, = u: on S (2.15) 
i i u 
f.. = | ~ - in V (2.16) 
1J 
It is assumed that the relation given in Eq. 2.16 is invertible for 
e. . in terms of .<?..- and that the following contact transformation exists; 
ij IJ 
B(a. .) = -A(e,.) + a..e, . (2.17) 
where the stress energy density function B(a..) can be written as 
ij 
B ( 0 i J
) - i d i j « ° i 3
0 w (2-18) 
Thus, strains can be derived from stress energy density function such 
that 
3B'(a. .) 
elj = - ^ - ( 2- 1 9 ) 
ij 
where d , , , „ = d, „ . . = d , „ . . a r e e l a s t i c compliance c o n s t a n t s . 
ijkfc kil l j ki l j i 
For finite element formulation of the above principle, the 
domain, V, is discretized into a finite number of finite-sized non-
overlapping elements, V . Then the functional can be expressed as the 
sum of its values evaluated over the individual element. Thus, Eq. 2.10 
can be written as, 
IL_. = Z{ / [A(e..) - a...(e.. - u,. ..) - F.u, ]dV 
HW m v 13 13 13 (1,3) 1 1 
m 
13 
- / f u d S - / T. (u - ii' idS } (2,20) 
S S ' 
a u 
m m 
where V , S and S are individual element versions of V, S and s 
m a u ' a u, 
m m • • • • 
respectively, For Eq. 2.20 to be a correct sum of individual element 
quantities, it is implied that the displacements and tractions should 
be continuous along interelement boundaries. 
Modified Variational Principle 
The requirement of continuity in displacements and traction along 
interelement boundaries restricts the choice of assumed functions and, 
thus, severely restricts the flexibility of the finite element method in 
practical application. This difficulty can be resolved by relaxing the 
continuity conditions on the variables when they are initially assumed, 
and these conditions are enforced by the extremization of the functional 
with respect to them by a Lagrange multiplier method. This means that 
the continuity conditions are enforced as a posteriori conditions when 
the functional is extremized. The systematic work for this method has 
been done by Atluri [10], and it will be briefly mentioned here. 
Considering a finite element, it is evident that an element can 
have up to three different kinds of boundaries according to its location 
in the system, i.e.,, S = P • + S + S where S is the individual 
m m a u m 
m m 
element boundary and p is an Interelement boundary with neighboring 
elements. The integration of some quantities along interelement boundary 
AB of two neighboring m and (m+1) elements, whose two dimensional 
figure is given by Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, can occur twice in opposite directions 
The signs of quantities on each AB of m and (m+1) elements are given 
conveniently. 
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Vanishing of the f i r s t v a r i a t i o n of Eq, 2.20 gives 
m V ij 1 J 1 J y 1 J ( 1 > J ) tl 
m m 
- / ( a . . . + F . ) 6 u . d V - / (T • - T . ) 6 u . d S 
v iJ,J i i s • i i i . 
m a 
m 
- / ( u . - u . ) 6 T . d S . + / T . 6 u . d p } = 0 ( 2 . 2 1 ) 
S r 1 P i i. 
u m 
m 
Considering the last integral of the above equation, it can be seen that 
the traction continuity follows the displacement continuity at inter-
element boundaries, i.e., if 
+ 
u. = u, on P 
i i m 
(2.22) 
then, 
T"!" ='-T. on p (2.23) 
l i m 
Thus the functional in Eq. 2.20 can be modified by introducing the 
displacement continuity condition at p as a constraint condition with 
m 
continuous functions T. along p which have the role of Lagrange multi-
pliers and will be identified as boundary tractions. Of course, in this 
case, the interelement continuity condition on u. can be relaxed in the 
initial stage of assuming the field variables. The new modified functional 
can be written as 
n̂ nvri -Cu., £.. a. . T._) = Z { / [A(e..) - a. . (JE . . - u,. .) - F.u, ]dV 
HWM1 i? ij? ij, iL; m v ij ij ij Ci,j) i i 
m 
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•-. / T.u.dS ^ / T.(u .r u \ )dS - / T i L
U i d P * 
s 1 s 1 p 
a u m 
m m 
(.2,24) 
Using the divergence theorem, the above can equivalently be written as, 
nmni1(u, e.. a.. T.T) = I{ / [A(e,.> - a..,e, . - (a., . + F,)u.]dV 
HWM1V i, IJ, IJ, lL m . ij ^ ij !J»J * *• 
m 
+ / (T. - T.)u.dS + / T^u.dS + / (T. - T._)u.dp' } (2.25) 
s i r x s > x p V lL x 
a u r n 
m m 
These functionals can be written in more condensed form by defining 
the Lagrange multipliers T. along S and S as well as p of the 
• • m m 
element such that T.T = T. on S and T.T = T. on S ; then, Eqs. 2.24 
iL i ' o iL I u 
m m 
and 2.25 can be expressed as 
n m 7 M 1 ( u . e . . 0 . . T . T ) = E{ / [ A ( e . . > - o . . ( e . . - u , . . . ) - F . u . ] d V HWM1 i , i j , i j , i L ' m i j i j in ( i , j ) i i 
V 
m 
• - / T . T u . d S + / T J T u . d S } ( 2 . 2 6 ) 




n m n / 1 ( u , - e . . o . .. T ._ ) = H f [ A ( e . , ) - a . . £ , . - ( a . . ... + F . ) u , ] d V HWM1X i , i j , i j , i l / m y
 v i j i j i j i . ] , J i i 
m 
+ 7 (T . - T ) u . d S + / T.Tu, ,dS } ( 2 . 2 7 ) 
s *• . 1 L : 1 ' s l L 1 . ' . -
m u 
m 
Alternatively, the modification can be done by assuming continuous 
displacement functions u._ on p . The interelement displacement 
IL m 
continuity conditions can be introduced into the functional, Eq. 2.20, 
by Lagrange multipliers, T,., which are assumed independently at p and 
ix, m 
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will later be identified as boundary tractions. Thus the functional can 
be written as 
nm m oCU- E . . ' 0 . . U„T T . „ ) = t{ / "[A('e. . ) ' - O . . (z . . - U , . . . ) - F . U . ] d V 
HWM2V i , 1 3 , 1 3 , 1 L , i r m ^ i j 13 i j ( i . 3 ) i i 
m 
- / T . u . d S - / T . ( u , - u , ) d S ~ / T . 0 ( u . - u , T ) d p } ( 2 . 2 8 ) 
. S 1 X S • - 1 •• 1 p ^ 1 * * 1 L 
a u m 
m m 
Using the divergence theorem, the above can be written, equivalently, as 
WV^.^-iL,1!*? ••- l< ;£ ̂ V ' V « " ̂  + "i)UildV 
m 
+ / (T. - T.)u.dS '+ / T.u.dS + /.T4f"0u._ dp + / (T. -T..)u.dp } (2.29) 
S i X x S x 1 Pm
 l £ l L Pm 1 ±Z 1 
a u m 
m m 
The above also can be expressed in more compact, forms by defining u 
ii-i 
and T.' on S and S a s w e l l a s on p s u c h t h a t u . T = u^ on S , ±1 u o rm 1L i u 
m m m 
u._ = u . on S and T . n = T. on S . Then, E q s . 2 . 2 8 and 2 . 2 9 can be i L 1 o l i t 1 m 
m 
nuT7vro(U4 e.. . a.. u . T ) = lif [ A ( e . . ) - o . ' . ( e . . - u , . ..)- F . u ]dV HWM2 i , 1 3 , i j , i l / m y i j
y 13 13 (1 ,3 )^ 1 i . 
m 
- / T , ( u . - u._.)dS - / T . u . d S } ( 2 . 3 0 ) 




nuTTMO<u, £ . . o',.. u . T ) = Z { / [ A ( e . . ) - a . ,£• . - , - (0 . . . + F . ) u J d V HWM2. i , 1 3 , 1 3 , iL m v 13 ij -13 iJ ,3 1 i 
m 
+ / T . u . T d S - / T . u . d S ( 2 . 3 1 ) 




The extremizations of these functionals with respect to the relevant field 
variables give the continuity conditions of tractions and displacements 
along interelement boundaries as well as other field equations and system 
boundary conditions. 
Finite Element Models 
All the finite element models which are in practical application 
today can be systematically derived from above mentioned functionals in 
Eqs. 2.26, 2.27, 2.30 and 2.31. The differences among models arise in 
their respective a priori and a posteriori conditions, and their assumed 
variables. According to the field variables assumed, the models can be 
categorized into three groups, and they are displacement, stress, and 
mixed models, respectively. 
Displacement Models If strain displacement relations, Eq. 2.13, and the 
constitutive relations, Eq. 2.16, are assumed a priori, the functionals 
in Eqs. 2.26 and 2.30 yield hybrid displacement model versions 1 and 2, 
respectively, and they can be written as 
nunl(u. T,_) = E{••/. [A(e..) - F.u.]dV HD1 x, lL m v ij i.i 
m 
- / T. u dS + / TfTu.dS: } (2.32) 
s lL V s :LL ± 
m u 
m 
nu_.(u. T. u._) = r{ / [A(e. .) - F.u,]dV HD2 I, i, I L m ij I i 
m 




where T. are independently assumed boundary tractions. The Euler equations 
of these functionals are -equilibrium equations, Eq. 2,12, traction and 
displacement boundary conditions, Eqs, 2.14 and 2.15, displacement and 
traction continuity conditions along interelement boundaries, Eqs. 2,22 
and 2.23, respectively, and matching of T. and boundary tractions which 
are derived from the interior displacements u.. 
i 
If the interelement boundary displacement continuity conditions are 
satisfied a priori, the functionals in Eqs. 2.29 and 2.30 will correspond 
to the compatible displacement model. 
' W u*'> = S{ /• -[A-(e ,) - E u ]dV 
CD i m „ ij] i i 
m 
- / T.u.dS - / T.(u. - u.)dS } (2.34) 
S x X • S * * * 
a u 
m m 
The Euler equations are the same as those of hybrid displacement models 
except the interelement boundary displacement continuity conditions, which 
are satisfied a priori. In practical implementation the last term is 
dropped by assuming displacement boundary conditions a priori; then the 
functional becomes 
n (u ) = E{ / [A(e..) - F.uJdV - / T.u.dS } (2.35) 
CD 1 m „ ij i i . 0 i i V b 
m a m 
which is the minimum potential energy functional. 
Stress Models Assuming equilibrium equations, Eq. 2.12, and constitutive 
relations, Eqs. 2.17 and 2.19, a priori, the functionals in Eqs. 2.31 and 
2.27 yield hybrid stress model versions 1 and 2, respectively, as follows: 
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nuc1(a.. u._) = £ {- / R(.(7.,)dy + / T u _dS - f T.u dS > C2,36) HS1 lj, iL m ij „ 1 lL i iL 
m m • • ' (7 
m 
n (a. . T._ u, ) = I {- / B(a,,)dV + / T._u dS 
HS2 IJ, iL, is m „ lj iL 1 
m u 
m 
+ / .(T. - T.T)u. dS } (2.37) 
S X l L 1 S m 
where u. are independently assumed boundary displacement. 
The Euler equations are strain displacement relations, Eq. 2.13, 
traction and displacement boundary conditions, Eqs. 2.14 and 2.15, 
respectively, u. = u. on S , and interelement boundary continuity 
m 
conditions of displacements and tractions, Eqs. 2.22 and 2.23, respectively, 
If interelement traction continuity conditions are assumed a 
priori, the functionals in Eqs. 2.36 and 2.37 become an equilibrium stress 
model: 
nT,„(a..'-u. ) = Z {- / B(a.J)dV + / T_,u.dS ES :LJ , is m v
 v i j • g i l 
m u 
m 
+ '/ (T. - T.)u. d'S } (2.38) 
S * X 1 S a 
m . • 
If T. = T. on S are assumed a priori, further, then 
1 1 O 
m 
n-e(o..')-« S {- / B.'(a, ,)dV + / T.u.dS } (2.39) 
ES lj m v ij g i l 
m u 
m 
which the minimum complementary energy functional. The Euler equations 
of the functional are the same as those of hybrid stress models except 
the interelement traction continuity conditions which are assumed a priori. 
Mixed Models If only constitutive relations are assumed a priori, the 
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functionals in Eqs, 2.2.6 and 2,30 will be reduced to hybrid mixed model 
versions 1 and 2, respectively, 
IL^Cu. a.. T T) = Z{- /[B(a..)'-'a..u:,.' .v + F.u.JdV HM1 i, ij, iL m y
L Vij ij (i,j) i i 
m 
- / T.Tu.dS + / T.Tu.dS } (2.40) 
S l L l S l L X 
m u 
m 
ni_.0(u. a.. u._) = E {- / [B(a..) - a..u,. .. + F.u.]dV HM2 i, ij, IL m y ij ij d o ) l i
J 
' m 
-'/ T.(u. - u.T)dS - / T.u.TdS } (2.41) 
0 i i iL l iL 
m um 
If interelement boundary continuity conditions on tractions and dis-
placements are assumed a priori, the above functionals will become the 
finite element equivalent of Hellinger-Reissner principle. 
n__(u. a..) = E {.-• / [B(a.J -a.-.u,. ,v+F.u.]dV. ER I, ij m v ij ij (i,j) 1 1 
m 
- / T.u.dS - /• T.(Uj - u.)dS } (2.42) 
s :L x s l. * • * 
a u 
m m 
The resulting Euler equations are all field equations and boundary 
conditions, except the a priori assumed constitutive relations for hybrid 
models. Of course, for II , the interelement continuity conditions of 
ER 
tractions and displacements can not be the Euler equations, since they 
are enforced a priori. 
All the models discussed above are summarized in Table 2.1, 
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Hybrid Models 
Considerable research and numerical implementation of finite 
element hybrid models, which can be derived from modified variational 
principles mentioned earlier, have been presented by several authors such 
as Pian [11-22], Tong [18-24], Prager [28, 29], Atluri [25-27, 30-32], 
Nemat-Nasser and Lee [33,34], and Wolf [35,36]. The concept of a hybrid 
model of the finite element method can be briefly stated as that, by 
introducing an additional field variable along the boundary of a finite 
element, besides interior field variables, the interelement continuity 
condition of the latter in conventional models can be relaxed. Through 
the relaxation of the strict interelement continuity requirements on 
assumed variables, the finite element method can have more flexibility 
in practical applications and can handle complicated solid mechanics 
problems easily. Several examples of such problems are structures with 
singularities in displacements or stresses in their domain such as 
structures with free cut-outs or cracks [37-40] arid problems with stress 
discontinuities or sharp variations of displacements due to the variations 
of material constants within the domain such as multilayered sandwich 
plates of composite materials [41, 42], etc. 
Among other advantages of hybrid models over the conventional 
models, the following ones deserve special mention. First is the flexibility 
in the choice of shape functions for assumed variables. In the compatible 
displacement model which is based on the minimum potential energy principle 
and is one of the most widely used conventional models today, the assumed 
displacement field in each element should be such that it is continuous 
not only within the element but also across the interelement boundaries 
22 
in order that there is no infinite jump in strains and thug stresses 
along interelement boundaries, which are derived from displacements, 
Likewise, in the equilibrium stress model which is derived from the 
minimum complementary energy principle, the assumed stress field should 
be such that it is not only equilibrated within the element but also 
that the tractions which are derived from the stress field are continuous 
at interelement boundaries. These requirements on the continuity of 
displacements or tractions at the interelement boundaries may not provide 
sufficient flexibility in numerical solutions in some solid mechanics 
problems. For example, in plate or shell problems, by the Kirchhoff 
hypothesis, the inplane displacements are expressed by first derivatives 
of the transverse displacement. This implies that in order for all the 
displacements to be continuous along interelement boundaries, not only 
the transverse displacement but also its first derivatives should be 
continuous across interelement boundaries. This imposes a severe restric-
tion on the choice of interpolation functions for the transverse displace-
ment. However, in the hybrid displacement model of Eq. 2.33, for example, 
the interior displacements can be arbitrary in the form of polynomials with 
undetermined coefficients, and the boundary displacements are uniquely 
interpolated in terms of the respective nodal values at any boundary 
segments. Thus the choice of interior displacements should be easier. The 
detailed applications of this model for a plate problem can be found in 
[23]. 
The second advantage of the hybrid model is its applicability to 
problems with singularities in strains or stresses within the domains. 
Tong and Pian showed [43] that for problems with singularities, the 
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convergence rates for the finite element method are often controlled 
by the nature of the solution near the points of singularity, Thus 
unless the singularities are properly handled in the finite element 
formulation, the improvement of the rate of convergence cannot be guaran-
teed by using the regular high-accuracy element. Gallagher showed the 
limitation of the compatible displacement model in fracture mechanics 
problems [44]. If the finite element formulation used at the tip of a 
crack edge does not contain terms which handle singularities in strains 
and stresses, the size of the elements must be extremely small in order to 
obtain a reliable solution. If the assumed displacement field contains 
appropriate singular terms, it may not satisfy the interelement boundary 
continuity and, therefore, convergence of the solution cannot be guaranteed. 
But in the hybrid displacement [38, 39] and stress [40] models, the problem 
of including singular terms in the appropriate field variable can be handled 
easily by utilizing arbitrary interior and boundary variables. 
The last very practical advantage to be mentioned is the suitability 
of the hybrid models to allow the use of two different order polynomials 
as assumed interior variables in a system. The use of two polynomials of 
different order in two adjacent elements of a system for the same assumed 
variable will immediately cause continuity problems in a conventional finite 
element model. Thus, in general, this type of formulation is impossible 
in models other than hybrid models. 
The necessity of using several different order polynomials in a 
system can occur in the following cases. First, a system has some region 
where the variations of strains or stresses are so rapid or different from 
the remaining regions of the system that the lower order polynomial which 
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is good enough in other regions is not sufficient to approximate the 
variations of variables in that special region. Second, the geometry 
of a certain region such as some part of the system boundaries is so 
different from other regions that the system variables are not appropriate 
for the region. 
The above practical advantage of hybrid models, which is believed 
to be pointed out for the first time in this thesis, is explored in some 
detail in the following. Consider two different shapes of adjoining 
elements in a system, for example, shown in Fig. 2.4. Assume that a linear 
displacement, which is the system field variable, is used in the triangular 
element and a cubic displacement field is used in the quadrilateral element. 
Thus, the interelement continuity problem between these two different 
order displacement fields arises along boundary AB. 
If the model used for this problem is a compatible displacement 
model, the system field variable, u , can be expressed as 
u* = A(x,y)q (2.43) 
where A is a n x r matrix of interpolating functions and q is the nodal 
displacements vector. The displacements in the quadrilateral element, 
u , may be assumed as 
uq = B(x,y) P (2.44) 
where B is a n x s matrix of cubic polynomial functions and P is a 
vector of unknown parameters. At boundary AB, the following continuity 
conditions should be satisfied 
u(p) - uq(p) = Q (2.45) 
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where p is the boundary, coordinate of AB and u(p) is u (x,yl at interx 
element boundary AB which can be written a,s. 
UCP) = ACP) q (2,46) 
where A(p) is a matrix of linear function of p. It is evident that 
u(p) is unique along boundary AB, since it is interpolated by its values 
at the nodes on AB of the triangular element. 
The above continuity conditions can be added to the original 
functional of quadrilateral element as constraint conditions through a 
set of Lagrange multiplier functions, T(p), which are assumed arbitrarily 
along boundary AB of the quadrilateral element. Thus, the functional can 
be modified as 
II* = n + £ / TT(u - uq)dp (2.47) 
N P ~ ~ ~ 
where II is the original functional and 
T = C t (2.48) 
where C is a n x m matrix of arbitrary polynomials and t is a vector of 
unknown parameters. The constraint term can be written as 
/ TT(u - uq)dp = / tTCT(Aq - BP)dp = tTRq - t V (2.49) 
p n . . . - p ^ . « • • . . . „ „ . . . 
where 
R = /CTAdp (2.50) 
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Q = / CTBdp (.2,51) 
From Eq, 2.49, the Euler equations obtained by extremization of the 
modified functional with respect to t can be written as 
Rq - QP = 0 (2.52) 
This is the relations between the unknown interior parameters P and 
boundary displacements q of the quadrilateral element. From Eq. 2.52 
P is solved in terms of q and it is substituted into the functional. 
Thus, through a series of mathematical manipulations, the functional can 
be expressed only in terms of q, regardless of what kinds of different 
displacement functions are used in each element of the system, as 
n = 2 J K q - Q "q (2.53) 
where q , K , and Q are nodal displacement vector, stiffness matrix and 
equivalent nodal force vector of the system, respectively. 
As can be seen in Eq. 2.49, the interelement continuity conditions 
between u (x,y) and u (x,y) along their common interelement boundary AB 
are established by the unique displacement field u(p) in integral average 
sense through a Lagrange multiplier method. From Eqs. 2.51 and 2.52, it 
is obvious that the matrix Q must be invertible, which means that m should 
be s. 
Problems with Traction Boundary Conditions in Solid Mechanics 
As mentioned earlier, Eq. 2.9 implies that in a problem with 
natural boundary conditions, the sum of boundary and interior errors is 
forced to be zero as a consequence of extremization of the functional, 
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Thus, if the two different kind of errors in Eq. 2.9 can be separately 
set to be zero, more accuracy in solutions in the interior and along 
boundaries can be expected. The traction boundary conditions of a 
solid mechanics problem can be viewed as natural boundary conditions in 
the variational formulation of the problem based on all the previously 
discussed principles except the complementary energy principle, where 
they are essential boundary conditions, 
The finite element method has some advantages over other numerical 
methods that make these attempts possible, as mentioned earlier. But 
what is important in this process is to minimize the chance through 
which some additional errors arise, since in almost all operations in 
numerical methods, certain types of errors arise, and they can affect 
the entire formulation adversely. 
When the structure is of arbitrary shape with curved boundaries, 
special care is needed because accurate interpolation of boundary 
conditions is very difficult along curved boundaries. 
In the compatible displacement model, it is the usual procedure 
that the solution function is assumed arbitrarily regarding boundary 
conditions even for low order geometric boundary conditions. At the 
final solution step the geometric boundary conditions are enforced, 
and the higher order traction boundary conditions are completely ignored. 
Even in the conventional models, higher order boundary conditions can also 
be enforced by employing elements with higher order interpolation functions 
such as "Serendipity" elements [45] or those with higher order Hermitian 
polynomials [463. Of course, this will imply an increase in the size of 
the finite element system of equations and the computation time. Thus, 
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economic considerations should be made. 
As an alternative, consideration is also given to the use of 
hybrid models. First consider the hybrid displacement model in Eq. 2,33. 
The quantities u. are differentiable displacements within V , but need 
1 m 
not be continuous across the boundary S . The functions, u._, are the 
m lL 
interelement boundary displacements which are continuous along S and 
m 
subject to conditions u.T = ii. on S . T.- has the role of Lagrange J iL i u i & & 
m 
multipliers through which the condition u.T = u. on S is enforced. These ° lL l m 
functions ', T., are assumed arbitrarily and independently on the boundaries 
of each element and can be selected in such a way that they satisfy the 
traction boundary conditions a priori. For example, for problems with 
stress free conditions, T. can be selected so that they are zero on the 
boundary as needed. Some works using this model have been reported with 
good results [38, 39]. 
Next consider the stress hybrid model given by Eq. 2.36. The 
variables which should be assumed in this model are boundary displacement 
functions, u.T, on S which are continuous along interelement boundaries 3L m 
and u.x = u. on S and equilibrating stress functions, aJ#, in V . lL l u i i m 
m J 
The tractions, T., on S which are derived from the interior stresses 
l m 
a., need not be continuous at interelement boundaries; this can give much 
i J 
flexibility in the choice of the a., in V . In this model the enforcement 
ij m 
of traction boundary conditions can be done in the following two ways 
depending on the shape of boundaries. First * when the boundary curves are 
so simple that enforcing the traction boundary condition T. = T, on S 
m 
does not give much restriction in the selection of a.,, the traction 
ij 
boundary conditions can be enforced directly in the process of selecting 
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a . However, when the curves of boundaries are complicated, the direct 
ij 
enforcement of traction boundary conditions in the process of selection 
of a.. is not, in general, possible. In this case, by introducing the 
boundary collocation method into the original variational formulation, the 
interior stress functions can be constrained explicitly to satisfy the 
traction boundary conditions pointwise, as discussed in detail in chapter 
four. 
In this thesis, the methods which have been outlined in this section 
have been tried using two different models, i.e., the compatible displace-
ment model and the hybrid stress model mentioned above to improve the 
satisfaction of traction boundary conditions. 
CHAPTER III 
VARIATIONAL FORMULATIONS FOR PLATE BENDING 
In this chapter variational formulations of a thin plate bending 
problem are studied. Systematic derivations of variational principles 
of a plate bending problem, from the corresponding three dimensional 
forms discussed in the previous chapter, are given for all the finite 
element models and two conventional general principles. In all cases, 
body forces are ignored. 
Approximate Theory of Plate Bending 
In the theoty of a thin elastic plate including the effects of 
transverse shear deformation, the following two assumptions can be 
employed: first, neglecting the transverse normal stress and second, 
neglecting the transverse normal strain component [47]. To simplify 
the theory, the displacement functions are taken in one of the simplest 
form of power series in the coordinate normal to the middle reference 
plate as: 
u(x,y,z) = U (x,y) + z U^(x,y) 
where x,y are the inplane coordinates of undeformed reference plane and 
z is the normal coordinate to this plane. 
The second assumption and the above displacement form imply that 
the linear filaments perpendicular to the undeformed middle reference 
plane remain straight and suffer no strains although they are not 
perpendicular to the deformed reference plane. 
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Under the above discussed assumptions, the displacements and 
strains for the bending of thin elastic plate in small displacement 
theory, can be written as: 
ua = - z*a. (x,y) (3.1) 
u^ = w (x,y) (3.2) 
£ « 6 = - z * a , 3
 (3'3) 
e3a>l(^a- V <3'4> 
e33 = 0 (3.5) 
where the Greek indices vary from 1 to 2, w is the deflection of the 
reference plane in the z direction, and <b are the rotations of the normal 
to the reference plane due to deformation. 
When the effects of transverse shear deformation are ignored, the 
rotations,*)) , are identified to be the derivatives of w, by the additional 
assumption, i.e., e_ = 0 [48,49]. 
3a 
•d..--v,a (3.6) 
Thus, the inplane displacements and strains can be written as: 
u = -zw, (3.7) 
a 'x 
eaf "̂ 'ag (3*8) 
e3± = 0 (3.9) 
where the Latin index i varies from 1 to 3 
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Sign conventions for various quantities are shown in Fig. 3.1. A 
is the area in the reference plane of the plate element with boundary C , 
m 
A and A are respectively upper and lower surface of the plate element, 
m m 
- » - - > • • ' • 
n and s are respectively outward normal and tangential unit vectors to 
C with direction cosines n and s , respectively, h is the thickness of 
m a or 
Vi 
the plate, and p(x,y) is the external load applied on the plane (0,0,^). 
M and Q are moments and shearing force intensities, respectively, and 
d p Ct they are defined by: 
h/2 
M 0 = f za 0dz (3.10) 
016 -h/2 af3 
h/2 
Q a - , a 3 a dz ( 3 . U , 
The following coordinate transformation relations can be established 
between various quantities given in the figure. 
Q = n o (3.12) 
n •'. o t -Ot • . • 
M = n n.M' (3.13) 
n a $ a8 
H = n s0M' (3.1A) 
ns a 8 a3 
<b = n <t» and w, = n w, (3.15) 
n a a n a a 
6 = s <b and w, = s w, (3.16) 
• s a a s a ya 
General Conventional Variational Principles 
For variational formulation of a plate problem, based on general 
conventional principle, Eq. 2.20, nothing is assumed a priori, but strains 
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Using Eqs. 3.1 - 3.5, 3.10 and 3.11, each term of Eq. 2.20 can be changes 
to have new limits of integration and variables, through integrations 





2 v/2 afrY<$ a $ Y5 aB3y afl 3y 3a3B 3a 3$ 
m 
"o* •/" ( E -o *K D
K * + E oP P Q )
d A 
2 agyfi aB y6 aB a B 
m 
(3.19) 
/ a.. ( e . . - u , . >x)dV 
V 
m 
i j i j ( i , j ) 
h/2 
= f f [a n ( e 0 -u, o N) + a_ ,(2e. • - u _ - u_ ) ] dzdA 
A - h / 2 
m 
a&v aB (a ,B) y 3av 3a a , 3 3,a ' 
I [ " V K a B - . • a > B




S l i a m 
h/2 
= / a.0n0wdS + / / (a 0n„u + cL n w)dzdC 
Au i 3 3 c _ h / 2
 a $ ^ a 3 a a 
m 
= / pwdA - / (M nn„<t> - Q h w)dC 
A c aB B a





/ T ^ - u ^ d S - - / [ M a g n g ( * a - • a ) - Q a ( W - W ) ] d C (3.22) 
U U 
m m 
S u b s t i t u t i n g Eqs. 3.19 - 3.22 i n t o Eq. 2.20 g i v e s : 
nmT = E{ / [ i (E 0 . K 0K . + E Q P P Q ) + M D (K - <f> ) HW m . 2 .-aByfi-a$ y<$ «3 a 3 a3 a3 a , 3 
m 
- Q (2p - w, + <(>) - pw]dA 
a a a a 
+ f (M DnJ - Q n w)dC 






n6(*a- V " V a ( w - " ) l d C } ; ( 3'2 3 ) 
u 
m 
By coordinate transformations, Eqs. 3.12 -3.16, the boundary integrals of 
Eq. 3.23 can be expressed in boundary coordinates, thus: 
n„.T = t{ f - ( E • ,K' K . + E bp p J d A HW m . 2 a3y6 ag yS a$ a £ 
m 
+ { V a g - •«,(!> - V 2 V W'a + ^ " pw)dA A m 
+ / (M <$> + M <|> - Q w)dC 
n n ns s n 
L> 
a m 
+ / [M (<j> - $•) + M (<f) ' - $ ) ' - Q (w - w)]dC } (3.24) 
_ n n n ns s s n 
u -
m 
First variation of Eq. 3.24 with respect to the independent variables, K oi p , 
Otp Ot 
<f> , w, M D , and Q , can be w r i t t e n a s : 
Ot O t p O t 
35 
6IL_T = Z { / ' [ (E ._ -K Q + M . ) 6K ,• HW m . a3y<S a 3 Y° yo 
m 
+ (EdBP« '- 2 V 6 p | 
+ ( K « B " ' * a , e ) 4 M a | 
- (2p - w, + <f> ) 6Q 
• a a a a 
+ ( Ma3,B~ V 6*a 
- (Q + P) <5w ] dA 
'+ / [(M -M )6<|) + (M - M )<5<f> - (Q - Q ) 6w] dC _ - - n . n n - . f l ' n s n n 
C s s 
a m 
+ / iU - •„)«*« +• (<f>(, - • _)«** - (w - w)6QJ dC } (3.25) 
_ n n n s s ns n 
u 
m 
The Euler equations are: constitutive relations, strain displacement 
relations, equilibrium equations, and traction and displacement boundary 




M e = - E • _ ' K a3 aftyS Y<5 in A im 
Qa = I E a B P 6 
in A 
m 
KaB = • a , 6 
i n A 
m 
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.̂-jK.-V; lnA- (3-29) 
Q0 = M . i„A_ (3.30) 




i n A 
m Q = - p  (3.31) 
a, a v m 
M = M , M = M and Q = 6 on G (3.32) 
n n ns ns n n o 
m 
§ = <j> , <(>=<(> and w = w on C (3.33) 
n n s s u 
m 
from Eqs. 3.26, 3.30 and 3.31, the following two more equations can be 
obtained. 
V c ^ - p (3-34) 
. . • ' W Y S N I I " p (3-35) 
When the effects of transverse shear deformation are ignored, Eq. 3.24 
can be written as: 
n i in = ^ f \k E a xK o< x + M 0 ( K 0 - W • 0 ) - Pw] dA 
m 
• + • ' / (M w , - V w) dC + [M w] 
c n n n n 5 ca 
a m i 
m 
+ / (w, - w, )M -• (w - w) V ] dC + t(w—w).M ] } ( 3 . 3 6 ) 
p n n n n





V = Q •+ M (3.37) 
n 'n ns,s 
is the effective shearing force; and the terms in brackets represent the 
contributions of concentrated vertical forces at the corners of appropriate 
boundaries due to twisting moment intensities along the boundary. The 
changes in the form of'boundary integrals of Eq. 3.36 are the consequences 
of applying the Kirchhoff hypothesis to the theory. 
Due to the Kirchhoff hypothesis, <fy is replaced by w, and this is 
not an independent quantity any more. Thus three distinct boundary con-
ditions on a boundary, as shown in Eqs. 3.32 and 3.33, are reduced to two 
by the following changes in the boundary integral. 
/ (M v + M • w,- - Qw) dC = / [M w - (M o e + Q )w] dG +[M w] (3.38) _, n n ns s n n n n s , s n n s p 
Li L> \J 
m m m 
Thus, the Euler equations of Eq. 3.36 are: constitutive equations, 
Eq. 3.26, strain displacement relations, Eq. 3.28, where <|> should be 
replaced by w, equilibrium equations, Eq. 3.34, and the following 
boundary conditions on each of C and C . 
u a 
m m 
M = M and V = V on C . (3.39) 
n n n n a 
m 
w, = w, and w = w on C (3.40) 
n n u 
m 
M = M at corners of C (3.41) 
ns ns a 
m 
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M in Eq. 3.41 represents concentrated force due to edgewise rate of 
ns 
change of twisting moment. 
As was done in the case of modified principles in the second 
chapter, the divergence theorem, with the constitutive relations, can be 
used to change the functional in Eq. 2.20 into another form from which 
all the finite element stress models can be derived. 
nTTTT = I {- / [B + ( a . . . + F . ) u . ] d V + / (T. - T . ) u . d S + / T . u . d S ( 3 . 4 2 ) HW m v IJ ,j l l I l i g l l 
iii a u 
m m 
The distributions of stresses along z direction can be assumed 
as given by Reissner's plate theory [50, 51, 52, 53]. 
12M z 
% = —f6- (3-43> 
h 
3Qa 2z 2 
3a 2 h • h . • 
a = 3£ r 1 + 2z _ i ( 2a)3i (3.45) 
33 4 l 3 h 3 v h ; J V ; 
The two terms of the first integral of Eq. 3.42 can be expressed as 
follows, respectively, by integration along the thickness direction 
with the relations, Eq. 2.18 and Eqs. 3.43 - 3.45, when the body forces 
are ignored. 
/ Bdv = ̂  / d.. a..o „ 






 + 2dae33°oB°33 
m 
39 
+ 4 d a 3 3 3 a c . 3 ° 3 3 + 4 d 3 a 3 g a 3 a ° 3 $ + d 3 3 3 3 a 3 2 3 >
d A 
= \ [ <W«eV + D a363 Q a Q B + ^ a B S S ^ B + ' ^"V"* ( 3 " 4 6 ) 
m 
+ c o n s t a n t 
h / 2 
/ a.. .u .dV = / / (a Qu •+ a 0 0 u + a . u . + a 0 0 0 u_)dzdA 
v i j , j 1 . u / 2
 a ^ » ^ a a j , 3 a 3 a , a 3 3 3 , 3 3 
m m 
= f ( ~ M „ A + Q * + Q w + pw)dA ( 3 . 4 7 ) 
A 
m 
Using these equations and further integrations similar to those in 
Eqs. 3.21 and 3.22 on boundary terms, Eq. 3.42 can be written as: 
n m T = E {.- / [~ (D ' .M 0M x + D - _ . Q Q.) + D . . . p M . + D - - - p Q JdA HW m 2 aftyS a£ Y<$ a3B3 a (3 a$33 a£ a 3 3 3 a . 
m 
- / (Q^ - M^ I0 0)<j^ + '(Q„ „ _ p)w ]dA 
m 
. a a p , p a ^ a , a — 




- . / ' (M DnD<j> - Q n w)dC + c o n s t a n t ( 3 . 4 8 ) 
, • „ • • Ctp p CL . OL CL 
\J 
;u 
m ' • • ' : ' . • • . 
By coordinate transformation, the quantities in boundary integrals can 
be expressed in boundary coordinates, then: 
n u _ = E"{ - / ' [^ (D'• . M 0M . •+ D - . , Q Q.) + D rt..pM • + D 0 _ p Q ]dA HS m 2 a3y<S a6 Y<5 a383 a *8 a$33 ag a333 a 
m 
40 
'[ [«a-M„$,6)*c.+ »a,6 + p)w2 ]dS 
m 
- f [(M - M )<j> + (M - M .;.)>• - (0 - Q )w] dC 
n n n ns ns s n n 
a m 
- /• •(M 5 + M $ - Q w)dC + constant (3.49) 
n n ns s n 
L* 
u m 
The first variation of Eq. 3.49 with respect to M 0, Q ,<(> , and w is: 
Ot p OL OL 
SIT = E {- / (D . XM x + D 0 _ _ p + <|> • Q)6M 0dA HW m a3y6 yd a333 a, 3 a3 
m 
/ (D QOOQD + D QQQp - w, +4 )6Q dA 
a333 3 a333 ' a T a' ^a 
A m 
/ (Q - M \- Q)6<|> dA - / (Q + p)6wdA 
A A 
m m 
J" [(M - M )<$<(> + (M - M )6<f) - (Q - Q )6w]dC 
n n n ns ns s n n 
a m 
/ [(i - <j> )<SM . + G> - <J> )5M - (w - w)60 ]dC (3.50) 
• n ' n n s s ns n 
u m 
The Euler equations are; strain-displacement relations from the first 
two-integrals, equilibrium equations from the third and fourth integrals, 
and boundary conditions from the last two integrals. 
When the effects of transverse shear deformation are ignored, the 
41 
functional, Eq. 3,49 can be simplified as following by using the relations 
o~~ = 0 in interior and on boundaries, a0 - 0 in interior, and Eq. 3.6 
33 ' 3 a • 
in appropriate integrations. 
IL_T = Z{ / - [ 4 - D o *
M oM x + (M a o + P> w] dA HW m 2 aftyd a 3 Y<5 a3,a£ r 
- / [ (M - M )w, - (V - V )w] dC - [ (M - M ) w ] 
r n n 'n n n ns ns 
m um 
- / (M w, - V w)dC - [M w ] + constant (3.51) 
c n n n ns c 
u u 
m m 
The Euler equations are: strain displacement relations, Eq. 3.28 where 
<{> should be replaced by wr.equilibrium equations, Eq. 3.34, and boundary 
conditions, Eq. 3.39 - 3.41. 
The work due to external load, pw, in Eq. 3.51, when transverse 
shearing deformation effects are not considered, is derived from the 
boundary integral / (T - f.)u. ds of Eq. 3.42. While, in Eq. 3.49, 
a 
m 
when transverse shearing deformation effects are considered, it is derived 
from / a..,.u.dV as shown in Eq. 3.47. The contribution of external load 
v 1J J i 
m 
on S , for the latter case, is cancelled by the existence of the contri-
a . . • 
m 
bution by a~~ as shown in the following: 
h/2 
/ (T. - T.) u.ds = / (a.-n. - a.-n,JuQdA + / / (T., - T.) dzdC (3.52) 
S X X x « L l 3 3 l 3 3 3 C -h/2 ±. i 
a A +A m 
m m m 
/ a.-ii, u.dS = / (a . +&a._) wds = / pwdS (3.53) 
Au i3 3 3 .u a3 33 »u 
A A A 
m m m 
42 
/T a.,n0u0ds = - /T ' (a - + a„_) wdS = 0 (3.54) 
AL i3 3 3 .L aJ JJ 
A A 
m m 
Thus the entire first term of the right hand side of Eq. 3.52 is dropped. 
Displacement Models 
When constitutive equations and strain displacement relations, 
Eqs. 3.26 - 3.29 are assumed a priori, all the displacement models whose 
three dimensional versions are given in Eqs. 2.32, 2.33 and 2.35 can be 
derived from Eq. 3.24 by the same modifications done on the general 
conventional principle in the second chapter. For hybrid models, the 
interior displacement u. are released from the interelement continuity 
requirements and, for the modifications, additional boundary variables, 
T#T for the first version, T - and u.T for the second version, are lL ift lL 
introduced. 
In the hybrid displacement model version 1, Eq. 2.32, the boundary 
variable T'are assumed on S such that T,T = T. on S , T.T = T. on lL m iL l o lL l 
m 
S and continuous at interelement boundary. Thus, in a plate element, 
m h h 
T._ = p at z = — and T,T = 0 at z = - —. iL 2 iL 2 
h/2 
/ T.Tu_,dS ='-/ pwdA + / / T f Tu.dzdC 
S l L ± A C-h/2 1 L r 
m m m 
= / pwdA - / (ML(J) + ML (j) - QLs) dC (3.55) 






M = nn / T.T zdz + n0 / TOT zdz (3.56) 
n X -h/2 l L 2 -h/2 2 L 
h/2 h/2 
M = S, / T.Tzdz- + S0 / TOT zdz (3.57) 
n S r~h/2 l L 2 -h/2 2 L 
T h/2 
<T « / T 'dz (3/58) 
n -h/2 3 L 
By the same way the integral on S can be written as: 
m 
/ T.Tu.dS = - / (M
L ^ + ML "<£ - 0L w) dC (3.59) 




Substituting Eqv 3.19 with strain displacement relations, and Eqs. 3.55 
and 3.59 into Eq. 2.32 yields 
nun1 = E{ / [ i E D K4> • ' < ! > ' x + ~ E _(w, '.-<(>) (w,Q - c{>0)-pw] dA HD1 m 2 a$Y<5 a,B Y»<5 8 a$ a a '3 8 
m 
+ / (ML<|) + ML 4> - QL w) dC 
n n ns s ^n 
m 
• •— / (ML ? + ML ^ - QL w ) dC } (3.60) 
n n ns s 'n 
u 
m 
When the effects of transverse shearing deformation are ignored, Eq. 3.60 
can be written as: 
n u m = S* f <TE o * w » - ow» * " P w > d A HD1 m I aPyfi a|3 y8 
m 
44 
+ / (MLw, - VLw)dC + [ML w] 
c n n n s c 
HI m 
-•/• (MLw, -• VLw)'dC - [ML w] } ( 3 . 6 1 ) 
c n n n n s 
u u 
m m 
where VL * QL + ML 
n n n s , s 
The f i r s t v a r i a t i o n of t h e above: i s : 
HD1 m a3Y° Y° a $ 
m 
+ / [(ML - M )6w, - (VL - V )6w]dC + [ (ML - M )6w] 
_ n n n n n ns n s 
m m 
+ 7 [ (w , - w, )6ML - (w - w)6VL]dC + [ (w - w)6ML J 
P ' n ... .n . n n n s 
m m 
• • • + ' / (w, 6ML - w6VL)dC + [w6ML ] } ( 3 . 6 2 ) 
c n n n sc 
P P 
m m 
where C are interelement boundaries. The Euler equations are: equili-
m 
brium equations from the first line, traction continuity and boundary 
conditions and displacement boundary conditions from the second and third 
lines, respectively, and interelement displacements continuity conditions 
from the last line. 
In the hybrid displacement: model version 2, a set of boundary trac-
tions T and a set of boundary displacements u are assumed such that 
XX* li-j 
T.„ are arbitrary and u. T are continuous and u. T = u. on S and u J T = u, ix. lL lL l u iL i 
m 
on S .By similar mathematical manipulation as in the previous model, the 
m 
Eq. 2.33 can be written as: 
EHD2 " l{ { [kM*a>S*Y,«
 + kB
(w>a " V ( w' S " V"
1™ 1^ 
m 
+ / [M*(<J> - <£) + M * U - <£)"- Q*(w - wL)]dC 
r n n n ns s n n 
m 
+ / [M <J)L + M <j)L - Q wL]dC } (3, 
n n nsTs n 
a 
m 
L L Z Z 
where <J) and w are continuous boundary displacements and M and Q 
CX " CXp (X 
are boundary tractions. 
When the effects of transverse shear deformation are ignored, 
Eq. 3.63 can be written as: 
n«TAO =' Ef J ( "o" E O X W» O W» JC - pw ) dA HD2 m 2 a3y<S a3 yo 
m 
+ / [M*"(v, - w^) -- V* (v - wL)] dC + [M*o (w - w
L)] 
r n n n n ns „ 
m m 
+ •/ (M w V - V wL) dC + [M wL] } (3. 
c n n n
 n s c 
O . Q 
m m 
where V * = Q* + M 
n n ns,s 
The first variation of the above equation is: 
6 1 IHD2- S r j [ [ ( E a 6 Y « W ' T « ) ' a g - p ] 6 " d A 
m 
+ / [(w, - w,L)6Mi!' - (w - wL)6V^]dC + [(w - wL)6M* •]• 
r n n n n ns 
m m 
+ / ['(M* - M )6w, - (V* - V ) 6w]dC + [ (M* - M )6w] 
P n n n n n ns iis „ 
m m 
46 
' + 7 . [(M - M )6w; - (V - V )<5wL]dC + [ (M - M )<5wL] 
_ n n n n n ns ns 
a o 
m m 
- / (M^w^ - VJl6wL)dC - [Mil 6wL] }' (3 .65) 
C n n n n S G 
P m P m 
m m 
The Euler equations are: equilibrium equations from the first line, 
displacement continuity and displacement boundary conditions from the 
second line, traction boundary conditions from the fourth line, and 
interelement traction continuity conditions from the third and the last 
lines, respectively. 
When the interelement continuity conditions of internal displacements 
and boundary displacements conditions are satisfied a priori, Eqs. 3.60 and 
3.63 become a compatible displacement model whose three dimensional equation 
is given in Eq. 2.35, as follows: 
n '= t{-f [ 4 E Q A J . + ~ E Q(w, - <J> ) (w,Q - <t>Q) - pw]dA CD m . 2 a$y<5 a,$Ty»<5 8 a$ ' a a ' $ 3 
m 
• - . . + / (M * + M <j> - Q w)dC } (3.66) 
n n ns Ts n 
a m 
Ignoring transverse shear deformation effects, Eq. 3.66 can be written as: 
n = £{«/*( .-*• E 0 .w, 0w, x' - pw)dA CD m . .2 a3Y" a 3 Y° 
m 
+ / (M w, - V w)dC + [M w] } (3.67) 
G n n n ns c 
a a 
m ni 
The first variation of the above equation is: 
47 
6 n „ = E{ 7 [(E ' .w, J , • - p]<5wdA CD m a3y5 Y<5 a3 r. 
m 
+ / [(M - M )5w, - (V •- V )5w]dC + [(M - M )6w] } (3.68) 
n n n n n ns ns . 
C KJ 
a a . 
m m 
The Euler equations are equilibrium equations and traction boundary 
conditions. 
Stress Models 
By assuming equilibrium equations, a priori, all the finite element 
stress models can be obtained from Eq. 3.49 by the same modifications and 
additional boundary variables as appropriate displacement models. For 
hybrid stress model version 1, Eqs. 2.36, Eq. 3»46 and the same variables 
and similar integrals along boundary to those of hybrid displacement model 
version 2, Eqs. 3.63 and 3.64, may be used. Thus, hybrid stress model 
version 1, with and without considering transverse shear deformation 
effects, can be written, respectively, as follows: 
n u o 1 = E {- / [ ^-(D... . M M ' + D ^ . Q Q . ) + D 'Q~pMQ + D' -„pQ ]dA HS1 m . 2 a3Y<$ a$ Y<$ a3$3 a 3 a333 a3 a 3 3 3 ' a 
m 
- / (M d)L •+ M d)L - Q wL)dC 
r n
Tn ns T s - n 
m 
+ 7 <M <J>L + M <J>L - Q wL)dC } (3,69) 
r n
rn ns s n v ' 7V 
\j 
G m 
n u c 1 = Z {- 7 \ D _ _M QM . dA HS1 m 2 a3y5 a3 Y<5 
m 
48 
- 7 (M w,L - V wL)dS - I'M wLJ 
c n n n ns c 
m m 
+ / (M w,L - V wL)dC + [M wL] } (3.70) 
n n n ns Q 
a o 
m m 
It should be noted that the boundary tractions, T. in the hybrid stress 
model version 1, are derived from interior stresses as can be seen, in 
Eq. 2.36, while those of the hybrid displacement model version 2 are assumed 
along the boundary independently. 
To obtain proper Euler equations, the following consideration 
should be given to all the finite element stress models. Extremizing the 
functionals, the first terms of Eqs. 2.36, 2.37 and 2.39 give the following: 
- / - p — <5cr..dV = - / e..6o\.dV (3.71) 
V 8aij 1J- V 1J 1J 
m m 
From this variation, any further information cannot be obtained, since 
6a is not completely arbitrary but subject to the condition of: 
6o..,s = 0 (3.72) 
due to the equilibrium equation, Eq. 2.12. Thus, the constraint condition, 
Eq. 3.72, is augmented into Eq. 3.71 with a set of differentiable Lagrange 
multiplier functions, f.v 
- /.(e..5a.. + f.6a..,.)dV (3.73) 
v ij ij l ij ] 
m 
By further manipulations, it can be seen that the Lagrange multipliers 
f. are identified with displacements. 
49 
In the functional, Eq. 3,70, the interior stresses M ^ are subject 
to the plate equilibrium equation, Eq, 3,34, and the constraint term may 
be written as: 
/.6M- nwdA = 0 (3.74) 
• a$,a3 
m 
The first variation of Eq. 3.70 which is subject to Eq. 3.74 is: 
6tioi " Z^ ~ f <D a *M x + W, D)6M DdA 
HS1 m . a3y<5 Y<5 a 3 a 3 
m 
- •/ [(w^* - w, )<SM - (w L - w)6V ]dC - [ (w L - w)6M ] 
r n n n n n s _ 
m m 




- / (M 6w^ - V 6wL)dC - [M 6wL] } (3.75) 
C n n n n S C 
pm pm 
The Euler equations are: strain displacement relations from the first 
line, displacement continuity and boundary conditions from the second line, 
and traction boundary and continuity conditions from the last two lines, 
respectively. 
Referring to Eqs. 2.37 and 3.46, and by the same variables and 
similar integrals along the boundary to those of hybrid displacement model 
version 1, hybrid stress model version 2, with and without considering 
transverse shear deformation effects, can be written, respectively, as: 
n„o0 = E{ - / [̂  D 0 M M _ + D 00_Q QD) + D DOOPM D + D 000pQ ]dA HS2 m 2 a3yS aft y6 a333 ax3 a333 a3 a333K or 
m 
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/ K M - * £ ) • * ' + (M^.- M^)<? - ( a ~ Qbw£]dC n n n ns • ns s n n 
L< 
m 
- / (M1 <f> +'ML <f> - C^ w)dC } (3.76) ' n n ns s n 
L< 
U 
m • • • • , . * • , 
nuco = E{ - f \ D a * M o M ^ 
HS2 m . 2 aftyS a3 Y<$ 
m 
- / [(M - M S W * - (V - v H w ^ d C - [(K - M M W £ ] _ n n n n n ns ns _ 
m m 
- / (*£ ^ - vj; w)dC - [M^w] (3.77) 
c n n n n s c 
u u 
m m 
where <f> and w are arbitrary boundary displacement functions which 
correspond to interior displacements in the corresponding hybrid dis-
placement model version 1. 
By the same way as the previous model, the first variation of 
Eq. 3.77 can be written as: 
6n„ c o = Z{ - / (D J l x + W, D)<5M • dA HS2 m . a$Y<5 yo a $ a $ 
m 
- / [(M - ML)6w^ - (V - VL)<5w ]dC - [(M - ML )6w^] 
r n n n n n ns ns _ 
m m 
. • ' - ' / [(w? - w, )6M - (w£-- 'w)6V ]dC - [ (w*- w)6M ] • n n n n ns 
. KJ C 
m m 
- / [(w, - w? )<5ML - (w - w£)6VL]dC - [(w - w£)6ML ] 
p n n n n




+ / (wj. 6ML V w^6VL)dC + Iŵ (SML ] } ' (3.78) 
C h n n ns c 
pm Pm 
The Euler equations are: strain displacement relations from the first 
line, traction continuity and boundary conditions from the second line, 
and displacements continuity and boundary conditions from the last two 
lines through the matching of boundary and interior displacements from 
the third line. 
When traction continuity and boundary conditions are assumed a 
priori, the equilibrium stress model, with and without considering the 
effects of transverse shear deformation, can be derived from Eqs. 3.69 
and 3.76 and Eqs. 3.70 and 3.77, respectively, as follows: 
IL,. = £{ - / [-| (D 0 M QM x + D , D „ Q Q J + D QOOPM Q + D '_PQ ]dA ES m 2 a3Y<5 a3 Y<S a333 cix3 a$33 a3 a333 a 
m 
- / (M $' + M $ - Q w)dC } (3.79) 




Kc = Z{ - /' i D Q M 0M xdA ES m .. 2 a&y6 a3 Y$ 
m 
- / (M w, - V w)dC - [M w] } (3.80) 
C n n n s G u u 
m m 
The first variation of Eq. 3.80 is: 
6JI_C = Z{ -. / (D ' -M . •+ w, D)6M QdA ES m A a3Y^ y& a 3 a 3 
m 
- / [w, - w, ) 6M - (w ~ w)6V ]dC 








The Euler equations are: strain displacement relations and displacement 
boundary conditions. 
Mixed Models 
If the only a priori conditions are constitutive relations, hybrid 
mixed models can be obtained from Eqs. 2.40 and 2.41 by using appripriate 
integrals used in this chapter. They are: 
n*™, = E{ - / [-1 (D • _M 0M . + D _0_Q Q-.) + D D__pM • + D ' 0pQ ]dA HM1 m . 2 a3y<S af>yd a333 a 3 a 3 3 3 r a 3 a 3 3 3 r a 
m 
- / [X0<f^ Q •+. Q„(<f>„ - w , r j ) + pw]dA 
m 
a 3 a , 3 a a a' 
+ / (ML<|> + ML <f> - QL w)dC 
n n n s s n 
m 
- 7 (MJ;.? + M J ; X - <£ w)dc (3.82) 
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m 
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r n n n n s s s n 
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When the effects of transverse shear deformation are ignored, Eqs, 3.82 
and 3.83 can be written as: 
n ™ i = E{ / ( T D 0 ,M 0M . + M _w, 0 + pw)dA HM1 m - 2 afryS a£ y6 aft ' a $ 
A 
m 
+ / (ML w, - VL w)dG + [ ^ w] 
c n n n n s Q 
m m 
- / (ML w, - VL w)dC - [ML w] } ( 3 . 8 4 ) 
' n n n n s _, 
u u 
m m 
ni™o = ^ ~ J ( k D o *M Q
M * •+ M o w » 0
 + Pw)dA HM2 m A a3y6 a $ Y5 «3 a$ 
m 
+ 7 [M (w, - w^ ) - V (w - w^)]dC + [M (w - w L ) ] 
r n n n
 n ns 
m m 
• + / (M 4>L - V wL)dC + [V wL] } ( 3 . 8 5 ) 
c n n n n c 
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m m 
As in hybrid stress model version 1, arbitrary boundary tractions of 
Eq. 3.85 need not be assumed independently, since the tractions which 
are derived from the interior stress field can be used. In the 
corresponding displacement model, Eq. 3.63, boundary tractions should be 
assumed independently. By the same manipulations done on the models 
mentioned previously, it can be seen that the Euler equations of Eqs. 3.84 
and 3.85 are all the field equations, boundary conditions and traction 
and displacement continuity conditions except the a priori assumed 
constitutive relations. 
When continuity conditions of displacements and tractions along 
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interelement boundaries are satisfied a priori, in addition, the finite 
element equivalent of Hellinger-Reissner principles with and without 
considering transverse shearing deformation effects can be obtained from 
Eqs. 3.82 and 3.83, and Eqs. 3.84 and 3.85, respectively, as: 
n_,_ = E{. - 7 [ ~ (D D .M 0M x + D ODOQ QD) + D D00pM Q + D 000pQ ]dA ER m 2 aByo «8 Y° a383 axB a033r a3 a333r 
A 
m 
- [ 1 V M
 + V*»-% ) + 'w ) d A 
A 
m 
. + / ' (M<f> + M cf> - Q w) dC 
q n n ns s n 
a 
m 
+/ [M (<f> - * ) '+ M (cf> - •$ ) - Q (w - w)]dC (3.86) 
<, n n n ns s s n 
u 
m 
JI_ = E{ - / ( \ D M flM ••+ M 0w, 0 + pw)dA ER m 2 a3Y° a3 Y° »3 a$ 
m 
+ 7 (M w, - V w)dC• •+ TM w] 
c n n n " ns 
a a 
m m 
+ /• [M (w, - w, ) - V (w - w)]dC #• [M (w - w)] } ' (3.87) 
„ n n n n ns 
u u 
m m 
The Euler equations of the functional are all the field equations and 
boundary conditions except constitutive relations. 
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* CHAPTER IV 
BENDING PROBLEMS OF THIN PLATES WITH VARIOUS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
This chapter presents discussion of some problems associated with 
traction boundary conditions in the finite element method when the curved 
boundaries of a domain are approximated by piecewise straight segments. 
The so-called Babuska paradox in the solution for a simply supported 
circular plate whose boundary is approximated by that of a polygon is 
discussed. 
Also, ways to explicitly enforce the higher order (natural) 
boundary conditions in the finite element method are explored. Circular 
and annular plates with various boundary conditions and rectangular 
plates with central holes of several different shapes are solved with 
and without explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions. Applied 
external load is either a point load or uniformly distributed. For all 
cases, body forces and transverse shear deformation effects are ignored. 
Linear theory of a thin elastic plate is used. Following the general 
discussion of the approximations involved at a circular boundary, in the 
second and third sections, the results of compatible displacement model and 
hybrid stress model solutions for various circular shaped plates, respec-
tively, are discussed. In the last section, stress concentration problems 
of rectangular plates with central holes are treated. 
Approximations at Curved Boundaries 
Three different types of approximations can be involved in the 
finite element method in problems with curved domains. In the first place, 
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the solution functions are approximated in terms of piecewise polynomials; 
Second, the arbitrarily curved domain may be approximated by some other 
more manageable form, such as piecewise straight segments. Last, the 
boundary conditions are also subject to approximation. The errors in the 
solution of a boundary-value problem which can occur due to approxima-
tions at the boundary are caused by combinations of the above features. 
An interesting problem arises when an essential and a natural 
boundary condition are combined in a boundary-value problem with a curved 
domain which is to be approximated by an inscribed polygon. This is 
popularly known as the "Babuska paradox" [54,55], and is studied in detail 
in the present chapter. 
Babuska Paradox 
Consider the mathematical boundary value problem, in the domain 
shown in Fig. 2.1, defined by the following bihaismonic linear differential 
equation. 
V4w = 1 in D (4.1) 
and homogeneous boundary conditions 
w = w, = 0 on B (4.2) 
nn 
where n is the direction of an outward normal to the curved boundary. 
Assume that the domain D is approximated by an inscribed N-sided polygon, 
•L 1_ 1-
D , with boundary B . Intuitively, the solution w of the preceding 
V. 
boundary value problem in the polygon D with the following boundary 
conditions 
wh = w1? = 0 on Bh (4.3) 
nn 
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where now n is the outward normal to B , should be expected to converge 
to the solution in the true domain, D, as N + ».. The Babuska paradox 
consists in the fact that it does not.. 
It is considered that the difficulty involved in this problem 
is caused by the change in the higher order boundary conditions, due to 
the change of the boundary coordinates by which the boundary conditions 
are expressed in the approximated domain. The above problem can be 
modified by introducing new variable V = Vw and replacing higher order 
boundary condition by harmonic equations as follows [56]. 
V2wh - Vh in Dh (4.4) 
V2Vh = 1 in Dh (4.5) 
w
h = vh = 0 on Bh (4.6) 
For such a second-order system; convergence of the solution is guaranteed 
•L -L • 
[56], and w and V approach to the solution of 
V2w = V in D (4.7) 
V2V = 1 in D (4.8) 
w = V = 0 on B (4.9) 
v« 
where V is the exact solution of V in D, as N + » . 
The boundary conditions given by Eq. 4.9 can be generalized as 
follows for a circular domain [Fig. 4.1] 
w = 0 
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w? 
w;, + k — =0^ 
nn a 
where a is the radius of the circle, and k is an arbitrary parameter. It 
is observed that when k=0 the above boundary conditions are identical 
to those given by Eq. 4.2, and when k=l the above are identical to those 
given by Eq. 4.9. Thus for the problem defined by Eq. 4.1 and the above 
boundary conditions with k=0, the approximate solutions obtained for a 
polygonal approximation of the circular domain do not converge to the 
exact solution; and with k=l, they do converge to the correct answer. 
Since k does not appear in the boundary condition for the polygonal domain, 
it can be seen that for any k^l, the solutions for the polygonal domain 
converge to the solution for the circular domain with k=l. That is, 
there is a Babuska paradox for all values of k^l. 
A parallel problem in solid mechanics is that of a simply 
supported plate with a curved boundary and constant thickness which is 
treated briefly by Fix and Strang [56]. The problem is defined by the 
following when the domain is circular one [Fig. 4.1] 
V\* = p/D in D (4.10) 
w, 
' w «. w, + v -—- = 0 on B (4.11) 
' nn a 
where p is the external load, D is the flexural rigidity of the plate, 
v is Poisson's ratio, and w is the transverse displacement. If p is 
a constant and the Poisson ratio v is replaced by k this problem is 
equivalent to the problem defined by Eq. 4.1 and the previous generalized 
boundary conditions. Thus, when a simply supported circular plate is 
solved by approximate methods with polygonal domain approximation, the 
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•L _ -L. 
solution w = Dw will converge to that of a simply supported circular 
plate with Posson's ratio v=l in the higher order boundary condition, 
regardless actual value of Poisson's ratio of the plate. 
Rao and Rajaiah showed these difficulties numerically by summarizing 
> . • ' . • 
results of the previous works of several different research groups, using 
the boundary collocation method [57], The model is that of a simply 
•L. 
supported N-sided regular polygonal plate whose domain is D with boundary 
v» 
B , which circumscribes a circle with constant radius a [Fig. 4.1]. The 
deflection function: 
3 4 
w = E h " .- = -^—r + E (A + B r2) r^cosmNG in D (4.12) 
, zv 4 £ / 4 m=0,l, m m 12(l-v )pa 64a ' 
where E is Young's modulus of the plate, h is the plate thickness, and p 
is the uniformly applied load on the plate, satisfies the governing 
Eh u differential equation -— VHw = p and the N-fold cyclic symmetry in 
12(l-v ) 
the problem. 
It is to be noted that the assumed solution function satisfies 
none of the boundary conditions, and thus the constants A and B are 
m m 
determined by satisfying the boundary conditions at a finite number of 
•L. 
points on the boundary, B . It is also noted that in the above assumed 
•u 
solution function, setting w=0 at a finite number of points at B does not 
•L 
automatically impl}̂  that w, = 0 (s being the direction tangential to B ) 
ss 
•L. 
at B , and thus the condition w, = 0 has to be imposed separately, as 
s s 
distinct from the condition w=0. Thus, Rao and Rajaiah [57] consider 
the boundary conditions for the polygon in the following general form: 
w = 0 on Bh (4.13) 
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Vi 
w, + Kw, . •« Q • on B (4,14) 
'nn Tss 
where K is an arbitrary constant. In [57] results of a series of 
numerical experiments are presented for various values of K, N and M 
which is the total number of terms in solution function Eq. 4.12 (M=m+1), 
and these are plotted in Fig. 4.2. Dashed lines indicate the exact 
deflections of circular plates with different values of v which are the 
same as the K values used in the boundary conditions for the polygonal 
plates. 
From the results of [57], the 'following interesting conclusions 
can be drawn when it is assumed that the regular polygonal domains D 
are the approximations of the circular domain D with boundary B. First, 
for a polygonal plate with fixed number, however large, of sides N, the 
central deflection approaches to that of simply supported circular plate 
with the Poisson ratio v=l regardless of the original value of the Poisson 
ratio prescribed for the plate, as M ->• °°. Thus the solution w in Eq. 4.12 
for the polygonal plate becomes independent of the Poisson ratio, however 
large the number of sides may be. This fact confirms the above mentioned 
Babuska paradox, numerically. 
Second, when the boundary conditions simulate, at least approxi-
mately those of a circular plate as Eq. 4.14, the solution for the polygon 
converges to that of circular plate, with the same Poisson ratio, as the 
number of sides N -*• «» with any fixed M. However, it is interesting to 
note that the rate of the above convergence decreases with the increase 
of M, and convergence appears to be very poor, when both M and N ->• °°. 
As shown in Eq. 4.2 and Eq. A.2b of the Appendix A, the natural 
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boundary condition of a simply supported circular plate is 
w, 
w, + v ( ~ + w, ) = 0 (4.15) 
'nn a ss 
The difference between the above equation and Eq. 4.14 (with K=v), which 
is the simulated "circular plate boundary condition" along a straight 
edge, is inherently due to the difference in coordinate systems which are 
•L 
used at boundaries, B and B . The difference is caused by the approximation 
of a circular domain by a polygon and this difference can not be changed by 
simply making N -> °°. 
Thus the most significant results of the boundary collocation 
studies of [57], relevant to the present discussion, can thus be stated: 
when the boundary of a simply supported circular plate is approximated by 
a polygon, the solution for the polygon will converge to that of the circle 
for any fixed M (number of terms in series) when N (number of sides in 
polygon) ->- °° and the constant K in the boundary condition Eq. 4.14 is 
taken to be v (the Poisson ratio) for the circular plate. It should be 
emphasized however, that the condition w, + \>w, = 0 is "unnatural" 
nn ss 
for a polygonal plate with straight edges, whereas the occurence of v 
in the boundary conditions is natural for a circular plate with a curved 
boundary. 
It is shown in the following that the satisfaction of the above 
natural boundary conditions at a curved boundary becomes much easier in 
the finite element method, in spite of the approximation of the curved 
boundary itself by piecewise straight segments. 
Approximations on a Boundary in the Finite Element Method 
It is first shown that in the context of the Ritz method (also hence 
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the Ritz-based finite element method!? the previously discussed anomalies 
can be traced to the concept of "natural boundary conditions" of the 
variational principle. 
The previous discussion is centered on the change of natural 
boundary conditions due to the approximation of boundary in a mixed boundary 
value problem. Because of the change in the shape of a boundary segment 
from an arbitrary curve to a straight line, the Poisson ratio disappears 
from the moment boundary conditions of a simply supported plate. 
In the finite element method formulated through a variational method, 
the situation is slightly different from the above since natural boundary 
conditions are satisfied implicitly as a consequence of extremization of 
an appropriate functional. To investigate the effects of boundary appro-
ximation on these higher order boundary conditions, a simply supported 
circular plate with uniformly applied external load will be considered in 
the following discussion. 
The functional of the minimum potential energy principle, Eq. 3.67, 
for an isotropic plate with no prescribed tractions at the boundary, can 
be written as: 
n._ = £ • / ' { £ [w? + wf + 2vw, w, + 2(l-v)w2, ] - pw }dA (4.16) 
CD m 2 xx yy xx yy xy 
m _ 
Eh 
where D = — -~— is the flexural rigidity of the plate, E is the Youngfs 
12(l-v ) 
modulus, h is the thickness of the plate, and p is the applied external 
force on the upper surface of the plate. In order for a displacement finite 
element model to be valid for Eq. 4.16, w and its first derivatives must 
be continuous at all interelement boundaries. This implies that along any 
segment of the element boundary, the displacement w, and the derivative of 
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w in the direction normal to the boundary must be uniquely interpolated 
in terms of their respective values at nodes only along the particular 
boundary segment in question. 
The first variation of the above with respect to w can be written as 
611 = S{ / ( DVS* - p)6w dA 
Lu m ' . . • ' . A m 
- D / f.|- ( V2w )ri + -2- ( V2w )n ]6w dC 
c 3x x ay y 
m 
+ D / [(w, +. vw, )n 6w, + (w, + vw, )ri 6w, 
c xx yy x x yy xx
7 y y . . 
m 
+ (1-v) w, In 6w, + n 6w, ) ] dC } (4.17) 
s xy y x x . y 
where n are the direction cosines of a unit vector normal to the boundary 
curve C . By using coordinate transformations, the boundary integrals 
can be expressed in the boundary coordinates, and thus: 
6IT = E{ / (DV'+w - p)6wdA + DT } (4.18) 
Lu m C 
A m m 
where 
1 ,̂ = / (w, + — w, + vw, )6w, dC 
C „ *nn a *n ' s s n m L. m 
- / [ ( l - v ) ( w , c o - - ^ ) + | - (V
2w)]6wdC _ nss a an 
m 




for a circular boundary C , where s is measured along the boundary, n 
m 
is normal to the boundary, and a is the radius of the plate. The last 
term in the square brackets represents the virtual work done by corner 
forces due to twisting moment along the boundary segment. If the 
geometrical boundary condition for a simply supported plate, namely, 
w=0 on C is satisfied a priori, as is required in the Ritz method, 
6w=0 on C ; further the term w, in the first integral in Eq. 4.19 
m ss 
vanishes automatically, and thus for arbitrary variations in 6w, the 
vanishing of the boundary integral in Eq. 4.19 yields the natural boundary 
condition 
w>™ + 7 w ' n = ° (4-20> 
nn a n 
If the boundary is a polygon, taking £ to be the local coordinate 
along a straight boundary segment, and C normal to this boundary, then 
term I in Eq. 4.18 can be written as: 
m 
V = 'h (W'CC + ^ ^ " ' C ^ 
m C 
m 
- 7h. [ (l-v)w,^ + -̂ r (V
2w)]6wdC + [ (l-v)w, a ^ \ C^-21) 
m m 
Vi " * 
where C is a straight boundary segment and the last term in square 
brackets represents the virtual work done by concentrated forces at 
corners due to twisting moment at the boundary segment. If the essential 
i_ 
boundary condition of w=0 is imposed all along the straight boundary C , 
m 
Vi 
as if for a simply supported polygonal plate, then 6w=0 on C ; further, 
the term w,-_ in the first integral in Eq. 4.21 vanishes automatically. 
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Thus for arbitrary variation 6w? , the vanishing of the integral in 
s> 
Eq. A,21 yields the natural boundary condition 
w, = 0. (4,22) 
Therefore the natural boundary condition for a true polygonal plate is 
independent of the Poisson ratio v. Thus, as seen from the previous 
discussion, the convergence of the polygonal plate solution to that of a 
circular plate, of which the polygon is a geometric approximation, cannot 
be guaranteed. 
Thus, alternative ways to obtain the other natural boundary 
conditions (including the effect of the Poisson ratio) from the variational 
principle governing the plate problem with a polygonal approximation to a 
circular boundary, must be considered. To this end, first consider a 
finite element (triangular in the present case) ABC as in Fig. 4.3, the 
•L. 
boundary A-B of which forms the boundary segment C of the polygon. 
As mentioned earlier, for a valid compatible displacement finite 
element model for a plate problem, the transverse displacement and at 
least its first derivatives should be continuous at the element boundary 
A-B-C of the present element. Therefore, in the present problem, the 
simplest finite element would be one which has w; w,_; and w, as degrees 
of freedom at each of the three nodes A, B, and C of the element. If 
the interpolation functions are required to satisfy the above continuity 
requirements, then w and its normal derivative along any boundary segment 
should be uniquely interpolated along the particular segment only in terms 
of their respective values at the nodes along the boundary. Thus it can 
be seen that: 
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WAB " ' V l + - W'5A*2
 + WB*3 + 2'E \ 
A B 
(4.23) 
W'C "'' W ,C A*5
+^c/6 
(A. 24). 
where w , w are the values of w at nodes A and B, respectively, etc., 
A B 
and <J).(i=l,6) are unique interpolation functions. Introducing the 
coordinates s and n locally tangential and normal to the circular boundary 
at nodes A and B gives the following coordinate transformation: 
w 'C ) 







where 0' is the angle between the directions n and £. Then Eqs. 4.23 
and 4.24 can be written as: 
w.„ = w.cj), + (- sin9w, +.cos0w, )cj)_ 
A D A 1 nA SA 
+ w„<J>_ + ( sinGw, + cosOw, )<f>, B 3 n B s B 4 
(4.26) 
w,_ - (cosOw, + sinGw, )((>_. + (cosOw, -sinGw, )$c (4.27) 
CAB nA S A 5 nB SB 6 
where 0=0' at node A[.Fig. 4.3]. From Eqs. 4.23, 4.24, 4.26 and 4.27, it 
can be seen, that: 
and 
6wAB ~ 6 w A * l + 6 W , C ^2 + 6wB'*3 + 6 w , e *4 
A B 
("•^AB
 = Vi.se + w 'sA*
2>« + V s + * V * . K 






5w1T, = 6w. 4>, + ( - sm0<5w, + cos0<5w, )d>-AB A 1 ?nA >sA 2 
A A 
+ <5w_<f>. + ( s i n 0 6 w , + cos06w, . )«J>. ( 4 . 3 1 ) 
• .. n B SB 
(w, r ) = w L r r + ( - s inOw, + cosGw, }<f> 
« A f i A 1,U n A s A 2 , ^ 
+ WT7^Q r r + ( s inOw, + cos0w, )<\>, CC ( 4 . 3 2 ) 
B 3,t,t, n s f i 4,fc,t, 
and 
6w, = (cos06w, + sin06w, )'<!>_ 
CAB nA SA 5 
+. (cos06w, - sin06w, H , (4.33) 
V SB 6 
The essential boundary condition for a polygonal plate, w=0 along AB 
would make the boundary integral in Eq. 4.21 independent of the Poisson 
ratio. 
However, even if the curved boundary is approximated by straight 
segments, the finite element method makes it possible to satisfy the 
essential boundary conditions corresponding to the given curved boundary 
which in this case is w=0 along the arc A-E-B in Fig. 4.3. These essential 
boundary conditions on the circular boundary can be stated as w. = 6w = 
A A 
w, = w, = w „ • - 6w„ = 0 . T h u s , from E q s . 4 . 3 1 - 4 . 3 3 , 
s . s_ B B 
A B 
6wAB = - s i n 0 (<Sw,n <f>2 ~
 6 w * n $4) ( 4 . 3 4 ) 
A B 
(w,p ) = - s i n 0 (w, <Ju - w, 4, ) ( 4 . 3 5 ) 
_55 AB nA 2 ' ^ nB 4 i 5 € -
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and 
§w,r = cos 5w? - (4,36) 
CAB nAB 
where 
6w, = 6w, <}> + <5w, $, 
nAB nA 5 nB 6 
Thus, the boundary integral in Eq. 4.21 can be written as: 
V = A, lw>rr " v s i n 9 ( w , .<j>9 - w, <f>, ) c o s 0 6 w , 
m C A ' ^ B ' ^ n 
m 
'+ / ^ [ ( l -v . )w, r r P • + | - (V
2w)] sineCfiw, . (j>9 -- 6w, * )dC 
Ch C ^ 8 C n A 2 n B 4 '. 
m 
- [ ( l - v ) w , c 5 S l n 0 ( 6 w , n * 2 - 6 w , _ * 4 ) ] h (4.37) 
A B C 
m 
It is clear from the above that the natural boundary conditions resulting 
from the vanishing of I are not independent of the Poisson ratio. Thus, 
m 
for reasons discussed earlier, the solution for the polygonal plate might 
be expected to converge to that of the circular plate. However, the natural 
boundary conditions, from Eq. 4.37 are not simply those from the first 
integral of Eq. 4.37 but also are from the second integral. 
A physical interpretation of these is as follows: the problem is 
stated as, "minimize the potential energy functional in Eq. 4.16 for a 
•L 
polygonal domain C , subject to the essential boundary conditions that 
the displacement w, and its tangential derivatives in the direction of the 
circular boundary curve, must vanish at the vertices of the polygon which 
also lie on the circular boundary." This is physically consistent with 
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the statement of the original problem of a circular platef except?. for 
reasons of convenience, the circular boundary is approximated by piece-
wise straight segments. 
Thus by enforcing the essential boundary conditions that correspond 
to a curved boundary, even in the finite element mesh that approximates 
the curved boundary by a polygonal one, the natural boundary conditions 
in the variational function for the polygon are seen to have the effect of 
Poisson's ratio built into them. Thus, the finite element solution of 
the polygonal domain can still converge to the exact solution for a plate 
with curved boundaries for any assigned Poisson's ratio. Thus, in cases 
where only straight triangular elements are available to solve simply 
supported plate of curved boundaries, the polygonal solutions can be 
made to converge to that of curved domains when the essential boundary 
conditions at nodes of polygons are satisfied in the above way. In such 
a case the anomalies associated with the so-called "Babuska" or "polygon-
circle" paradoxes disappear. 
In the above formulation of a simply supported circular plate 
problem, dropping nodal quantities corresponding to slope is needed 
to guarantee to satisfy the essential boundary condition, w=0, along 
boundaries, since the deflection is expressed in terms of nodal values 
of slope as well as deflection itself as shown in Eq. 4.23. But, as 
shown in the above, dropping the degrees of freedom corresponding to 
slope causes disappearance of Poisson's ratio from the higher order 
natural boundary condition and thus, the difficulty in the problem. 
When only the degrees of freedom corresponding to deflection at 
boundary nodes are dropped, even for the same type of element as the one 
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shown in Eq, 4,23, the effect of Poisson's ratio can be preserved in 
the higher order natural boundary condition. This essential boundary 
condition is that of a polygonal plate which is simply supported at 
the corners of the plate and free along each sides. Though the 
accuracy of solutions may not be so good as that in the previous method 
since more approximations are involved in enforcing essential boundary 
conditions in this method, the convergence of solutions can be expected, 
since two adjacent supporting points approach to make the entire boundary 
is simply supported one and the error caused by the approximation 
approaches zero infinitely, as the number of sides of approximating 
polygon increases infinitely. 
In the following a detailed study of two finite element models, 
one based on a compatible displacement model, and the other based on a 
hybrid stress model are considered for bending problems of thin elastic 
plates with circular curved boundaries. 
Compatible Displacement Model 
The Basic Firite Element 
The element that is used, is a high precision triangular element 
by Chernuka et. al. [58] and Cowper et. al. [59]. Though originally it 
was not developed in [58] with the same motivation as in the present 
work, because of its high accuracy and comparatively small approximation 
involved in the formulation, it is considered to be one of the best 
elements known for present study. 
The formulation will be discussed briefly here. A typical element 
is shown in Fig. 4.4 where x, y and £, £ are global and local rectangular 
cartesian coordinates respectively, a, b, and c are dimensions of the 
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element; d arid e are the location of point P in £, C system: and P , P„ 
and P„ are nodal points of the element. The line P.^ P.- P« is the 
curved side, and P, is an arbitrary point on the curved side which is 
used to approximate P-- P.- P_ curve by a quadratic curve, C = f(£), which 
will be discussed later. 
The assumed shape function for the normal displacement, w, in the 
element is given by a quintic polynomial- in £, £ as: 
w(£,c) = a± + a2K + a3c + a ^






lf + a ^ t , +. &^HZ + * 1 4 ^
3 + a ^ 
+ a±6K
5 +'a £3e2 + alg^
2C3 + a ^ C 4 + a2QC
5 (4.38) 
The degrees of freedom for each node are w, w,f, w, , w,...., w,~ , and 




 W3--- J (4.39) 
From Eq. 4.38 and 4.39, W. can be. expressed in terms of a. as: 
W1 = T1 A (4.40) 
where 
AT = [ai a
2 .... a20 j (4.41) 
and T is an 18 x 20 matrix. 
First consider the case when side P.-P. is a straight line, then 
the absence of the term Z^C, in Eq. 4.38 guarantees that the normal slope 
along P--P_ will be a cubic function of £, which guarantees normal slope 
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continuity between adjacent elements. Two additional equations may be 
found from the conditions that normal slopes be cubic functions along 
sides P-i~p9 and P̂ -P,., as follows: 
^ j . (iu2 3 <n.4 > a i7 + (2bc 4 - 3 b 3 c 2 ) a 1 Q 
5b can , + (3b c - 2b c 17 18 
±o 
5 2 3 4 
+ (c - 4b c )a g - 5bc a2Q = 0 
4 2 3 4 4 3 2 
5a ca-,, + (3a c - 2a c)a-_ + (-2ac + a c )a1Q l t > LI ±O 
5 2 3 4 
+ (c - 4a c )a_ + 5a c a,?n = 0 
When the relations in Eq. 4.40 aire augmented by the above equations, a 
set of twenty equations for the coefficients a. is obtained. It can be 
shown that these equations may be inverted to give: 
A = T~L W* (4.42) 





Substituting Eq. 4.38 into the strain energy expression of Eq. 4.16 
will give the following strain energy for an element in terms of A, by 
appropriate integrations, as: 
I T 1 IT -IT -11 U = ~ A'K-A = 4 wr  K-T V (4.44) 
e L <- ~i~ 2. ~i ~ ~1 ~i 
where K is a 20 x 20 matrix. 
The generalized displacements in x, y system can be related to 
those of £, ^ system as: 
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W = R W (A.45) 
** J- . m* r* 
where 
T • • ' • ' . . 
W = lwnw, w, w, •'•' w, w, w_..,.., w ........J (4.46) 
1 ,x1 *y1 xx̂ ^ xy1 yy1 2 3 
and R is coordinate transformation tensor as shown in Table 4.2. Thus, 
the element strain energy, Eq. 4.44, can be written as: 
U^^I^K w: (4.47) 
where the element stiffness matrix is given by: 
T -IT -1 
K = R T K.T R (4.48) 
The equivalent nodal force vector can be calculated by evaluating 
the virtual work done by the applied load. 
For the approximation of the curved side P- - P_ by a quadratic 
4 
curve, a point P is selected at a convenient location between the two 
nodal points ^ and P on the actual boundary and a quadratic curve is 
assumed as: 
C = C± + C2K + C3K
2 (4.99) 
The coefficients C. , C~ and C_ can be determined from the locations of 
P_, P- and P, in £,£ system. By this modification, the limit of area 
integrations in an element near a curved boundary is extended from the 
straight line P - P,? to the quadratic curve P- - P, - P«. It is noted 
that compared with a straight line this quadratic curve is a much more 
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accurate approximation of an actual arbitrarily curved boundary, 
This element has exact representations of rigid body motions in 
the shape function. The only approximation involved in its formulation is 
the approximation of an arbitrarily curved boundary by a piecewise 
quadratic curve. 
Enforcing geometric boundary conditions is usually done at the 
time when the final system of equations is solved by substituting the 
- " } . 
prescribed boundary values for the degrees of freedom which correspond 
to the appropriate boundary displacements at nodes on a displacement 
prescribed boundary .. However, in a circular plate problem described 
with rectangular coordinate, geometric boundary conditions are expressed 
by combinations of several independent displacement coordinates at the 
boundary, as shown in Eqs. A.3 and A.6 of the Appendix A for a simply 
supported plate and a clamped plate, respectively. 
Two different methods can be used to solve this problem. In the 
first place, by coordinate transformation, the generalized displacements, 
Eq. 4.46, at a boundary node can be expressed in terms of those of boundary 
coordinates as shown in Eqs. A.lb and A.lc, and then the boundary conditions 
can be enforced directly by suppressing appropriate degrees of freedom. 
As an alternative method, the geometric boundary conditions to be 
enforced can be expressed in the form of some constraint conditions 
between the related individual degrees of freedom. Thus, the task is 
to obtain a q which minimizes the following potential energy functional: 
i * T * • * T * • nCD = 2 S K S ~ 3 V C4-.50) 
and, at the same time, satisfies the following conditions: 
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C*q* = 0 (4,51) 
* 
where q are the nodal degrees of freedom in the global cartesian system, 
For a simply supported circular plate, for example, the matrix C can be 
obtained from coordinate transformation relations as shown in Eqs. A.3b 
and A.3c, This second method can be applied by defining a modified 
functional with Lagrange multipliers A: 
•k 1 *T * * *T * T • * * 
nCD = 1 3 ? q * Q q + tc q (4,52) 
Extremizing Eq. 4.52 with respect to q gives: 
JU "JW «k ifcT1 
K q - Q + C A = 0 (4.53) 
From Eqs. 4 .51 and 4 . 5 3 : 
q = K XQ - K XC (C K +q ) C K Q (4.54) 
From Eq. 4.52, it is clear that the original functional, which is based 
on the minimum potential energy principle, is modified. Hence the 
principle is no longer a minimum principle, and the nature of the extremum 
is not known. In the present work, the first method is used. 
Enforcement of Traction Boundary Conditions in an Explicit Manner in 
the Compatible Displacement Model 
Precisely the same situations as discussed above arise in explicitly 
enforcing traction boundary conditions in this compatible displacement 
model, except the fact that the same traction boundary conditions are 
already enforced implicitly by extremization of the functional. However, 
as mentioned in the second chapter, the implicit enforcement of the higher 
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order boundary conditions is done in an approximate manner such that 
the sum of the weighted residual errors of interior differential 
equations and boundary conditions vanish. Thus, two advantages can be 
obtained by explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions. First, 
the boundary error can be made to vanish separately from the error of 
the interior equilibrium equations. Second, the traction boundary 
conditions, which are satisfied in the sense of the integral of weighted 
error residual in the formulation wherein these conditions are implicit 
in the variational method, can be satisfied in a pointwise sense by a 
change of the definitions of the appropriate boundary quantities. 
In the following, detailed discussions on the above mentioned 
advantages are given by using the three dimensional form of the compatible 
displacement model. The vanishing of the first variation of the model in 
Eq. 2.35 can be written as: 
611 = l{ - f (a. . . + F,)fiu.dV + / (T.. - T.)<5u.dS } = 0 (4.55) 
CD m v 13,j l i g i l l 
m 'a 
m 
The vectors corresponding to the interior displacement u, boundary 
displacements u , boundary traction T, and a . can be written, respec-
i.1»J 
tively, as: 
u = Nq (4.56) 
ub = Lq (4.57) 
T = Rq (4.58) 
and 
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(of.. .} = Pq (4.59) 
ij»3 
where N is the matrix of shape functions, q is the generalized displace-
ment vector, L is the interpolating function matrix which can be obtained 
by putting boundary coordinates into N, and R and P are the matrices 
derived from N through constitutive relations and appropriate differentia-
tions. Substituting Eqs. 4.56, 4.57 and 4.59 to Eq. 4.55 gives: 
[ - / (qTpT + FT)NdV + 'f (TT - TT)LdS ]fiq = 0 (4.60) 
v „ - s.. „ . - . . . . 
m a 
m 
The above implies that by the extremization of Eq. 2.35, the sum of the 
interior error and the boundary error is set to be zero since 6q is 
arbitrary. Further, it is clear that the second term of the above equation 
is nothing but the integral of the weighted error residual of traction 
boundary conditions. 
To enforce these traction boundary conditions explicitly, the 
following methods may be considered. 
When the boundary nodal value of each traction component on a traction 
prescribed boundary can be expressed by a single (higher order) displace-
ment degree of freedom, these higher order conditions can also be explicitly 
enforced by simply substituting given boundary values for the appropriate 
degrees of freedom at nodes along a boundary in question, as in the case 
of displacement boundary conditions. However, in some problems like the 
present plate problem with circular domains, since boundary tractions are 
expressed by combinations of several independent degrees of freedom, some 
other approximate method should be used. Two approximate methods are 
available; one is a Lagrange multiplier method and the other is a least 
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square method, Some detailed discussions on both of the methods will be 
given in the following, 
To enforce the traction boundary conditions explicitly by a Lagrange 
multiplier method, those boundary conditions can be considered as constraint 
conditions. 
T - T = 0 on S (A.61) 
~ a 
m 
and introduced into Eq. 2.35 through a set of Lagrange multipliers. This 
implies precisely the same conditions as the second term of Eq. 4.60, 
but now the conditions are enforced pointwise at some number of points 
on traction prescribed boundary by changing the definitions of the related 
quantities as follows. 
The boundary tractions, whether they are known or unknown, can be 
expressed in terms of their^valuesat some number of points of the boundary 
by using interpolation functions as follows: 
T = ^ (4.62) 
where n is the number of interpolating points on the traction prescribed 
boundary of an element and which need not necessarily coincide with the 
original nodes on the boundary, <£ is the interpolating function matrix 
and g is the vector which consists of the generalized nodal values of 
tractions at n points on the boundary in question. 
With this definition of the generalized nodal forces g , the 
constraint term which is to be introduced, to the original functional 
through Lagrange multipliers A can be written as: 
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m m rn , m m rp m 
/ (T1.- Ti)XdS = (g' - g •) / O d S = (g* - g/)A • (4.63) 








the nodal values of prescribed tractions at the boundary. There exists 
unique relation between g and q as: 
~n ~ 
g„ = C q. (4.64) 
~n ~n~ 
where C can be obtained by substituting coordinates of appropriate points 
on a boundary into R of Eq. 4.58. Thus, Eq. 4.63 can be written as: 
/ (TT - TT)XdS = qTCTA - g TA (4.65) 
q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~n~n ,~n ~.n ba 
m 
By adding the first variation of the above to Eq. 4.60, 
[- / CqV + FT)NdV + / (TT - TT)LdS + ATC ]6q + C q V ^gT )6A = 0 (4.66) _7
 v~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~n~n
 n VM j i ~n' ~n 
m a 
m 
The terms with 6A represents the pointwise traction boundary 
T 
conditions. The terms with 6q represents the term A C which is intro-
. M ~n~n 
duced to the formulation, because of the constraint conditions, Eq. 4.61 
and the original error equations in which traction boundary conditions 
are endorced in the sense of integral of error residual. 
The other method which can be applied to explicitly enforce 
traction boundary conditions is a least square method. The pointwise 
boundary conditions in Eq. 4.66 which are expressed in system quantities, 
* * _* 
C q = g , can be combined with the stiffness equations obtained by 
,/n ~ ~n • 
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* 
extremizing the functional in Eq, 4.50 with respect q to construct 
a new system of equations as 
Kfq = Q1 (4.67) 
T *T *T T *T—*T 
where K = [K C ] and QV - [Q g J, Eq. 4.67 has more equations than 
the number of unknowns, but it can be solved in a least square, sense as 
follows: 
* T - I T *T- * *f • -1 • *T * *T-
q = [K» Kf] K' Q' = [K K + C LC ) [K Q + C xg .] (4.68) 
- - ~ „.. ^n ~n ~ ~ n̂ ~n 
In this method, since the original minimum potential energy 
functional is not changed, the minimum principle of the formulation is 
preserved, while in the Lagrange multiplier approach, the nature of the 
extremum of the principle is not known, since, due to the modification of 
the functional, the principle is longer a minimum principle. In this 
sense, the least square approach is considered the better suited method 
to the original formulation than the Lagrange multiplier approach, 
though, in general, it is not easy to decide, a priori, which one of 
the two methods can produce more accurate results. 
In problems with curved domains, where the boundary tractions 
should be expressed by a combination of several independent degrees of 
freedom, the explicit enforcement of these higher order boundary conditions 
may not significantly improve the solutions as compared to the case where 
they are implicitly satisfied in a weighted residual sense through the 
original variational principle. In those cases when a boundary traction 
can be expressed by a single degree of freedom, the traction boundary 
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conditions can be exactly enforced in a pointwise sense in an explicit 
manner, similar to the geometric boundary conditions, and hence some 
favourable effects on the solutions can be expected, in such a case, 
However, in the problems with arbitrarily curved, traction prescribed, 
boundaries and when either one of the above approximate methods is used to 
enforce traction boundary conditions explicitly, some favourable effect on 
the solution can be expected in the following cases. 
Since the pointwise boundary conditions in Eq. 4.65 can be obtained 
by simply substituting coordinates of any number of boundary points into 
R of Eq. 4.58 and matching the prescribed values of tractions T at the 
points, the boundary conditions can be enforced very accurately even for 
an arbitrarily curved boundary by the increase of the matching points on 
the traction prescribed boundary. This point matching method to satisfy 
prescribed boundary tractions can be derived from the concept of boundary 
collocation, and this will be discussed in detail in the next section. 
Thus, if a compatible displacement model is applied to a problem where a 
highly accurate satisfaction of traction boundary conditions is known to 
be critical to obtain accurate solutions, such as in fracture problems 
which are treated in the next chapter, the only possible method is one of 
these two approximate methods. 
In the present thesis, the Lagrange multiplier method is used in 
solving several plates with circular curved boundaries. In all the 
cases, some favourable effects are. obtained, in spite of the approximations 
involved, and the results are dicussed later. 
In the following, some details in explicitly enforcing traction 
boundary conditions through the process of using all the necessary higher 
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order derivatives of the displacement variable, as degrees of freedom at 
nodes of a finite element, are discussedt 
To enforce the "free" boundary conditions for a plate as in Eq. A,8b, 
for example, third order derivatives of normal displacement should appear 
as degrees of freedom at each nodal point as well as the lower order ones. 
This results in a considerable enlargement of the size of the final system 
of equations. 
There are two possible ways for including ali the necessary higher 
order derivatives as degrees of freedom for boundary nodes. First, by 
using a shape function assumption for each of the elements in the domain 
which includes all the necessary higher and lower order terms as generalized 
displacements on the nodes in the interior of the domain as well as on 
the boundary. Second, by using a shape function which has a different 
mode for each degree of freedom of different order. Thus, by simply 
including corresponding higher order modes in the shape functions of 
elements near the boundary, along which traction boundary conditions to be 
enforced exist, necessary higher order terms as well as lower order terms 
appear as generalized displacements at boundary nodes. By dropping higher 
order modes in the shape functions of interior elements, only lower order 
degrees of freedom appear at interior nodes, as generalized displacements. 
Between these two, the second type of shape function is preferred, 
since the first type of shape function may increase the total number of 
degrees of freedom inordinately, and this can hardly be justified from 
the view point of computational economy. There is also a similar 
difficulty in the second type of shape function. For example, Hermitian 
polynomial can easily be considered for this type of element [60, 61]. 
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Consider a corner element of a rectangular plate whose boundaries 1, 2 
and 1, 3 are free I Fig, 4,5.]. 
Several third derivatives of the normal displacement function, as 
well as lower order derivatives, are needed to enforce traction boundary 
conditions for the element as shown in the figure. Thus, a third order 
Hermitian polynomial may be used for assuming the normal displacement 
function to include third order derivative terms, namely, w, , w, . 
J xxx xxy 
w, and w, . Then, the normal displacement function is given as 
xyy yyy 
w(Xly) = 4 jl1[Hol(X)Ho(y) ŵ . + y , ) B o j ( y ) «>x 
i j 
+ H (x)H . (y ) . + H2 1(x)H (y) w 
+-HQ (x)H (y) w , y y / . . + H l i ( x ) H (y) w, 1 
i j ±3 
+ H 0 . ( x ) H ^ _ ( y ) w , . « ' /••' \TT / \ 
3 1 0 1 x x x l l + H 3 1 ( x ) H o 2 ( y ) w ' x x x 1 2 
+ H 2 1 ( x ) H u ( y ) w + H 2 2 ( x > H u ( y ) w , ^ 
+ H l l ( x ) H 2 1 ( y ) • + H 1 1 (x)H 2 2 (y) w , ^ 
+ H '(x)H,Ay)• w, + H 0 ( x ) H , - ( y ) w, (4.69) 
o i 31 7 y y y n ° 2 3 1 y y y 2 i 
(3) where H^. are third order Hermitian polynomials which can be written, for 
a one dimensional element with length L in x direction, with normalized 
coordinate, £ = x/L, as 
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H - A t ) = 1 - 35^ + 84?5 - 70S6 + 20S7 
ol 
H At) = 35£lh - 84?5 + 70S6 - 20£7 
oz 
Hn(?) = (£ - 20^. + 40S
5 - 36?6 + 10?7)L 
H 1 2(0 = ( - 15?
4 + 39£5 - 34£6• + 10£7)L 
H 2 i a ) = \ (?2 " 10^ + 2 ° ^ 5 " 15?6 + 4^7)L 
2 
H22.(0 = y ( 5 ^ - 14£
5 + 13£6 - 4£7)L2 
HQ1 (?) = \ (S
3 - ^ k + 6£5 - 4£6 +.57)L3 
31 6 
H 3 2 (p = | ( " C\+ 3?
5 - 3t6 + S7)L3 
Substituting the above into Eq. 4.69, it can be seen that the resulting 
polynomial is not capable of representing exactly any displacement of 
the form [46] 
7 7 r s 
w(x,y) = £ E a s y 
r=Q s=Q rs 
due to the absence of many terms including cubic and quartic ones which 
are very important elements for completeness of the polynomial. To make 
it complete, the other higher order derivatives such as w, , w, , 
xxxy xxyy 
w, , w, , etc., should be included as nodal degrees of freedom 
xxxyy xxxyyy 
at boundary nodes. This causes an inordinate increase in the number of 
degrees of freedom at some nodes. The preceding problem, for example, 
requires 16 degrees of freedom at boundary nodes to make the shape 
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function polynomial complete. Thus, unless some other ingenious shape 
function is developed, the attempts aimed at which were not successful 
in this thesis, the problem of computational economy will remain as a 
limiting factor for this type of element. 
The presently considered element is of the first type discussed 
above, with up to second order derivatives as degrees of freedom at each 
node. Thus moment boundary conditions can be enforced explicitly without 
any difficulties. 
In the following, numerical solutions for several examples for the 
previously discussed problems are discussed. All the solutions are based 
on the present compatible displacement finite element. 
Results and Discussions 
The first problem is the finite element solution of a simply 
supported circular plate with uniformly distributed load p. The domain 
is approximated by an n-sided polygon which is composed of a number of 
triangular finite elements and Poisson's ratio is .3. Since the domain is 
approximated by a polygon, the triangular element P.. , P„, V with straight 
sides in Fig. 4.4 are used in this problem. The number of finite elements 
in a finite element grid of a quarter plate is equal to N (N=n/4). 
By coordinate transformation, the generalized nodal displacement 
of a finite element in the local coordinates £»C given in Eq. 4.39 are 
expressed in circular boundary coordinates n,s which are shown in Fig. 4.6, 
the nodal degrees of freedom at a boundary nodes are 
•'•• •• T 
q = Lw w, w, w, w, w, J . 
2 n s ;nn ns ss 
When the geometric boundary conditions enforced are those corresponding 
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to a circular plate that is, w = w, = w, = 0 , the central deflection 
7s -ss 
4 
w = Dw/pa where D is the flexural rigidity of the plate, converges to 
the correct answer as shown in Fig. 4.8 as the number of sides, 4N, of 
the polygon increases. In the same figure, the. results obtained by en-
forcing only the conditions w=0 at boundary nodes as essential boundary 
conditions are plotted. It shows a converging result in solution w, but 
the solutions are worse than those of the previous case. 
The actual geometric boundary conditions of the approximate 
polygonal plate whose quarter part is shown in Fig. 4.6 are w = w, = 
w, = w,r = w,?' = 0 where C1 and £_ are the local coordinates 
V l C2 2 2 
parallel to the sides of two neighbouring elements which join together 
at a corner. It can be seen that the above mentioned geometric boundary 
conditions of a polygonal plate imply the following conditions for the 
displacements at the nodes of the polygon, expressed in circular boundary 
coordinates 
w = w, •= w, = w, =. 0 • (4.70) 
n s ns 
w, sin20 + w, cos2G = 0 (4.71) 
nn ss 
The geometric boundary condition w, =: 0 at the node, however, implies a 
"clamped" condition at the respective nodes of the polygonal mesh. Thus, 
the numerical results of w at the center converge, as the distance between 
the nodes decreases, to that of a clamped circular plate as shown in 
Fig. 4.9, 
• t . 
There is a method which is erroneous but a finite element analyst 
might be liable to try to handle, this type of problem. The degrees of 
freedom at nodes on the boundary, for each element, are expressed in oblique 
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coordinates in n?T where n is the radial direction and T is parallel to £ 
in a finite element, by coordinate transformations from £,£ rectangular 
coordinates to n,x oblique coordinates. This implies that there are three 
coordinates n,T and x at a corner node where two adjacent elements join 
as whown in Fig. 4,7:, Thus the generalized nodal displacement vector at 
a node is 
T ' ' :'"' : '-• .• ..-'• ' \ - '"' ' ' ' • / - . . - ' ' " • ; : ^ 
q = (.w w, w, w, w, w, w* ' w,. •„• ,,_w, J 
n lTl T2 n n l nTl nT2 T1T1 T2T2 
and the geometric boundary conditions to be enforced at a boundary node 
in this system are 
w = w, = w, = w, = w, = 0 
Tl T2 V l T2T2 
The results obtained by enforcing the above geometric boundary conditions 
are shown in Fig. A.10. They converge to that of more flexible structure 
as the increase of the number of sides of the polygonal plate. 
As mentioned earlier, this method is not correct. All generalized 
displacements except w at a node are expressed by the components along 
three different directions, and thus physically nonsensical condition 
for the given problem such as w, ^ 0 is resulted. 
From the above results, it is concluded that, as discussed earlier, 
when a simply supported circular plate is approximated by a polygonal 
domain in the finite element solution, if the actual geometric boundary 
conditions corresponding to the approximate straight sides are enforced, 
the solutions do not converge to the correct answer with the increase in 
the number of the sides of the approximate polygon. Thus, even though 
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the circular domain is approximated by a polygonal domain, unless the 
geometric boundary conditions corresponding to the circular boundary are 
enforced at the nodes of the polygonal mesh, correct solutions cannot 
be obtained in the above problem, 
The second set of problems are the bending of circular curved 
plates with and without explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions. 
All the circular curved domains are approximated by quadratic curves 
and appropriate circular geometric boundary conditions are enforced at 
the nodes. A simply supported circular plate, and an annular plates 
whose inner radii are half of the outer radii , with simply supported 
and clamped outer boundaries are solved with and without explicitly 
enforcing moment boundary conditions where they exist in all the problems. 
In enforcing traction boundary conditions explicitly, the matching points 
are selected to coincide with the nodal points for the purpose of simplicity. 
As can be seen in the finite element grids in Fig. 4.11, the circular arc 
becomes very close to a straight line as the grids are refined; and thus 
two point matching is considered accurate enough in this situation. The 
Poisson ratio is assumed as .3, and the external load is uniformly dis-
tributed for all cases. 
The results are shown graphically in Figs. 4.12 - 4.19 by percentage 
errors (percentage error=(finite element solution - analytical solution) x 
100/ analytical solution); and in all the cases the values marked with 
solid symbols are the results without explicitly enforcing moment boundary 
condition. The analytical solutions of displacements are obtained from 
[62], and then strain energy and stress solutions are calculated from the 
displacements for all the cases. 
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In Figs, 4t12 and A.13, the results of central deflection and 
strain energy of a simply supported circular plate are given. In both 
of the solutions, the results with explicitly enforcing traction boundary 
condition are slightly worse in coarse grids, but they converge to the 
exact solutions faster than those without explicitly enforced moment 
boundary condition. Thus in the finest grid, the numerical results with 
explicit enforcement of traction boundary condition are slightly better. 
As shown in the graphs, the displacements and strain energy solutions 
converge from above. This apparent contradiction to the lower bound 
character of compatible displacement model solutions is considered to be 
caused by the approximation of the circular domain by a piecewise quadra-
tic curved domain. 
In Figs. 4.14 and 4.15,, central bending moment and edge tangential 
moment of the same problem are respectively shown. In these stress 
solutions explicitly enforcing the moment boundary condition gives 
improvement in all the cases from the coarse to the finest grids. 
Especially, the improvement of the edge tangential moment is considerable 
in magnitude. The central bending moment in Fig. 4.14, converge to the 
exact solution from lower values for both the results, with and without 
explicitly enforcing the moment boundary condition. In the case of the 
edge tangential moments in Fig. 4.15, the solutions without explicitly 
enforcing moment boundary condition converge from higher value monotonically, 
and those with explicitly enforced moment boundary condition start from the 
lower values, and then pass the exact solution around N = 7 where N is the 
number of finite elements in a quarter plate and then, converge monotonically. 
The - sign in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 and elsewhere implies that the errors 
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are negative by the original definition of them, In Fig, 4,16 the edge 
radial bending moments which are obtained when the problem is solved 
without explicitly enforced moment boundary condition are plotted. The 
exact value is zero; thus the errors aire compared with central bending 
moment as (edge radialmoment x 100/ analytical solution of central 
bendong moment). When the problem is solved with explicitly enforcing 
moment boundary condition, the results are actually zero (always less 
than 10~10). 
In Fig. 4.17, the results of a uniformly loaded annular plate with 
simply supported outer edge are plotted. In the solutions for displace-
ment and strain energy, there are some improvements in all the grids, 
though the magnitudes are trivial, by explicitly enforcing traction 
boundary conditions. However, the outer edge tangential moment solution 
is improved significantly. When N = 60 (ref. Fig. 4.11 for N) the errors 
in the outer edge tangential moment solution for the two cases, with and 
without explicitly enforcing moment boundary condition are respectively 
.016% and 2.3%. The solutions of all the quantities, i.e., displacement, 
strain energy, and stress converge monotonically from the higher values 
to the appropriate exact ones. 
In Fig. 4.18, the results for a uniformly loaded annular plate 
with outer edge fixed are given. Again, in the central deflection and 
strain energy solutions, no noticeable improvements are obtained by 
explicitly enforcing the moment boundary condition. Inner edge tangential 
moment solutions are improved significantly as in the previous case. The 
percentage errors of outer edge tangential and radial moments are almost 
the same, thus the results are plotted by the same curves, in both of the 
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cases, with and without explicitly enforcing the moment boundary condition. 
Thus moment solutions on the outer edge are seen to be improved considerably 
by the explicit enforcement of moment boundary condition along the inner 
free edge. This implies that the improvements in solutions by explicitly 
enforcing traction boundary conditions are not local but have global 
effects for the entire system. In this problem, all the solutions converge 
to the appropriate exact values monotonically from the higher values. 
Finally, Fig. 4.19 shows the actual numerical results for boundary 
radial moments obtained through finite element solutions without explicitly 
enforcing appropriate moment boundary conditions. Their exact values are 
zeros; thus they are compared with respective tangential moments at the 
appropriate boundaries in the same way as in the case of the simply 
supported circular plate. When the problems are solved with explicitly 
enforced moment boundary conditions, they are always actually zero 
_9 
(less than 10 ). 
In general, in these circular curved plate problems solved by 
compatible displacement model, the displacement and strain energy solutions 
are not improved very much by explicitly enforcing traction boundary 
conditions, but considerable improvements in stress solutions are obtained. 
Thus, for problems in which accurate stress solutions are required, it is 
recommended to apply this method. 
Finally, the present element is highly sophisticated in its 
formulation, with very little approximations in treating problems with 
curved domains. The displacement of a circular plate with uniform load 
is fourth order in radial coordinates, and the assumed solution in Eq. 4.38 
contains a complete quartic polynomial. The error in area for ah element 
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involved by the approximation of the circular curved domain by a quadratic 
2-4 
curved one is only about ,QQ823a, N 158], Further the number of generalized 
displacements at a node, which include up through second derivatives of 
transverse displacement, are six. 
Thus, in finite element formulations for plate problems with only 
three degrees of freedom at a node (the transverse displacement and it 
derivatives with respect to inplane coordinates) in which the transverse 
displacement is interpolated by cubic shape functions, considerable im-
provements in solutions, especially in stresses, are expected by explicitly 
enforcing traction boundary conditions, 
Hybrid Stress Model 
The Basic Finite Element 
For a plate of isotropic material, the functional for hybrid 
stress model version 1, Eq. 3.70, which will be called simply a hybrid 
stress model from now on, can be written as 
JItIC, = E{ - ^ / M
TDMdA + / TTudC - f TTudC } ( 4 . 7 2 ) 
H S m 2 - . - . . . , • - . . 
m m a 
m 
where M, T and u will be defined later, T is prescribed boundary traction 
vector, and 
D = ^ 
Eh3 
1 -v 0 
-v 1 0 
0 0 2(l+v) 
with Young's modulus E and thickness of plate h. The necessary variables 
are a set of equilibrated stress functions in the interior and a set of 
inherently continuous boundary displacement functions. The interior stress 
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functions which are moments in plate problems based on Kirchhoff hypothesis, 
are assumed as 
M - Ng."+ N 




M = [M M M ] 
~ • x y xy 
? 2 
1 x y x xy y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 x y x xy y 0 0 0 0 
2 2 
. 0 0 0 - x y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - x y 1 x x y 
6 • • - • l U « i B 3 . . . . . 6 2 0 J 
and 
NT = [ p x 2 / 2 0 0 ] 
" p 
with uniformly distributed external load p. The first part of M, Eq. 4.73, 
is homogeneous solution part and the second part is particular solution 
part of plate equilibrium equation, Eq. 3.34. Though self-equilibrated 
stress functions can be determined by inspection for a problem with simple 
geometry and coordinates such as NB of the above, they can be determined 
usually by static geometric analogy [26], in more complicated cases. The > 
finite element solutions for a problem with stress functions, Eq. 4.73, 
will be independent of the choice the particular solution, N , since N is 
~ P ~ •• 
complete polynomial of the same order as N [20]. 
The shearing forces can be derived from Eq. 4.73 by using the 
relations Eq. 3.30, as 
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-liH -m (A.74) 
where 
V 
0 1 0 x y 0 0 0 0 0 0 -x 0 0 1 0 2y 
_0 0 0 -y 0 0 0 0 1 0 x y 0 1 0 2 x 0 
the displacement on boundary 1, 2 [Fig. 4.20], with boundary coordinate 
s s and length £-, can be given, in normalized coordinate £ = — , as 
1 
?12 = ^12312 (4.75) 
where 
uio = Lwn w» w» .12 12 x12 y 
L = 
H., . -sin0,H' , cosG^H , H •••• 
ol 1 si 1 si o2 
0 cos0nH n sin0-H n 0 1 nl 1 nl 
H _ -sinG.H _ cosG-H - 0 ol, 1 sl,s 1 sl,s s 
-sin0nH „ 1 s2 
cos0-H _ 
1 s2 
cos0_H _ sin0-H ' 
1 n2 1 n2 
-sin0oH 0 cos0 H 0 ' 
2 s2,s 2 s2,2 _, 
(4.76) 
with 




2 - 21 
H - = ( - •£'+ 2£2 - g'3)*--
si 1 
H s2 (S
2 - S3)*,, 
H n l = 1 ^ 
H n 2 ^ 
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T Q*n ?=. lw, w, w, w. Wj w, ^12 - 1 ?x1
 ?y 2 !'x2 >y, 
(4.77) 
The boundary tractions can be derived from Interior moment functions, as 
T = J t 
:12 „12 „ 
(4.78) 
where 
T, _ = LQ. "M -M J 
.12 n12 n12 ns12 
12 
n, n12 0 
0 0 -n 
0 0 n n -n n 
-2n n2 
-n1+n2 
with direction cosines of outward normal to a boundary n as shown in 
Fig. 4.20 and 
t = [Q 0 M M M J 
x y x y xy 
(4.80) 
Using Eqs. 4.73 and 4.74, Eq. 4.78 can be written as 





?12 " ^12 N 
L ~ J 
(4.82) 




p T = L P x 0. •£—-•' Q Q J •:, 
~v 2 
By assembling u?„, u , and u,.? and t0^ T_, and T. , which can be 
obtained by similar manipulations along corresponding piecewise boundary 
as shown in Eqs. A.75 and A.81, together with u 9 and T ~, respectively, 
complete boundary displacements and tractions for an element can be 
obtained, as 
ii = Lq (A.8A) 
T = R$ + R (A.85) 
~p 
where L and q, and R and R are given in tables 4.3 and A.A, respectively 
Substituting Eqs. A.73, A.8A and 4.85 into Eq. A.72 gives 
nuc = - Z {^ 3
TH$ +' 3TH - |3TGq - GTq + STq } + constant (A.86) 
rib m i. ~ ~~ ~ ~p ~ ~~ ~p~ ~. ~. 
where 
H = / Î 'DN dA 
. ~ A "•- - -
m 
H = / N^DN dA 
«P- A - «P 
m 
G = / RTL dC 
" C " " m 
G = / RTL dC 
~P c -P-
m 
S = / TTL dC 
' " Ca " " . 
m 
Extremization of Eq. A.86 with respect to 3 gives 
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H + H - G q = 0 (4,87) 
r ~p - -
Substituting g which is solved from the above equation into Eq. 4,86 gives 
IL,Q = E{ q
TKq - QTq } (4.88) 
rib ~ ~ -- ~ .; 
where 
K = GTH_1 G (4.89) 
Q = HTH_1G••+. G - S (4.90) 
... -«pj „ ~p 
From Eq. 4.88, the following stiffness equations can be obtained. 
Kq = 0 /̂  
A careful consideration should be given to the relations between the 
number of 3, m, and that of q, n, in choosing interior stress and boundary 
displacement functions, in a single element for the solvability of the 
problem. It can be seen that [20], from Eq. 4.87, m should be larger 
than or equal to the difference between n and the number of rigid body 
degrees of freedom of the problem, r, i.e., 
m 2 n~r (4.91) 
In this problem m=15, n=12 and r=3, thus the choice of interior stress 
and boundary displacement fields are satisfactory with respect to this 
criterion. 
Other features which should be kept in mind in the choice of 
variable fields is that the boundary displacement field should include all 
the rigid body modes for the convergence of solutions, as well as it 
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should satisfy continuity requirements, The boundary displacement field 
which is used here can represent all the rigid body modes, for a straight 
boundary but it cannot represent rigid body rotations exactly along a 
curved boundary. To show the approximations of rigid body rotations of 
this displacement field, the stiffness matrices of the elements in 
Fig. 4.21 are shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 with errors in equilibrium in 
force VE, and moment equilibrium in x and y directions, XE and YE, res-
pectively. As shown in the tables, the stiffness matrix of a triangular 
element with straight sides, is equilibriated in force and moments, while 
in that of a quadrilateral element with one circular curved side, the 
error in moment equilibrium is greater than 1/15 of corresponding diagonal 
elements, in the worst case. 
In spite of this difficulty, this displacement field will be used 
here, since no better functions are available for the present problems. 
Converging results in compatible displacement model solutions by the 
similar shape functions have been reported [63]. 
Similar formulations to the present element have been used in 
rectangular plate problems by hybrid stress models to obtain good results 
[12, 64]. 
Enforcement of Traction Boundary Conditions in an Explicit Manner in 
the Hybrid Stress Model 
As mentioned in the second chapter, in this model, the boundary 
tractions which are derived from the interior stress field may be made to 
explicitly satisfy prescribed conditions. Thus, explicitly enforcing 
traction boundary conditions implies constraining the interior stress 
field, which otherwise is quite arbitrary, to satisfy the prescribed 
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traction boundary conditions by some method. But? since even without the 
explicit enforcement of traction boundary conditions, the conditions may 
be enforced through the extremization of the functional in an implicit 
manner, the purpose of the present study is to devise a systematic way 
to enforce traction boundary conditions more accurately without any other 
additional approximations. 
In the present formulation with the definitions of variables 
given in Eqs. 4.73, 4.84 and 4.85, the generalized nodal forces can be 
defined as 
gTq = / T . u . dS = / T^LdSq ( 4 . 9 2 ) 
s . I l s ~ ~ ~ 
m m 
• g = • / LTT dS ( 4 . 9 3 ) 
S • ~ ~ 
m 
The first variation of the functional in Eq. 2.36, can be written 
as (ref. Eqs. 3.71 - 3.73) 
'fin„_ = E{ - / • ( £ . - . : . - f. . ) So.. - / 6 T . ( f . - u . ) dS 
HS m I J l , ;) I J g l l l 
m m 
+ / (T . - T . ) 6 u . dS + / u . T . dp } ( 4 . 9 4 ) 
„ T. 1 1 1 1 
S • . P 
a m 
m 
The second integral of the above represents the identification of f to 
be displacements, and, hence, this in turn guarantees the compatibility 
of internal strain,fields from the first integral. The third and the 
last integrals represent, respectively, traction boundary conditions and 
interelement traction continuity conditions. 
By the same way as in Eq. 4.92, the implicit satisfaction of 
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traction boundary conditions/ i.e., the third integral of Eq, 4t94? can 
be written as 
/ (T. - T.)6u. dS = / (TT - TT)L dS$q (4.95) 
s i i i g ^ . , . 
a a::.. 
m m , 
Thus, it is clear that the traction boundary conditions are enforced 
in the sense of a weighted error residual as in the compatible displacement 
model. Further, the traction boundary conditions are satisfied in such 
a manner that the sum of the integral of the weighted boundary error 
residual and other interior errors such as in compatibility vanishes. 
To make the traction boundary errors vanish separately from the 
interior errors and to satisfy the traction boundary conditions more 
accurately pointwise, the change of definitions of appropriate quantities 
on the traction prescribed boundary, similar to those in the previous 
compatible displacement model, is required. For this, the functional in 
Eq. 2.36 is written in other equivalent from as 
IT1T_ = I - / B dV + / T.u. dS + / (T. - T.)u. dS + / T.u.Tdp (4.96) HS m l l „• l l l l lL 
V S S p 
m u o m 
m m 
where Uj are prescribed boundary displacements on S and u. can be 
i r J * u l 
m 
interpreted as general Lagrange multipliers on S . 0n the traction 
m 
prescribed boundary S , the boundary tractions can be expressed in terms 
' . m 
of their own values g , at an arbitrary number, n, of points on the 
boundary by interpolating functions as 
T = * g (4,97) 
~n~n 
Thus, from Eqs. 4.85 and 4.97 
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g = C 3. + C (4.98) 
*n ~n~ -tp n 
where C and C can be obtained by simDly substituting coordinates of 
~ n ~ p * ••• " 
n ' 
n points on the traction prescribed boundary into R and R of Eq. 4.85. 
T, "P 
Then, the generalized Lagrange multiplier on the boundary can be defined 
as 
gT A = / f . u . d.S = gT / cf>Tu dS (4.99) 
„n ~n i l „n 
b b n 
a a 
m m 
A ' = • / ' • ' <f)T- u 'dS • • ( 4 . 1 0 0 ) 
~n ,n . 
a m 
The first variation of Eq, 4.96 is 
6HUC = l{ - f <e . . - f. . j 6a . . dV - / 6T.( f . - u . )dS HS m i j 1 ,3 l j 1 1 1 
m a 
TEL 
- / (T. - T\)<Su. dS - / 6T.(f . - u . ) dS 
c 1 i 1 ' 1 1 1 
b . b 
a u 
m m 
- / ' : 6T.(f . - u„) dp + / T.fiu/dp . ' } ' (4.101) 
p 1 1 ~ i p 1 „ i 
m m 
The second and the third integrals of the above, which are respectively 
the matching of f,=u' and T =T, on S , can be written in matrix forms, 
1 i i i 
m 
respectively, as 
: / <5T.(f. - u . )dS = Szl f • : £ (f - u) dS = 6g][-CF - A ) (4,102) 
Q 1 1 , 1 • «n _. • . n •«. - ~n ~n





/ (T. -r T . )6u. dS = •{&. - g3)«5A (4,103) 
1 1 i ~n r-n -n 
a ; - ' •• ' -
m 
where 
F = 7 d>T f dS , 
. > • : - s .- -n . -. - . 
a • 
m 
and g is the. vector which consists of prescribed boundary values at 
~n 
interpolating points on the traction prescribed boundary. 
The advantages of explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions 
by Eq. 4.103 over implicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions by 
Eq. 4.95 are as follows: first the traction boundary conditions are 
enforced pointwise by Eq. 4.103, while they are enforced in the sense of 
an integral of a weighted error residual by Eq. 4.95. Second, in Eq. 4.95, 
the errors of boundary tractions which consist of many numbers of parameters 
are weighted by displacement interpolating functions which consist of 
only a few terms corresponding to appropriate generalized displacement 
nodal degrees of freedom. But, in Eq. 4.103, by a simple increase of the 
number of interpolating points, n, on the traction prescribed boundary, 
the pointwise satisfaction of traction boundary conditions can be accom-
plished very accurately even on an arbitrarily curved boundary. Further, 
from Eq. 4.102 it is clear that the matching of the interior function f. 
and boundary displacement function (which has the role of Lagrange 
multiplier ) u. on the stress prescribed boundary can be accomplished 
very accurately by increasing the number of interpolating points, n, on 
the boundary. 
Though there is very close similarity to a usual Lagrange multiplier 
method of the variational formulation of a problem, the replacing of the 
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weighted integral equation in Eq. 4.95 by the pointwise equation in 
Eq. 4.103 can be given an alternate physical interpretation. The point-
wise equations to satisfy boundary traction in Eq. 4.103 can be obtained 
by pointwise matching of 'prescribed values of boundary tractions by a 
boundary collocation method. Thus, the boundary equations, Eq. 4.103 
can have as many number of equations as needed for the required accuracy 
for the satisfaction of the traction boundary conditions for a specific 
problem, by the simple increase of the number of matching points, n, at 
the traction prescribed boundary AB of an element shown in Fig. 4.22. 
The coefficient matrix of the pointwise expression of boundary tractions, 
Eq. 4.98, can be obtained by substituting coordinates of the matching 
points into the boundary tractions, Eq. 4.85, which are derived from the 
interior stress field. Then, this pointwise expression of boundary tractions 
can be matched with actual boundary values at corresponding matching points. 
Thus, this method can be interpreted as: an equilibrated stress 
field is constrained to satisty traction boundary conditions by a boundary 
collocation method andj at the same time, the stress field is forced 
to satisfy interior compatibility conditions through the variational 
formulation. By the combination of variational method and boundary 
collocation method, in this model, the traction boundary conditions 
are explicitly enforced pointwise in a consistent manner to the original 
formulation and highly accurately on a traction prescribed boundary, no 
matter how arbitrarily it is curved. The possibility that the traction 
boundary conditions can be enforced very accurately for an arbitrarily 
curved boundary is very important to a fracture problem with a Curved 
crack surface, since the accurate satisfaction of traction free conditions 
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along the crack surfaces is known to be crucial to obtain accurate 
stress behavior near crack tip as shown in the next chapter. 
By using the variable fields defined in Eqs. 4.73, 4.85 and 4.86 
with point matching of boundary traction conditions, the functional in 
Eq. 4.96 can be written in a matrix from, for the case of homogeneous 
boundary conditions, for example, as 
I T T T- T 
II • = £{ - -x 3 H3 - 3 H + 3 U + 3 Gq + G q 
HS m 2 .. „^ „ ̂ p „, .. ^ „2 ~p~ 
+ 3TC-A + Cv A }• + constant (4.104) 
. .nin ~pn in 
where U = / RT u dS, G =/ RTL dp, and G =/ RTL dp 
.- .  S - - -• 9 ^ - ~P \ p . - P -
u r m 
m 
!Extremizing the above with respect to 3 and A, the following two 
equations can be obtained. 
H3•+ H - Gq - CTA = 0 (4.105) 
~p ~~ ~n~n 
C 3 + C = 0 (4.106) 
~n~ ~p n 
where H = H - U. 
~p ~p ~ 
Substituting 3 and A which are expressed in terms of q, from the above 
two equations, into Eq. 4.104 gives 
n
Uc =
 z*"T <lTKxq - Q,Tq } + constant (4.107) 
HS m 2 ? ~ !3 :̂ .? 
where the element stiffness matrix, K" and equivalent nodal force vector, 
Q' are 
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T _1 ,_1 f - I T - 1 - 1 
K' = G IH - H C ' ( C H L C ) C H L]G (.4,108) 
T -^1 - I T - 1 T —1 —1 — T —1 T —1 T i-.1 
Q' = ( r rH -H C (C H V ) C H x]ft - G + G H " V ( C f l C1) LC (4.109) 
„ ,. ~ ~ • ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ p ^ p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~P 
Remaining mathematical manipulations are identical to those of the 
solution procedures without explicitly enforcing traction boundary 
conditions. As shown in the next chapter, when the domain of a problem 
is simple in geometry, traction boundary conditions of the problem can be 
satisfied directly, by choosing the interior stress field such a way that 
it satisfies the traction boundary conditions along the boundary as well 
as the equilibrium conditions in the interior of domain. To make the 
interior stress field satisfy prescribed traction boundary conditions, in 
the case, the assumed stress field is evaluated along the traction 
prescribed boundary by substituting coordinates of the boundary and 
dropping the terms which are not consistent with actual boundary tractions 
by substituting zeros for corresponding $'s. 
In this hybrid stress model, as mentioned earlier, it is much 
easier to erforce traction boundary conditions explicitly than in previously 
discussed compatible displacement: models. Utilizing the interior stress 
field which can be directly related to boundary tractions, any kind of 
traction boundary conditions can be represented and enforced explicitly 
without any modifications to the original assumed variable fields. 
In the following, several circular curved plates are solved with 
and without explicitly enforced traction boundary conditions by this hybrid 
stress model. 
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Results and Discussions V 
The plates solved are a clamped circular plate with uniform load, 
simply supported circular plates with uniform load or a point load at 
the center, and a uniformly loaded annular plate with a simply supported 
outer edge. The boundary conditions which are explicitly enforced are 
M =0 for a Simply supported boundary and M =0, and V =Q + M =0 for 
n r J n n n ns,s 
a free boundary. The number of matching points to explicitly enforce 
traction boundary conditions are four on each segment of traction prescribed 
boundary of an element. They are located equidistantly and two exterior 
points coincide with the two nodes on the traction prescribed boundary 
of an element. The finite element grids are shown in Figs. 4.23 and 
A.24. The problem geometry, material constants, and error definitions 
are the same as those in the corresponding cases of compatible displace-
ment model solutions in the previous section. 
Though the solutions, in general^ are not so accurate as those of 
the compatible displacement model, especially in stress solutions, strain 
energy and displacement solutions show good variations with N which is 
the number of finite elements in a quarter plate as shown in the grids 
and are satisfactory when N8816 in all cases. Even stress solutions, though 
not highly accurate, are found to be acceptable, except the tangential 
moments. With this exception, they are all under 3% in error when N=16. 
In Fig. 4.25, the results of a uniformly loaded circular plate 
with clamped boundary are plotted. In this problem, there are no traction 
boundary conditions, to be enforced. 
In Fig. 4.26, the solutions of a simply supported circular plate 
with uniformly distributed load, are shown. Both strain energy and 
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displacement solutions are not improved by explicitly enforcing traction 
boundary conditions, But the moment solutions are improved for the both 
central bending and edge tangential moments. 
In Fig. 4.2.7, the solutions of a simply supported circular plate 
with a point load at the center are plotted. In the problem, the error 
percentages of the central displacement and strain energy vary in almost 
the same way, thus they are expressed by the same curves. The figure 
shows again considerable improvements in the solution of edge tangential 
moment by explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions, but the 
solutions of strain energy and central displacement are not improved 
much. 
The solutions of a uniformly loaded annular plate with simply 
supported outer edge, are shown in Fig. 4.28. In this problem, all the 
solutions vary in such a way that the solution which starts with higher 
or lower values when N=l, passes the exact solution when N is around 4 
and then converges to the exact, value from the opposite direction, as N 
increases. The solutions in moments are again considerably improved by 
explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions. 
In the Figs. 4.29, and 4.30, the numerical results of edge 
radial moment of simply supported circular plates with uniform load, and 
that of a simply supported circular plate with point load and inner and 
outer edge radial moments of the annular plate, which are obtained through 
finite element solutions for the appropriate problems without explicitly 
enforcing traction boundary conditions are plotted, respectively. Their 
exact solutions are zeros, thus each of them is compared with other 
appropriate analytical solution'in each plate. The edge radial moment of 
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a simply supported circular plate with uniform load is compared with the 
central bending moment as (finite element results of edge radial moment) 
x 100/(analytical results of central bending moment). The edge radial 
moment of a simply supported circular plate with point load and the inner 
and outer edge radial moments of the annular plate are compared respectively 
with appripriate edge tangential moments by the same way as the above. 
Their numerical values which are obtained through finite element solutions 
with explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions are always actually 
zeros (less than 10 ), 
In all the cases, the solutions do not converge monotonically, 
since hybrid finite element models are not based on extremum principles, 
they can not belong to either lower bound or upper bound of solutions [20]. 
Finally, it is considered that the comparatively low accuracy in 
solutions is caused by the following two facts, first the approximate 
representations of rigid body rotations in boundary displacement field 
as discussed earlier; second, this finite element is not so sophisticated 
as that of the previous compatible displacement model. 
The number of degrees of freedom at each node in this hybrid stress 
model is a half of that of the previous compatible displacement model. 
The degrees of freedom at a node are transverse displacement and the 
derivatives of this deflection with respect to two inplane coordinates, 
i.e., w, w, and w, , which are the minimum degrees of freedom required 
x y 
at a node to handle a plate problem, whereas, in compatible displacement 
model in the previous section, they are w, w, , w, , w, , w, , and w, 
• J x* *y'. 'xx' *xy* 'yv. 
Though the accuracy in solutions' obtained by this hybrid stress model may 
be slightly lower than in those obtained by other sophisticated elements 
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with many nodal degrees of freedom^ considering the economy problem of 
computer time to solve problems with many number of unknowns, this hybrid 
stress model is seen to be very useful in practical situations, 
Stress Concentrations around Central Holes 
in Rectangular Plate due to Pure Bending 
The analytical solutions of these problems with infinite domains 
are given in [65] by Savin. The models used by Savin are infinite plate 
under externally applied symmetric bending moment M at infinity. Under 
this situation, the tangential moment distribution M along the boundary 
of each central hole is given as 
M = 2M 
for a circular hole, 
M-..M [2.lOj^Ll
+2cos(40) 
V L 3+v 5+4cos(40) J 
for a square hole, and 
M = M r 2 • Mltvl 2-3cos(30) 
0 L 3+v 13-12cos0 J 
for a triangular hole where 0 is the angle measured from the x axis as 
shown Fig. 4.31 - 4.33 with finite element grids and respective results 
The finite element model which is used for these problems is the 
hybrid stress model. The ratio between dimensions of the central hole 
and plate is 1/5 in all the cases as shown in Figs. 4.31 - 4.33. 
In the problem with circular hole at center, the approximation 
involved is the approximate rigid body rotation modes in assumed 
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displacements on circular boundaries of the elements along the circular 
hole. Though it is oscillating^ tangential moment along the central 
hole converges to the exact Rvalue, Further, some improvements of the 
solution are evident when traction boundary conditions, i.e., M =0 and 
V =0, are enforced explicitly along the boundary of the hole. 
For the plates with square and triangular holes, no approximation 
is involved in the formulation. But there are stress singularities at 
corners of the holes, and the degree of the singularity becomes stronger 
as the corner angle becomes smaller. Thus, the stronger stress singularities 
exist at the corners of triangular hole than at those of square hole. 
Further, mathematical singularities of moments and curvatures exist at 
the corners of these holes. 
Consider the corner C of square hole in Fig. 4.32, for example. 
Along side AC M r/ 0, M = 0 and along side BC M = 0, M ^ 0, thus x y x y 
M = M = 0 and, therefore, w, = w, = 0 at the corner C. But this 
x y xx yy 
is not admissible on a physical basis. Both of these types of singularity 
problems are not considered either in the stage of selecting the assumed 
solution functions or during the other formulation stage. 
It is considered that the relative inaccuracy in the solutions 
obtained for these two problems, as compared with those for the circular 
hole problem, is caused by the lack of considerations of these above 
mentioned singularities in the formulations. More severe discontinuities 
of stress solutions between elements near the hole are observed in the 
triangular hole problem which has stronger stress singularities at 
corners than the square hole problem. Due to the above mentioned diffi-
culties, in these two problems, explicitly enforcing traction boundary 
Ill 
conditions is not attempted, The problem of accounting for stress 
singularities at tips of cracks, or at reentrant corners such as discussed 
above, is discussed in the next chapter, 
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CHAPTER V 
BENDING OF AN ELASTIC PLATE CONTAINING A THROUGH CRACK 
In this chapter, the problem of the bending of a cracked plate is 
treated. In the first section, previous analytical work of the problem is 
reviewed starting from the general three dimensional analysis of the 
problem to the solutions of specific problems based on existing approxi-
mate plate theories. 
In the second section, by using the qualitative features of singular 
solution functions which are obtained in the first section, the finite 
element formulation based on the hybrid stress model, which embeds the 
known analytical solution for singular stresses, is discussed for a cracked 
plate under general loading conditions. 
In the third and fourth sections, solutions for cracked plates with 
symmetric bending loads are considered, and the results are discussed, 
respectively. 
Analytical Solution of the Problem 
The nature of stresses near the tip of a through-the-thickness 
crack in a plate under bending loads has been studied by many authors 
in several different situations. Williams [66] obtained the bending 
stress singularity at the base of a stationary crack of a plate under 
bending loads by using the method of eigenfunction expansions based on 
Kirchhoff plate theory. He found that the stresses near the tip of a 
semi-infinite crack in a plate vary as the inverse square root of the 
radial distance from the crack front. His results were not complete in 
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that the magnituds of the local stresses was left undetermined. Later, 
Sih and Rice [67] indicated a way for finding the coefficients in the 
eigenfunction expansions through the application of the theory of complex 
variables. 
However, the above results which are based on the classical fourth 
order plate theory have some discrepancies. In this theory, the physically 
distinct three boundary conditions are reduced to two appoximate boundary 
conditions by Kirchhoff hypothesis. Therefore, the three actual boundary 
conditions along the crack edge, namely the vanishing of bending moment, 
twisting moment, and shear stress are satisfied approximately in such a 
manner that only the bending moment and the sum of shear force and the 
rate of change of twisting moment are made to vanish. On account of this 
approximation, the stress distribution near the crack edge was found to be 
inaccurate. 
To overcome this difficulty, Knowles and Wang[68] employed a sixth 
order Reissner's plate bending theory [51] where the above mentioned three 
kinds of boundary conditions can be satisfied distinctively, to handle the 
problem of an infinite plate containing a finite through crack under 
external constant bending moment, at infinity. Their results, however, 
were good only for a vanishingly thin plate, and the effect of the plate 
thickness was not considered. Their work was later generalized by Sih [69] 
to include the effect of the plate thickness. 
Later, Wang [70] solved the same plate problem as in his previous 
work [68], with a constant external twisting moment instead of a bending 
moment, and with the consideration of the effects of the plate thickness. 
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From the results of the above series of works, it is found that the stress 
distributions near the crack front caused by bending and twisting of a 
cracked plate are identical to those associated with the general opening, 
sliding, and tearing modes of crack extension. 
The solutions which can be obtained by the above mentioned methods 
are based on some approximate theory of three dimensional equations, i.e., 
bending theory for an elastic plate, whether it is a fourth order classical 
theory or a sixth order advanced theory. In these works, nonlinear 
disturbances near crack edges and plate surfaces, for cracks in thick 
plates, are not accounted for [71]. A study of three-dimensional effects 
is required for these cases. 
In the study of the influence of plate thickness for a cracked 
plate problem, Sih [72] obtained an exact qualitative feature of solutions 
by using a three dimensional asympototic expansion [73] of the stresses 
and displacements in terms of the cylindrical polar coordinates r, 6, z 
for small values of r, measured from the border of a semi-infinite crack 
in an infinite plate. 
It is possible to'apply the finite element solution technique to 
solve these problems quantitatively once the qualitative features of 
the solution functions are determined. The problem is that of incorporat-
ing these singular stresses in finite elements in the vicinity of the 
crack front. In elements far away from the crack-tip, non-singular 
(regular) polynomial variation in stresses can be assumed. However, the 
conditions of interelement traction equilibrium and interelement displace-
ment compatibility must be satisfied at the common boundaries of the above 
mentioned near-tip elements and far-field elements. It can be seen from 
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the general discussion of the hybrid models in the second Chapter II, 
that the hybrid stress finite element model (version 1, Eq. 2.36) is an 
ideal choice in constructing the above described finite element system, 
with built-in-singularities in bending moments and shear in elements near 
the crack-tip. 
In the remaining portion of this section, first the general three 
dimensional treatment of a cracked plate and two cases of bending of 
cracked plates under constant external bending and twisting moments, 
respectively, will be reviewed briefly based on the previous works by 
Sih [69, 70] and Wang [70]. 
Asymptotic Expansion in Three Dimension 
Consider an infinite plate shown in Fig. 5.1 with a semi-infinite 
through crack in negative x direction, u, v, and w denote the displace-
ment components in the radial, tangential, and vertical directions, 
respectively. The corresponding stress and strain components in Cylin-
drical polar coordinates are a , a^~, o ^ and E , E^_ E ̂ , respectively, 
rr 00 r0 rr 00 r0 J 
The solution for a displacement field was sought [72] in the form 
X m 
of a power series in r as r multiplied by a function depending on 
both 0 and z, where n is an integer and X (m=0,l,2...) are the eigenvalues 
m 
in the crack problem. The rigouous derivation of X is given by Hartranft 
and Sih [73]. To obtain singularities in stresses, Sih considered the 
displacement field with one-half powers of r[72], as: 
1 
2G [u, v, w] = r2 1^(9, z), gl(0,z), h^e.z)] 
1 1 • 
+ r2 [f (0,z), g2(0,z), h (0,z) ] + 0(r
2) (5.1) 
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where G is the shear modulus of elasticity, Substituting Eq, 5,1 into 
the strain displacement relations gives; 
_i i • 2." 
2Gerr = r
 2 ( ^ + r2 (ff^ + 0(r2) 
"n d'S-i n 9 So 9 
2 G e 0e = r [ f i + W ] + r [ f 2 + W 1 + 0 ( r > 
1 3 5 
2" ahl 7 3 h 2 2 
2G£
ZZ
 = r ( ^ ) + r <talf)+;° ̂  
1 1 3 
m ~2r
 9fl ! i _. 2" r 3f2 1 , ̂  „, "2, 
4G£rG = r [ ae" - 2 g l 1 + r [ a T 7 2«2 ]. + 0 ( r ) 
4 G E 0 z = r < a T > + r [ ^ I + i < r ] + 0 ( r > 
.1 . i 3f 1 
4Gezr = r
 2 ( ̂  + r2 [ -jl + ffc ] + 0(r2) 
Through the generalized Hooke's law, the following stress components 
can be obtained from the above strain functions. 
( l - 2 v ) 0 r r = r
 2 [ v^-.+ â + v)̂ ] 
I 3g2 a h i i - l 
-i 3g 
(l-2V)aQ0 = r
2 ta -v l - i + | (2-v)^] 
| 3h 3g2 
+ r [ v _ l + ( 1 . v ) _ 2 + l ( 2 - v ) £ 2 ] . 
"2 3gl 3fl 2 3S2 5 1-v 3hl (l-2v)azz•- r v[ ̂  + ̂  ] + r  v[ - 2 . + I f^ + I ^-i ] 
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2 1 1 ? 9 2 1 
2a = r
 z r — ± „ Ag 1 + r'- r .—£ + ±g ] 
r© L 30 H J L 30 2*2 J 
1 1 
"2 8hl 2" 381 9h2 
2 * 0 Z
 = r < ^ T > + r l a T + a T ] 
-i i 3f 
2,zr = r
2 (-X>+r2 t l ^ + ̂ ' l 
2 
where terms with order r or higher are neglected. By using equilibrium 
equations and the stress boundary conditions along the edge of crack 
a_.̂  = <? « = o~ = 0 at 0 = ±TI, the appropriate forms of stresses and 
80 r0 0z 
displacements corresponding to the character of each individual problem 
can be obtained. When the problem is symmetric in 0, i.e., symmetric 
about x - axis in Fig. 5.1, the asymptotic expansions of the displacements 
become [71]: ' " 
I 
2Gu = r2 C(z) [ - (5-8v)cos | -I- cos f̂ - ] 
+ r2 E(z) [ - (3-8v)cos | + cos y- ] + . (5.2) 
2Gv = r2 C(z) [ (7-8v)sin | - sin |^ ] 
r2 E(z) [ (9-8v)sin ! + sin J0- ] + (5.3) 
? 0 ? 30 
2Gw = r C'(z) t 2cos y - -j (7/8v)cos ~- ] + .... (5.4) 
It is noted that they are all bounded at the crack edge with w being 
one order higher than the leading terms in u and v. The corresponding 
stress components are: 
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2 nr \ r 5 ° x• i 3 0 i a = r C(z) [-= cos — + r cos —- j 
rr 2 II I 
9 a ft ^ SQ 
+ rZ E(z) [- | cos y + | cos y^ ] + ... (5.5) 
an. 2 , . r 3 0 , 1 30 , 00 = - r C(z) [ y cos y + y cos y- J 
2 r./ \ r 1 5 0 , 3 50 , , ,_ ,. 
- r E(z) I j - cos Y + 2" C O S 2~ "* (5.6) 
a = - r2 C(z) [ 4v cos ~ ] - r2 E(z) [12v cos f ] + ... (5.7) 
zz 2 z 
2 ^ / N r 1 . ' © j l • 30 , 
a = - r • C(z) [ y sin J + J s i n 2 ~ •" 
2 w N r 3 . 0 , 3 . 50 T , rc. Q. 
- r E(z) [ y sin y + y s i n 2~~ ^ + (5.8) 
? 0 ^0 
an = r
Z C'(z) (3-4v) [ sin y - sin ^ ] + . . . (5.9) 
0z 2 2 
9 fl 30 
a = - r Cf (z) [ (l-4v)cos TT + (3-4v) cos ^ ] + . . . . (5.10) 
zr A £ 
Under the most general loading conditions, the stress components 
have been found [72] as: 
1 
"2 . , \ r 1 30 5 0 n ' 
arr = r A1(z) [ y cos 2 y cos y ] 
_1 
2A / \ r 1 • 30 5 . 0 /c n\ 
+ r A2(z) [ y sin y -̂  sin y (5.11) 
_1 
L n 2 . , w 1 30^3 . 9- , 
00 = - r A1(z) [ y cos 2 2 "
 C 0 S 2" 
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- r 2 A2(.z)'lj sin |& + \ sin | ] (5,12) 
o = - r 4v [ A- (z) cos — + -z- An(z)sin — (5.13) 
z z 1 . • • 2 5 1 z 
2 . v • r 1 • 30 ... I ... 0 ' , arQ = - r A1(z) [ — sin y + y sin y ] 
_1 
+ r /* A2(z) [ -j cos y- + -̂  cos y ] (5.14) 
azr = r 2 A 3 ( Z ) [ i COS I ] (5*15) 
azr = r
 2 A3(z) [ | sin f ] (5.16) 
where A(z) is equal to G(z) in Eqs. 5.5-5.8. To be noted is that as 
-1/2 
r -*• 0, all the stresses tend to infinity like r in general loading 
conditions while a. and o remain bounded when the problem is symmetric 
uz zr 
in 0. 
The coefficient A.(z) (j:=l,2,3) can be evaluated from the boundary 
conditions of the problem. On account of the complexity of three dimen-
sional equations of elasticity, no rigorous solution of the finite 
thickness problem for non-trivial loading cases has been obtained. Because 
of this fact, considerations may be limited to some simplified approxi-
mate theories for the present time. 
In the following, the results of two simple cases of cracked plate 
problems which are obtained based on Reissner's plate bending theory, 
are compared with the above general results. 
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Bending of a Cracked Plate Baaed on Approximate Theory 
As shown in Fig. 5,2, the first problem is the bending of an 
infinite plate containing a finite crack due to constant external bending 
moment at infinity, M. Based on the following Reissner's plate equations 
- ^ +TJL - • • • ° ( 5 ' 1 7 ) 
9x 9y 
Qx " kZVZQx = " D ^ (V w) (5.18) 
Qy - k V Q y = - D | - (V
2w) (5.19) 
.2 82 9 aQ 
M = - D (-Mr + v — ^ ) + 2k
2 — ^ (5.20) 
* 3x2 9y2 8X 
a2 a2: 0 9Q 
^ - - D ' < - H + ir> + 2k ^' (5'21) 
"y 92 :, 2 . - a Q
 9 V 
• M = - ( i - v ) D f - f - +' k •( -r-* + -T--' ) (5 .22) 
xy dxdy 3y dx 
2 h2 where K = — , and with the assumption on stress distributions given in 
Eqs. 3.43 - 3.45, Sih [69] obtained the singular character of moments 
near a crack tip, through an integral equation procedure. As r ->• 0, the 
moment and shear force intensities are [69,71], 
1 0 1 30 
M = — (cos -r- - -rt sin0sin -r— ) (5.23) 
X /2T 2 2 2 
K 
M = —i- (cos | + i" sinGsin -^ ) (5.24) 
y /2r" 2 2 2 
M = — ( i sinOcos ~") (5.25) 
xy V5F 2 2 
Q = Q =0(1) (5.26) 
x y 
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It can be seen that the above results coincide with Eqs, 5,11 - 5.16, when 
A (z) = A (z) = 0, by using Eqs, 3.10 and 3.11 and appropriate coordinate 
transformations. The parameter K_ , which controls the intensity of the 
local stress field, depends on the plate thickness h and Poisson ratio v 
through $(1) as: 
K± = $(1)M»£ (5.27) 
where the semi-crack length a denotes the half length of the crack. 
The next problem is the same as the first but the external loads 
are constant twisting moments H instead of bending moments at infinity. 
This problem is solved by Wang [70] and the results as r ->• 0, are as the 
following: 
K2 0 50 
M = — ^ (7sin ̂  + sin ̂  ) (5.28) 
X /2T 2 2 
K 
M (sin | - sin ~ ) (5.29) 
y »/2T 2 2 
K 
M = ?. (3 c o s | + c o s 50 ^ (5.30) 
xy m 2 2 
K3 0 
Q = — - (sin ~ ) (5.31) 
X v̂ r" 2 
- K3 0 
Q = — - cos ~ (5.32) 
y m 2 
The above forms can also be identified to Eqs. 5.11 - 5.16 when A-(z) = 0, 
3K2 K3 
A_(z) = , and A_ = — by the same way as the previous case. Both 
2 4/2 3 Jl 
K„ and K_ are also functions of the plate thickness and Poisson ratio. 
As mentioned earlier, from the above two results, it is noted that 
the stress distributions near a crack-tip caused by symmetric bending 
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are precisely the same as those associated with the opening loode of 
crack extension and the stress distributions caused by antisymmetric 
twisting are identical to those associated with the sliding and tearing 
modes of crack extension [70]. Thus, the unknown quantities K_ , and K„ 
and K , which control the singular stress intensities near a crack-tip 
for the two cases, can be called respectively bending, and twisting stress 
intensity factors for a plate witjh cracks-. 
Finite Element Formulatijon for Hybrid Stress Model 
The stress distributions near a crack tip caused by bending defor-
mations of a plate under general loading conditions can be obtained by a 
combination of the above two results. This fact is confirmed by the three 
dimensional equations for general loading conditions, Eqs. 5.11 - 5.16. 
Thus, the singular stress functions for the bending problem of a cracked 
plate under general loading conditions can be written as: 
V K 
1 , 0 1 . n . 30v , 2 , _ • .. • 0 . • . 50 . 
M = ( c o s -=• - 7T sinGsin--r—) + —:—(7 s i n -r- + s i n — ) 
X tz— L I Z rz— Z Z 
/27 ' z . z L /2 r 
- 2v^2r K3 s i n - | ( 5 . 3 3 ) 
K l / ' 9 . "1 • n '•' 3 0 \ ->. K2 t V © A 5 0 \ r* i / \ 
M = ( c o s -^ + •«• s m G s i n -̂ —) H ( s i n -r- - s i n -z~) ( 5 . 3 4 ) 
y /z7 2 f 2 /z7 2 2 
Kl .1 . 0 30. K 2 / Q 0 , 50. M = ( -r- sin -r cos .—) (3 cos •-* + cos •=—)• 
xy ^ 2 2 2 m. 2 2 
- /27 K3cos | (5.35) 
K3 0 • 
Qv sin-^ (5.36) 
x /z7 2 
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•0 = - -J. cos | • (5,37) 
y /27 2 
The last terms with vr in M and M are taken from the 0(/r) terms of 
x xy 
corresponding moments in the previous results with twisting deformation 
for the satisfaction of equilibrium of the asymptotic functions for 
stress. It is to be noted that, in the discussions in the second chapter, 
the interior stress field should satisfy the equilibrium conditions, 
Eq. 3.34, in the present finite element model. Thus, the singular part, 
Eqs. 5.33 - 5.37, as well as the regular part of stresses should be 
assumed to be in equilibrium, since the interior stress field in the finite 
element near the tip of crack consists of the both regular and singular 
parts. 
Near the crack-tip, the displacement field as well as the stress 
field has some type of asymptotic behavior in the radial coordinate r. 
A rigorous derivation of the asymptotic displacement behavior may be 
possible through integrations of Eqs. 5.33 - 5.37. by using Eqs. 3.43 -
3.45, but it involves complicated manipulations and has not been attempted 
in the literature. Thus the boundary displacements for the singular 
elements have been assumed based on the consideration of the three 
dimensional solution forms of displacements at the crack tip and the 
consistency of the assumed solutions to the approximate plate theory 
used, as discussed in detail in the next section. 
For the finite element formulation, the plate domain with crack 
is discretized into a number of finite elements of two different kinds. 
Of the first type, are regular elesments whose boundaries do not contact 
the crack tip, the other is of singular elements around the crack tip. 
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The necessary variable definitions for a regular element are precisely 
the same as given in the previous chapter, 
For the singular element, the assumed moment functions given in 
Eq. 4.73 should be modified to be able to represent appropriate the stress 
singularity as follows: 
M = N 6 + N 3 + N 3,, + N 
~ c ~s~S ~ t ~ t ~ t 
where 
(5.38) 
Sg = i K lK 2J (5.39) 
N 
1 , 0 1 , . . 3 \ 1 ,n . 0 , . 50N 
(cos j - — sin0sm 7p-) — ~ (' sin -j + sin -r—) 
1 7 0 _L 1 4 n • 3 
—•— (cos 7? t.T sin0sin >r 
r — / Z. •J / 
l , l :.: 0 30 . 
( j sin y cos — ) 
-) 
m 
i ; . 0 . 50N 
(sin j - sin -r—) 
/2r 
/2r" 
1 ,„ 0... 50. 
-r- (3 C O S T + cos — ) 
2r 2 2 ; 
(5.40) 
?t 
' — . 0 
.- ? /2r" sin 
- /2? cos (5.41) 
and 3 - K~. The shear force intensities in Eq. 4.74 are also modified 
as: 







, 0 sin y 
cos (.5,43) 
By the same way, the boundary traction in Eq. 4.85, can also be modified 
to include singular terms as: 
T = R 3 + R 8 + R B + R 
•- ~ - -s^s ~t~t ~i 
(5.44) 
where r and R can be obtained by appropriate manipulations on M and 
Q along element boundaries. The detailed form of L of boundary dis-
placements as in Eq. 4.84, will be discussed later. 
The functional of the hybrid stress model with the effects of 
transverse shear deformation can be written, for an isotropic plate, as: 
nuc = " Z< T f MTDMdA + \ /..D-QTQdA - \ * D„MTPMdA H S m 2 , *• ~.~ 2 • 1- ~• 2 . 2- ~M 
m m m 







1 - v ' • 0 •• 
- v 1 0 
0 0 2(l+v) 
_ = 12(l+v) 
1 Eh D„ = 
12v 
2 5Eh 






The functional expression of a regular element can be obtained 
by simply adding the contributions of the second and third terms of 
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Eq. 5.45 to the internal complementary strain energy given in Eq. 4.86, 
-y / D. QTQ.dA «-T=- 3TU3 + BTy'. . + constant (5.46) 




U = / D-N^Nn dA (5.47) 
« A U Q - Q 
m 
U. = f DiNn nX d A <5'48> 
-P A 1~Q 0 
m 
-=- / D0M
TP = 3TV + constant (5.49) 




V = \ f NTP dA 
~ 2 . ~ ~m A™ ^ m
Adding Eqs. 5.46 and 5.49 to the element functional of Eq. 4.86 gives 
the following regular element functional expression of the hybrid stress 
model with the effects of transverse shear deformation, 
n»o = " ik 3T(H +'U)B + 3T(H + U ) - BTGq -GTq + STq] + constant (5.50) HS 2 ,. ~ • -J*. ~ ~p ~p ~ ~~ ~p~ „ ? 
m • r r r 
Substituting the variables defined in Eqs. 5.38, 5.42, 5.44 and 
4.84 into the element functional expression of Eq. 5.45 gives the 
following singular element functional of hybrid stress model with trans-
verse shear deformation effects,. 
JljL = - \\ 3T(H + U)3••+ BTHe6e .+ i-Ctf. •+ &)&. + 3
T(H- + U - V) 
rib I ~ ~ ^S^S ~t „t t „p ~p ~ 
m • . 
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+ i 3TH 8 + 3TH 8 '+ BT (H - V 1 + \ (H^ + U )82 
2 ~s~ss~s «s«st t -s ^sp rS 2 tt tt t 
+ (HtP
 + ut P " V
B t " -BT?9 " ?S?S9 " Bt5t9 " ?p9




H = / NTDN dA 
~S A ~ ~ S 
m 
H' =' / NTDN dA 
-t A ~ ~~t 
m 
H = f NTDN dA 
~ss . ~s ~s 
A 
m 
H = / NTDN dA 
~st . ~s~~t 
A 
m 
H = / NTDN dA 
~sp A ~s~~p 
m 
Htt = / ?t—t d A A m 
H = / NTDN dA 
tp A ~t~~p 
m 
U = f B-An dA ~t A l~Q~Qt 
m 





G = / RT LdC 
s c s 
m 
G = / RT LdC 
~t c -t -. 
m 
V = T / DJ'TP dA 
~s 2 .• 2~s~m 
A 
m 
Vt = \ f D j V d A . I . Z~t~m 
A m 
Thus, the functional for the system can be expressed as the sum of those 
of elements. 
s s N 
nuo = z, nuo + T... n , (5.52) 
HS m=l HS m=s+l HS 
m m 
where N is the total number of finite elements and s is the number of 
singular elements out of N elements. 
By extremizing IL, with respect to 8, the following Euler equations 
HS ~ 
can be obtained. 
H$ + H 8 + H B + U - Gq = 0 for m < s (5.53) 
>~ -s^s ~t t ~p ~~ — 
H3 + U - Gq = 0 for m > s (5.54) 
where 
H = H + U 
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E = H •+ U 
~t -t "t 
U = H + U - V -p -p ~p 
Substituting the 3's which are solved from Eqs. 5.53 and 5.54 into II , 
' ' • ' • ? HS 
the following form of the functional can be obtained through a series 
of matrix manipulations. 
HS 
1 T T 
z ( yLq r §.j 
m—1 z ~ -s -t 
-11 ~12 -13 
T 
-12 -22 -23 
T T 
K W TT 
-13 -23 33 
a 
vtj 
L 9T 9g QtJ[9l + m=I+l
( ̂ \ l 9 " ?*9 ) (5.55) 
where 
T--1 
K = G H Ĝ  
T , T--1 
KT, O -• G — G H H 
-Iz ~s " " -s 
T T--1-
K13 ". ?t - 5 ? Ht 
T -1 
K„_ = H H H — H 
-22 ~s~ ~s ~ss 
K 0 Q = - H • • + H
1 ! ! " ^ 
-23 ~st ~s- -t 
K33 = $ f \ - §tt 
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T— 1-
Q = G H U - G + S 
- • , - ~p ~p 
Q • •* H - V - HTH 1V 
~s ~sp ~s ~s p 
Q , * H + U - V - H
TH h] 
?t tp tp t ~t~ ~p 
There can be two different solution methods to obtain the final 
solutions from this point. The first one is to consider 3 and 8 as 
• . • '••:'". ~ S t 
the same kinds of final unknowns as q and then construct a new unknown 
T T T '•••"""' ' " '"•• • • •*"••• • • - • • ' • • . 
vector qf = [-q 8 8 ]• By solving the Euler equations which are ob-
tained by the extremization of the functional with respect to qf, q, 8 
and 8 are obtained at the same time. The other method is first to 
eliminate 8 and 3 at element level matrix manipulation by a method 
~s t 
similar to static condensation [74] and then the actual element stiff-
ness matrix can be constructed. Then, by following the usual solution 
procedures 8 and 8. can be calculated from q which are obtained first 
from the system stiffness equations. 
For the first method, the element functionals of Eq. 5.55 are 
assembled into the system functional by keeping 8 and 8 common to 
all singular elements; then 
1 *T T 
nHS " 2 l? ?s \ J 
* * • . * 
~ll. ?12 *12 
\ T V V 
-12 -22 .23 
* T • * • * 
Tc* V K 
-13 -23 33; 
*T 
| 8 T> 
- S 
*T *T * 
l? ?a \ J q 
v !s .> 
K; (5 
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where the quantities with * denote the system quantities corresponding 
to appropriate element quantities. Extremization of Eq. 5,56 with respect 

























This method is not desirable when the number of degrees of freedom of the 
system is large since the assembling of B and B in the final unknown 
~s t 
vector like in Eq. 5.57 unually causes the band width of the coefficient 
matrix of the final system of equations to be large. To avoid this 
drawback, the second method ,is usually employed. In this case the element 
stiffness matrix of a singular element is first obtained as in the 
following. By extremization of the functional, Eq. 5.55, with respect 
to q', the system of equations for a singular element can be written as: 
?11 ?12 ?13 
?12 ?22 ?23 
T T 






Expanding Eq. 5.58, then: 
hlS + *st!st = '3 (5.59) 
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K q + K e - Q ~st~ -S^st ^st 
(.5,60) 
where 
?st = [?12 K13 ] 
K = 




5it- L ?8 V ' 
T T 
From Eqs. 5.59 and 5.60, the following two equations are obtained: 
3 «_ = K"1 (Q „ - K T a) 
~.st. ~s -Jst -St-
?ii?" S - ?st ht (9st - S s ) 
(5.61) 
(5.62) 
Eq. 5.62 is nothing but the element stiffness equation of a singular 
element. Assembling this with those of other singular and regular elements 
into the system equations, the system stiffness equations can be written as 
* * * 
K q == Q (5.63) 
The element nodal displacements., q, which are obtained by solving the 
above equations, for the system nodal displacements,, q , can be substi-
tuted into Eq. 5.61 to calculate the stress intensity factors, ^ . 
The finite element method based on the hybrid stress model is 
formulated for a plate bending problem with a through crack under general 
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bending loads. In the following, a numerical implementation for a cracked 
plate problem under symmetric bending moment is given. Results are obtained 
for finite plates of various aspect ratios, various crack sizes, and 
various plate thicknesses. These are compared with the analytical solution 
by Sih [69] for an infinite plate. The purposes of this work are: to in-
vestigate the possibility of using the hybrid stress model to handle the 
problem of a cracked plate in bending, based oh a approximate plate theory; 
to investigate the effects of enforcing traction boundary conditions 
explicitly, on the solutions, in this specific problem; and to obtain 
the finite size correction factors to the infinite plate solutions of 
Sih [69]. 
The formulation developed is capable of handling problems with 
general loading conditions, but due to the computer-time limitations, 
only the special case of symmetric loading is treated in the present 
work. 
Numerical Implementation 
Consider the bending of the plate containing a through crack 
under constant bending moment around its boundary as shown in Fig. 5.3. 
For the finite element model only a quarter plate, which is shown in 
Fig. 5.4 with a simple grid scheme, is used because of symmetry of the 
problem. There are two singular elements A and B which contact the crack 
tip, denoted as node 2 in the figure. 
The formulation and the assumed variables, i.e., internal stress 
field and boundary displacement field for regular elements are exactly 
the same as discussed in the previous chapter besides the fact that the 
contribution of transverse shear stresses to the internal complementary 
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strain energy is considered by adding Eq. 5,46 to the functional* 
As can be seen from Fig. 5,5, the independent boundary dlsplacê -
ments along boundary 1, 2 of a regular element are w-«, and w which 
1 n12 
are interpolated in terms of the nodal values of w and w, and w, , 
s n 
respectively, and w is the derivative of w-0 with respect to boundary 
s12 12 
coordinate s. But in the light of the Reissner's plate theory on which 
the formulation is based, the independent boundary displacements along 
the same portion of boundary of the element should be the normal deflection 
wn n and rotations about two directions, <j> and <f> . This implies an 
1 2 s12 n12 
approximation in assuming the boundary displacement field. But, consider-
ing the difference between the present formulation for a regular element 
and that of the hybrid stress model solution in the previous chapter 
which is based on the classical plate theory, it is clear that the present 
formulation is another version of the previous one with consideration of 
the contributions of transverse* shear stresses to the internal complementary 
strain energy. Thus, it can be seen that this approximation will not 
affect the solutions much. Complete boundary displacements of a regular 
element are shown in Table 5>1. 
Singular element A which is shown in Fig. 5.6 with the degrees of 
freedom at each node, has two singular sides which are joined together 
at the crack tip and two ''regular" sides which do not contact the crack 
tip directly. 
To obtain qualitative features of displacements near the crack 
front, considerations to the displacement solutions of a three dimensional 
fracture problem are given. In the case, the displacement solutions are 
expressed in one half power series of the radial coordinate r [71]. The 
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first terms of the series solutions of displacements in three direction, 
1/2 
which dominate near the crack front, are functions of r , But in a 
plate bending problem, components of inplane displacements are linearly 
proportional to total rotations of the normal as shown in Eq. 3,1. 
Further the total rotations of the normal, d> , consist of the derivatives 
a 
of the transverse deflection with respect to appropriate coordinate, w, , 
and small perturbations, Y , to them, as: 
a 
$ = w, + y 
a 'a a 
1/2 
Thus, if the transverse deflection w starts with function of r , the 
-1/2 above equation implies that $ includes terms with the r function 
which is unbounded as r -> 0, which is impossible physically. To avoid 
this difficulty, possible displacement forms which are consistent with 
approximate plate theory are considered from the previous argument, such 
1/2 
as, the inplane displacements starting with functions of r and the 
3/2 
transverse deflection starting with•a function of r . This argument 
is confirmed by the previously discussed three dimensional asymptotic 
expansion of displacements by Sih in Eqs. 5.2 - 5.4. In the present 
formulation, only the first terms of each displacement will be used as 
assumed boundary displacement functions along singular sides. Thus, along 
the sides 1, 2 and 2, 3 of the element A of Fig. 5.6, the boundary dis-
placements are approximated, respectively, as: 
w12 = ( 1 " s ) 3 / 2 . wl + [ l - ( l - s ) 3 / 2 ] w 2 (5.64) 
c|> = - / I = 7 <j> • - ( 1 - /l^s")c() (5.65) 
n12 h. ^2 
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<J> = 7 l ~ ¥ <J> + ( l ~ V l ^ s ) f C5.66) 
s 1 2 x1 x 2 
A ' ' A * 
2 2 
w '3 = (1-s ) w2 +• s w3 . (5,67) 
y = ( 1 - /s)4> + /s<J> (5.68) 
n 23 ^2 x 3 
i = ( 1 - Vs)<j) + 7 ^ (5.69) 
S23 y2 y 3 
For the remaining regular sides, the displacements are assumed identical 
to those of other regular elements. 
As shown in Fig. 5.6, the boundary rotations <f> along singular 
sides 1, 2 and 2, 3 of the element A are interpolated in terms of their 
values at the nodes 1, 2 and 3 as shown in the above equations. But 
along the regular sides 3, 4 and 1, 4 of the same element, the generalized 
displacements corresponding to <f> of the singular sides are the derivative 
of the transverse deflection with respect to the appropriate directions, 
w, . Thus the nodal quantities at nodes 1 and 3 by which w, along 
each of the regular sides 3, 4 and 1, 4 are interpolated, as in Eq. 4.75, 
are identical to those of <t> at the nodes, but they are the nodal values 
a 
of w, at the node 4. This implies some approximation in the formulation 
of boundary displacements for the regular sides of the singular element, 
since there are some differences between <J> and w, . Further it can be 
a a 
seen that the displacements in Eqs. 5.64 - 5.69 can not represent the 
rigid body rotations exactly. The stiffness matrix of the singular element 
in Fig. 5.6 is shown in Table 5.2 with the equilibrium state in vertical 
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force VE, and in x and y directional moments XE and YE, respectively, In 
spite of these difficulties, the present element is used for singular 
elements since the choice of shape function for boundary displacements 
along the singular side is limited because of the asymptotic character 
of the displacement field. The complete displacements for the singular 
elements A and B are listed in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. 
The symmetric character of the problem permits only the opening 
mode type stress distributions of stresses; thus the interior moment 
intensity functions in Eq. 5.38 are assumed as: 
M = MB + N 8 (5.70) 
~ ~~ ~s s 
where N is the vector which consists of the first terms of Eqs. 
~s 
5.33 - 5.35, 8 corresponds to K. , and N of Eq. 5.38 is dropped since no 
external load is applied on the surface of the plate. The singular 
element functional of Eq. 5.51 can be written in the following simplified 
form. 
It® = - \ 3TH3 - B H B . - j H 6 + 8TGq + S G q (5.71) 
HS 2 „. .„., s^s^ 2 ss s .. ~~ s~s~ 
m 
and similarly the functional for a regular element in Eq. 5.50 can be 
simplified as: 
nHC = - ~ 3
THB + BTGq - STq (5.72) 
no / ~ _ — ~ ~ 
m 
The remaining procedures are precisely identical to those shown in 
the previous formulation. The method used to calculate g here is the 
s 
first one of the two previously discussed methods. Thus, 8 is assembled 
s 
as an element of the final unknown vector and is solved with q at the same 
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time, 
To enforce traction boundary conditions explicitly, a direct 
approach to the interior stress fields is used. Crack edge 0-2 in the 
plate, shown in Fig. 5.4, is traction free and M - M = Q = 0. To 
& ' y xy y 
satisfy these conditions for the original stress functions given in 
Eq. 4.73, it can be decided by inspecting N and N of Eqs. 4.73 and 
4.74, respectively, which of the 3's of Eq. 4.73 should vanish, when 
appropriate coordinates along the boundary are substituted into them. 
The stress functions which are reduced in this manner will satisfy the 
above mentioned boundary conditions inherently. Thus, to enforce traction 
boundary conditions explicitly, it is necessary only to use these reduced 
stress functions for the elements along the crack edge instead of the 
original stress functions. Also for those elements with reduced stress 
functions, the boundary tractions of Eq. 4.85 should be modified appro-
priately. The reduced stress functions, and boundary traction matrix 
R and R of Eq. 4.85 for an element with these reduced stress functions 
- ~P 
are listed in Table 5.5. 
All integrations needed in calculating an element stiffness 
matrix are performed by the use of Gaussian quadrature. In using this 
numerical integral technique for the quantity with •— or ^ a trans-
•Jx 
formation of variable is required to obtain accurate results, as 
followings: 
2 
r = z 
2 
dr = 2z dz 
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r- 2 
Vr dr *= 2z dz 
— dr * 2dz 
Ji 
Results and Discussions 
The analytical solution for K. for an infinite plate can be 
obtained from Eq. 5..27 by solving ah integral equation for $(1) [69]. 
It was found that *(1) is a function of the plate thickness and the 
Poisson ratio. The finite element solutions for Kr with various thicknesses 
of the plate are tabulated in Table 5.6, when Poisson's ratio, v=.3, and 
the traction boundary conditions are enforced explicitly. It was found 
that the results depend on the plate thickness, h, and the singular 
element size of a finite element grid. Thus, they are expressed as 
functions of the ratio h/a and c/a where a is the half of the crack length 
and c is the side length of a singular element of a finite element grid 
as shown in Fig.5.4. 
It is natural that the solutions vary with the size of a singular 
element in a finite element grid since there should be optimum area 
where the singular behavior of the stresses dominates for each plate 
with different thicknesses. This area can be determined by numerical 
experimentation, and in all the finite element grids which are used in 
the solution procedure the elements in this area should be singular. To 
keep the singular elements, which are the most critical elements in the 
entire system for obtaining the correct solution of stress intensity 
factors, in best condition their shapes are always taken as square. 
Further, since it was found that the shape of the regular elements 
adjacent to those singular elements affects the results very sensibly, 
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the dimensions of the grids around singular elements are taken as lt5c? as 
shown in the figure, to keep the consistency in the solutions of problems 
with various different geometries, 
The results in Table 5.6 are represented graphically in Fig, 5.7. 
The figure shows converging results with some consistent tendency with 
the variations of the plate thickness. The optimum size of a singular 
element becomes larger with the thickness of plate. From these results 
the optimum size of a singular element for each thickness can be obtained 
and the results are given in Fig. 5.8 and Table 5.7. 
• ' • . . * 
In Table 5.8, the finite element solutions with- and without 
explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions, K and K_1, respectively, 
are listed for problems with various thicknesses and dimensions of the 
plate. The optimum size of singular elements for each thickness, which is 
obtained from Fig. 5.8, was used for the present set of solutions. The 
analytical solution obtained in [69] is for an infinite plate and in that 
case the external bending moment is applied at infinity. The finite 
element solutions with fixed thickness of the plates and the magnitude of 
external bending moment at boundaries of the plates, and with finite 
dimensions should vary with 'the variations of the ratio between the 
crack length and the plate dimension, 2a/L. The correction factors due 
to the effects of the finiteness of the plate are plotted in Fig. 5.9, 
as the ratio K_,/K ' between the finite element solutions of finite plates 
. i-F •  1. . . > . ' ; • 
* This implies the traction boundary conditions are satisfied in a weighted 
residual sense as in Eq, 4,95. 
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with thickness and semi-crack length ratio h/a =* ,1 has a 4% higher 
stress intensity factor when the crack length is 1/10 of the plate 
dimension and 23% higher value when the crack length is 1/2 of the plate 
dimension, as compare to the analytical solution for the stress intensity 
factor for an infinite plate. Though there are some variation, finite 
dimension correction factors, in general, do not vary significantly with 
the variations of the ratio h/a as shown in the figure. 
The entire set of results in Table 5.8 are represented graphi-
cally in Fig. 5.10 - 5.14. They show the variations of the stress 
intensity factor solutionsj with and without explicitly enforcing traction 
boundary conditions, with the plate thickness for each different geometry 
of the problem. The improvement of the solution for the stress intensity 
factor, which is very important in the determination of the singular 
behavior of stresses near a crack tip in a cracked plate problem and the 
onset of crack growth, is evident when traction boundary conditions are 
enforced explicitly. Further the magnitude of the numerical value of the 
improvement is significant. 
In all the cases, the solutions without enforcing traction 
boundary conditions explicitly are around 30% less than the analytical 
solutions when h/a = .1. Even in the case when the finite element solution 
without enforcing traction boundary conditions explicitly is closest to 
that of analytical results of the infinite plate, i.e., when h/a = .5 
and 2a/L = .5, the finite element solution is still 4.6% less that the 
infinite plate solution. Considering that the finite dimension correction 
factors should always greater than 1, the above mentioned result with the 
geometry 2a/L - .5, is almost equivalently bad as the results of any other 
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case obtained without enforcing the boundary conditions explicitly. 
From the previous observations, it is concluded that the traction 
boundary conditions should be enforced in an explicit manner to obtain 
reliable solutions for stress intensity factors in a cracked plate 
problem, using the assumed stress hybrid finite element model. As 
discussed earlier, in this problem, the direct method of explicitly 
enforcing traction boundary conditions can be used since the geometry of 
the model is simple and the crack surface is straight. But in problems 
with arbitrarily curved crack surfaces, which are more likely in more 
practical situations, than the presently discussed problem, this direct 
method cannot be applied. In these cases, the boundary collocation method, 
which is discussed in chapter four in detail, should be used to enforce 
traction boundary conditions explicitly. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions can be drawn based on the studies in 
this thesis. 
1. The Suitablity of hybrid models in enabling one to use different 
elements (with different order interpolations of the assumed 
variable) in different regions of a system, and yet maintain full 
interelement displacement and traction continuities, is demon-
strated. For example, in solving a plane stress problem, constant 
strain triangles (with linear displacement interpolations) can be 
combined with linear strain (with quadratic displacement inter-
polations) or quadratic strain triangles (with cubic variation of 
displacement). Thus the higher order elements can be used where 
a high accuracy is needed, with lower order elements being used 
elsewhere in the structure. 
2. The so-called "Babuska paradox" in the solution of a simply 
supported circular plate has been shown to be linked to the notion 
of "natural boundary conditions" in the variational principle. 
3. It has been shown that, in the finite element method, in approxi-
mating a curved boundary by piecewise straight segments* such as 
in approximating a circular plate by a polygonal one, convergence 
to the "correct" answer can result only if, at the nodes of the 
piecewise straight boundary, the essential boundary conditions 
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corresponding to the curved boundary are imposed. 
The nature of implicitly enforcing the traction boundary conditions 
in the hybrid stress model arid the compatible displacement model 
is clarified, and systematic methods to enforce traction boundary 
conditions* explicitly' for the above methods are developed, The 
met holds are* based on the cQrieept of the point matching of boundary 
tractions as in a boundary collocation method. Thus, through a 
combination of the boundary point matching method and the original 
variational method, the satisfaction of traction boundary conditions 
on an arbitrarily curved boundary with a high degree of accuracy 
becomes possible. By this method, fracture problems with arbi-
trarily curved crack surfaces, in which the accurate enforcement 
of the stress free conditions along the crack surface is crucial 
in order to obtain accurate stress intensity factors at the tip 
of crack, can be treated easily. 
It is found that finite element solutions can be improved by 
explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions, even in regular, 
well defined problems such as circular curved plate bending problems, 
in which highly sophisticated compatible displacement model are 
used. 
In the hybrid stress model, deriving stiffness properties of a 
plate finite element with arbitrary geometry becomes much easier 
as compared to the compatible displacement finite element model, 
since the transverse displacement and normal slope are assumed 
independently at the iriterelement boundary. However, since, in 
general, it is not possible to include all the rigid body modes 
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in these unique boundary interpolation functions, the element 
stiffness matrix generated in the hybrid stress model may not be 
accurately equilbrated, as explained in the fourth chapter with 
Tables 4.5 and 4.6. However, global solutions using these element 
matrices were found to be acceptable. 
The hybrid stress finite element model was found to be suitable 
to accurately determine the stress concentration factors around 
holes, of different geometries, in thin elastic plates, 
In the bending problem of alplate with a through crack, the hybrid 
stress model is found to be a versatile method to solve directly 
for the stress-intensity factors. It is also found that, in 
this problem, enforcing traction free conditions along crack border 
in an explicit manner is very important to obtain reliable results, 
The optimum size of the singular finite element near crack front, 
in a finite element grid of the solution of cracked plate bending 
problem by the hybrid stress model with built-in singularities 
in assumed interior stress field, is found, as function of the 
plate thickness through numerical experiments. 
Correction factors for stress intensity factors in a finite plate, 
as compared to the solution for an infinite domain, are obtained 
in problems of the bending of cracked plate. 
It is also found that, in the bending of cracked plate problem, 
the ratio of the dimension of regular elements, which are adjacent 
to singular elements, with that of a singular element, can affect 
the solution of stress intensity factor. Thus, to keep the con-
sistency in the series of solutions obtained through the change 
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of the geometry, careful considerations should be given to decide 
optimum size also of the regular elements around singular ones in 
a finite element grid, as discussed in the fifth chapter. 
The studies which have not been throughly investigated in this 
thesis which are recommended for possible future investigations are 
indicated below: 
1. Explicitly enforcing traction boundary conditions by the concept 
of boundary collocation method has not been tried for fracture 
mechanics problems with arbitrarily curved crack surfaces. 
2. In the bending problem of cracked plates, arbitrarily loading 
conditions have not been treated. However, through the formula-
tion for general loading conditions given in the fifth chapter, 
bending problems of plates can be solved under general loading 
and boundary conditions. 
3. A similar study on the effects of explicitly enforcing traction 
boundary conditions is required in the case of hybrid displace-
ment models, 
4. Some studies on the edge function method [75] are recommended for 
handling some practical problems in which the accurate satis-
faction of traction boundary conditions is necessary to obtain 




BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF A CIRCULAR PLATE 
Three types of boundary conditions are common in plate problems 
namely simply supported, clamped and free boundary conditions. Clamped 
boundary conditions are pure essential type, free boundary conditions 
are pure natural type, and simply supported boundary conditions are 
combination of these two, thus, a simply supported plate has both force 
(natural) and geometric (essential) boundary conditions. These various 
conditions are listed in both cartesian and curvilinear boundary coor-
dinates of a circle [Fig. 4.1]. 
The boundary conditions given here are convenient forms for the 
finite element solution of a problem with up to second derivatives of 
transverse deflection as generalized displacements. 
The following simplified notations, A - cosG and B = sinO where 0 
is the angle between x-axis and radial direction, are used for simplicity 
purpose and a denotes the radius of the circle and v is Poisson's ratio. 
Simply Supported Boundary 
n,s Coordinates 
w = 0 A.la 
w, = 0 A.lb 
s 
w, = 0 A.lc 
ss 
M = 0, or A.2a 
nn 
w, 
w + v ( —2..-+ w ) = 0 A. 2b 
'nn a Jss 
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x,y Coordinates 
• w = 0 A.3a 
Bw, - Aw» = 0 A.3b 
x y 
B w, - 2ABw, + A2w, - - w, - - w, = 0 A.3c 
xx xy yy a x a y 
A2M + 2ABM + B2!* = 0, or A.4a 
x xy y 
(A + vB2)w, + 2(l-v)ABw, + (vA2 + B )w, = 0 A.4b 
xx xy yy 
Clamped Boundary 
n,s Coordinates 
w = 0 A.5a 
w, = 0 A.5b 
n 
w, = 0 A.5c 
s . ' • . 
w, = 0 A.5d 
ns 
w, = 0 A.5e 
ss 
x.y Coordinates 
w = 0 A.6a 
w, = 0 A.6b 
w, = 0 A.6c 
y 
AB(w, - w, ) + (B2 - A2)w, + - w, + - w, = 0 A.6d 
xx 'yy 'xy a *x a y 
B w, - 2ABw, .. + A w, w, w, = 0 A.6e 
xx xy yy a x a y 
Free Boundary 
n,x Coordinates 




w, + v( — - + w, ) = 0 
nn a ss A. 7b 
V = Q + M = 0, or 
n n ns,s 
A.8a 
w , w , . •• _ 
w, +. + (2 - v)w, w, = 0 




A M + 2ABM + B M = 0, or 
x xy y 
A. 9a 
o 
(A + vB2)w, + 2(1 - v)ABw, + (vA2 + B2)w, . = 0 
xx xy yy 
2 _ 2 
AQ + BO + - " B (M - M ) - ̂ S-.-M 
x y a y x a xy 
+ AB2(M - M ) + A2B(M - M ) 
x,x y,x y,y x,y 
A. 9b 
+ (A2 - B2) (AM - BM ) = 0 
xy,y xy,x 
AlOa 
A[l+(1 - v)B2] w, + B[l+(1 - v)A2]w, 
xxx yyy 
+ B[l-(1 - v)(2A2 - B2)]w, .+ A[l ̂  (l-v)(A2 - 2B2)]w, 
xxy xyy 
+ il=yl (A2 _ B2} (w _ w .) _ AOzv). AB = 0 






Fig. 2,1 Two Dimensional Domain of a Cont 
inuum 
T. = 0 
l 
u± = 0 
Fig. 2.2 Geometric Notations of a Fini 
te Element Group 
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+ + + 
' . • :n u. 
A_J__j JL.B 
m 
Fig. 2.3 Sign Convention for the Quantities on an Interelement 
Boundary between two Finite FAements 
Tq u Tfc [±l UiL ^ 
P IP P 
Fig. 2.4 Two Different Order Assumed Variables in a System; 
q t 
u. are Cubic Functions and u. are Linear Functions 
i l 
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w, , f 
y y 
Fig. 3.1 Sign Convention for a Plate Element 
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w » 0 , W n n * K w r u » 0 ; 
3 4 S 7 10 13 20 30 50 100 200 900 
NUMBER Of SiOES IN REGULAR POLYCOM 
Fig. 4.2 Central Displacements of Regular Polygonal 
Plates with Various Boundary Conditions 
(from-Ref. 57) 
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•n - 0 
Fig. 4,3 Circular Boundary Coordinates at Boundary 
Nodes of a Triangular Element 
»x 
Fig. 4.4 Triangular Element with Curved Edge 




w, yy 22 
yy 21 
Fig. 4.5 Necessary Degrees of Freedom to enforce 
V =M =0 along Boundary 1-2 and 
y y 
V =M =0 along Boundary 1-3 
x x 
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Fig. 4.6 Local Circular Boundary Coordinates at 
Corners of a Polygonal Plate 
Fig, 4.7 Local Oblique Boundary Coordinates at 














Simply Supported Circular Plate (v~«3) 
-»- j -
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Number of Elements in a Quarter Plate 
Fig. 4.8 Central Displacement of Simply Supported Circular p]_at< 
with Uniform Load p: with Two Different Geometric 










Clamped Plate (v=.3). 
1 1 X X JL 
3 4 5 6 7 
Number of Elements in a Quarter Plate 
Fig. 4.9 Central Displacement of Simply Supported Circular 
Plate with Uniform Load p: with 
w = w, = w, = w, = 0 and 
~ n s n ns 
cos 0.w, + sin w w, == 0 as Geometric Boundary 
ss nn • • -
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3 k 5 6 . . 7 
Number of Elements in a Quarter Plate 
Fig. 3,10 Central Displacement of a Simply Supported Plate 
with Uniform Load p: with , 
w = w, = w, •= w, = w, = 0 as Geometric 
Tl T2 V l T2T2 
Boundary Conditions: Compatible Displacement Model 
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Fig. 4.11 Finite Element Grids of Circular and Annular 
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N-Division of a Quarter Circle 
Fig. 4.12 Central Displacement Fig. 4.13 Strain Energy 
Simply Supported Circular Plate with Uniform Load: 
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N-Division of a Quarter Plate 
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N-Division of a Quarter Plate 
Fig. 4.14 Central Bending Moment Fig. 4.15 Edge Tangential Moment 
Simply Supported Circular Plate with Uniform 





N-Division of a Quarter Circle 
Fig. 4.16 Edge Radial Moment x 100/Exact Central Bending Moment 
of Simply Supported Circular Plate with Uniform Load: 
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N-Division of a Half Plate for a Unit of Four Elements 
Fig. 4.17 Uniformly Loaded Annular Plate with Simply Supported 
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N-Division of a Half Plate for a Unit of Four Elements 
Fig. 4.18 Uniformly Loaded Annular Plate with Clamped Outer 
Edge: Compatible Displacement Model 
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Error(%) 
10 Q Inner Edge Radial Moment(Plate with Clamped Outer Edge) 
< Outer Edge Radial Moment(Plate with S.S. Outer Edge) 
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N-Division of a Half Plate for a Unit of Four Elements 
Fig. 4.19 Edge Radial Moment x 100/Exact Edge Tangential Moment 




Fig. 4.20 Geometric Notations of an Element for Hybrid 
Stress Model 
Fig. 4.21 A Triangular and a General Quadrilateral Element 
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Fig. 4.22 . Point: Matching^of -Boundary Tractions along 
Arbitrarily Curved Boundary AB < 
A \ \<^\ i^\ i*<(\ 
N = 1 N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16 
Fig. 4.23 Finte Element Grids for a Circular Plate: 
Hybrid Stress Model 
A. ^Cf\_J -^.jdj ̂.ftlUJ 
N = 1 N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16 
Fig. 4.24 Finite Element Grids for an Annular Plate: 
Hybrid Stress Model 
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Error(%) 
2 Q Central;Displacement 
A Strain Energy 
O Central.Bending Moment 
O Edge Tangential Moment 
6 Edge Radial Moment 
N-Divisibn of a Quarter Plate 
Fig. 4.25 Clamped Circular Plate with Uniform Load: 
Hybrid Stress Model 
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O Central Displacement 
A Strain Energy 
Q Central Bending Moment 
Edge Tangential Moment 
N-Division of a Quarter Plate 
Fig. 4.26 Simply Supported Circular Plate with Uniform 
Load: Hybrid Stress Model 
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Error(%) 
i o 2 L 
10 
O Central Displacement and Strain Energy 
D Edge Tangential Moment 
N-Division of a Quarter Plate 
Fig. 4.27 Simply Supported Circular Plate with Point Load; 






O Maximum Displacement 
A Strain Energy 
O Inner Edge Tangential Moment 




N-Division of a Quarter Plate 
Fig. A.28 Uniformly .Loaded Annular Plate with Simply 











N-Division of a Quarter Plate 
Fig. 4.29 Edge Radial Moment x 100/Exact Central Bending 
Moment of Simply Supported Circular Plate with 
Uniform Load: Hybrid Stress Model 
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Error 
50 O Edge Radial Moment of Centrally Point Loaded Circular Plate 
A Inner Edge Radial Moment of Uniformly Loaded Annular Plate 






N-Division of a Quarter Plate 
Fig. 4.30 Radial Moment x 100/Exact Edge. Tangential Moment 
of a Circular and an Annular Plate with Simply 
Supported Outer Edge: Hybrid Stress Model 
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Exact 0 2.000 











































Numbers in ( ) are the results with explicitly enforcing 
M = V = 0 along the circular hole 
n n 
Fig. 4.31 Stress Concentration around a Circular Hole 
:
 = _ 4(1 U){1 + 2cos(Ae)} 
0 L (3 +v){5 + 4cos(40)} J. 
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M ^ . 
M + 0 B • x 











(0 = 0) 
Inner Tangl. 
Moment/M 
(0 = TT/4) 
Exact 1.475 3.576 
2 x 2 19 .191 .204 1.492 1.889 
3 x 3 •38 .194 .209 1.568 2.219 
5 x 5 94 .195 .213 1.545 2.596 
10 x 10 332 .197 .215 1.636 3.119 
Fig. 4.32 Stress Concentration around a Rectangular Hole 
M = wr .? - 8 ( 1 + v ) { 2 " 3 c o s ( 3 Q ) } i 
0 ' (3 + v){13 - 12cos(30)} J 
M < w — — . . . 
X 











(0 = 0) 
Inner Tangl. 
Moment/M 
(0 = 77) 
Exact 5.152 1.370 
3 x 2 30 .175 .176 5.477 .957 
5 x 3 64 .176 .177 5.288 1.039 




•4 5 _ m 
Fig. 4.33 Stress Cocentration around a Triangular Hole 
Fig. 5.1 An Infinite Plate with a Through-the-Thicknes 
Semi-Infinite Crack 
Fig. 5.2 A Flate Plate with a Through-the -Thickness 
Finite Crack 
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: •• I ?• : 




10 4 2 V 
1 
10 
Fig. 5.3 A.Plate with Thrpugh-the-Thickness Crack under 
Symmetric Bending Moments 
i y 
| c | c h 
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V w ' x / w'7 / 
4 4 
1 1 
W3' W ,x 3'
 W'y3 
w w , w 
• 2 y2 





w , 0 ., 0 
1 x± y]: 
w„, 0 . , ,0. 
3 x3 y3 
w , 0 , 0 
2 x2 y2 


























































Singular Element Size ?. 
.A 
• • 
o I - = 
I a 
.1 
.05 .1 • 15 .2 .25 
c/a 
5.7 Stress Intensity Factors with Variations of Thickness 






































1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
Plate Thickness/Semi-Grack Length(h/a) 
Fig. 5.8 Optimun Size of a Singular Element for 






























.1 .2 .3 .4 
Crack Length/Dimension of Plate(2a/L) 


































.2 .3 .4 .5 
Plate Thickness/Semi-Crack Length(h/a) 
Variation of Stress Intensity Factor with the 


























F ig . 5.11 
.3 .4 .5 
Plate Thickness/Semi-Crack Length(h/a) 
Variation of Stress Intensity Factor with the 



























. 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
Plate Thickness/Semi-Grack Length(h/a) 
Fig. 5.12 Variation of Stress Intensit Factor with the 
Thickness of Plate: 2a/L = .3 
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1 .2^ 






























Plate Thickness/Semi-Crack Length(h/a) 
Fig. 5.13 Variation of Stress Intensity Factor with the 

























.3 .4 .5 
Plate Thickness/Semi-Crack Length (h/a) 
Fig. 5,14 Variation of Stress Intensity Factor with the 




A Priori Conditions Independent Variables 
Models Interior Interelement 
Boundary 
Interior Boundary 
















X X X X Eqs. 2.26 and 2.27 
X X X X X Eqs. 2.30 and 2.31 
X X X X Eq. 2.32 
X X x X Eqs. 2.34 and 2-35 
•v X 
• 
X x X Eq. 2.33 
X X x X Eq. 2.36 
X X 
• ' < " ; -
X X X Eq. 2.37 
X X 
,., .. 
X Hi ' '• X Eq. 2.39 
x : " "!- x X X Eq. 2.40 
X X X X X Eq. 2.41 
X x X X X Eq. 2.42 
Table 2.1 Finite Element Models 
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] -h 0 b ' 0 0 - b 1 0 0 0 b« . . 0 0 
• * 
0 A>> 0 0 0 P 
0 1 0 -2b 0 0 3»>* 0 0 0 - l b 1 0 0 0 0 5b 4 0 0 0 e> 
0 0 1 0 -b 0 0 b* 0 0 0 - b 5 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 ft 
0 0 0 2 0 0 -Oh 0 0 0 12b* 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 b 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -2b 0 0 0 3 b ' 0 0 r 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 -2b 0 0 0 2i>V 0 0 0 - 2 b v 0 0 0 
1 a 0 a» 0 0 a 1 0 0 0 a4 0 V ©/'' 0 a > '''•"' 6 " 0 0 c 
0 1 0 2a 0 0 3a* 0 0 o 4 a 5 0 0 j:0 0 5 a 4 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 a 0 0 a ' 0 0 0 a \ p 0 p .,, p-;. 0 0 0 0 
- . • i 
a 0 0 2 0 0 6a 0 0 0 12a* 0 0 o • 0 20a* ' °\ :> 9- 0 P 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2a 0 0 0 :3a* 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 "' 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2a 0 0 0 2 a 1 0 0 0 2a» 0 0 0 
l 0 c 0 0 e* 0 0 0 c» 0 0 0:, .- 0; •V'C o • 0 : 0 o , c » 
0 } 0 0 c 0 0 0 c* 0 0 0 0 c 5 0 0 0 0 s\ 0 
0 0 1 0 0 2 c 0 0 0 3c» 0 0 0 0 4 c * 0 0 0 0 5 ; * 
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 c 0 0 0 0 2c* 0 0 0 0 2c> 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 2c 0 0 0 b 3c» 0 0 0 0 4 c ' P 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 6 e 0 0 0 0 1 2 c 2 0 o 0 0 2Cc' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 S a ' c 3 a 7 c * - 2 a J c - 2 a c ' + 3 a J c l c J - 4 a * c » 5 ^ 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S b 4 c 3 b ? c 5 - 2 b ' c 2bc i l - 3 b J c a c ' - l b ^ c 1 -h\c" 
Table 4.1 Transformation Matrix T(from Ref. 58) 
H 
Rx 0 0 
o n, o 
0 O R , 
[»•] 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 cos 9, staff 0 0 0 
0 -sinO COS0 0 o 0 
0 0 0 cos'O 2s!n0 cosff sin* 0 
0 0 0 -slnff coisO cos'ff - sin70 sin 9 cos ft 
0 0 0 sln'ff -2sinff cos ft cos*ff 
Table 4.2 Rotation Matrix R(from Ref. 58) 
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u = Lq ?11 ?12 0 0 •?1 
0 ?21. -22 0 . \h 
0 0 ?31 ?32- h 
NA2 0 0 hi .?* 
u = Lw-.0 w, w, w0„ w, w, 
12 n n o s 1 0 23 n_- s0<3 w ' . . w , w, w. w, w, 
12 12 23 23 34 n_. s 0 / 41 n . n s 
34 34 41 
e. = Iw. w, w, 
~i i x. . *.y. 
?u. 2C
3-3f;2+l -£ .sin© . (£;3-2€2+C) £ cos0 . (£3-2£2+£) 
cos0.(l-c-) sinG.(I-?) 
- (4'2-5) -sin0..(352-45+l)+A1 cos0. (3£
2-4£+l)+B.. 











<. i • 
where £ = ~ , An = A0 = B. = B 0= 0 for sides 1-2, 3-4 and 4-1 £. 1 2 l 2 
l 
and A1 = -02cos02(5
3-252+5), B1 = ̂ s i n O ^ ^ - ^ + O , 
A2 = ""02COS®2^3-^2^ a n d B2 = - 0 2 s i n ® 2 ^ 3 ~ ^ f o r s i d e 2-3 where 
0~ varies with the boundary coordinate s 
Table 4.3 Boudary Displacement Matrix of a Hybrid Stress 
Element(ref. Fig. 4.20) 
T => R8 + R 




T - IQ • - M 
-11 " \ 2 "'12 S , - \ , •""•„ \ 4 " \ 4 ""-« \ 4 - \ 4 ""» '1A 






A J X - B ^ 
.2 2. 
A4y 0 B,x 2B1x 
2 ^ . 2 „2 
,2 2. , - V A ' - V « * i » i ^ -*!»», V "'J - i " " ^ -ly^V.XV - U ^ -2AlV, -2A lV - lA^ 
L*.»i W W W*«Vi>«r W W 2 W W -V." -w2*"2-''2"* »2-*2 <»r*i" <»r*i)' <»2-» 
where A t - c o s 9 . and B - s l n 9 
Table 4.4 Boudary Traction Matrix of a Hybrid Stress Element 
2K . JOM^hO? 
s« .7h?tor»oi 
s« .m«>7F *o\ 
S*-.?0«Ohf*0?* 
s« , s i o i s r » o t 
S* . I S V M S M 0 1 -
S « - . ? 0 ' I O h t » 0 ? 
SK . s i o i s r » o i 





. i ? i « S F » o i -
. M 0 H H 0 f > 0 ; » 
, ^ » H f » o d -
. l«UhEH)() 
, / « S O V t » ( ) 0 
. 2 l j A 7 F * 0 » . 
.?«*ShfcF K)0« 
. 1 4 7 « 7 F • o i 
.J|S7()*F'*0| 
. " h 1 S 7 F » 0 0 . 
. P 18U .»01 
,\M?7k*0?. 
. 1 sais»- • oi 
/ ' » M 7 M 0 0 
,^0 ' IOhF»0^ 
.HOI <*'4F*0| 
, H S / O h F » 0 | -
, i'm<» i r » o i -
. 104v t r*o^ 
, i a^0HF»n<>-
, 1 <>« S 1 F • 0 4 
,\n<>'^T*n?-
, ts;«{7f.t .v-, 
. r » t n i S F » o i 
. 1 *» I «SF * 0 1 -
,<»MS7E»00 , 
, XtWWrW , 
, u / s i r » o i -
, l / H f t | M 0 1 
,\n?9?in)?~\ 
, IS«»/ |hF»0 | , 
l o h S f > M 0 1 , 
, I S 3 « S F » « 1 - , 
H0UH0F-A2 , 
1 I I H * M A | - , 
i f l ^ D H r ^ o ^ - , 
1 7 H M F « 0 i - , 
->^M)Hr»fti = , 
IS /a /F»Oj> , 
l h 6 S f > F » O I - . 
i * U I H M O I - . 
J»»mF.»no 
I I 7r>7l *0? 
\?«Slltti\ , 
I'l/X^h • (>,>-. 
1 S M 7 M I M . 
I ' J ' i ' M M i H - , 
H W S u i ? . 
1'«P0HMO<» . 
S |AISF « A I . 
1 H 1 h H f * 0 l ) -
I S ' H S M O I 
\tt<)?r*02 
1 S<*«*»f • 0 1 -
i*>hs«,r»ni 
I OVMF •(),»-
H 7 S I M 0 J 
1 7Hft | f - *o i 
. I M H S f «0» 
.7HS091 • OO 
. 7 V M 7 M O A 
.1S7U7I • O? 
. t h h S h f • (>! 
. M O I H| • o i 
. 1'J<>(1H| • » ? 
. 1 /.«.r>.| t • « j 
. < * i S O H t • o i 
V t - . 7 S O S ' l F - 0 « > - . l « U S < ? F - 0 9 - . l < ? S 6 ? t - i n . |MO<fc = 08-.?' l?0<lt~0<» . 1fcrthSF-0'/- .88,?,?ir-0<> .s;>?9<»F' 
» F - . T O S M f - o < » - . h | S / > I F - | 0 - . < > < ? S Q ? K - l O - , M ? i O V f - 1 0 , ? o ^ 7 « f - I 0 - . H O 7'JF. - 1 0 . JHMHh - 0 9 - . HS990F-
VF. . 6 8 S I I F - I 0 . I M 0 9 K - | 0 - . l « > l 0 l f c - I O - . < > S | r t ; » f c - I O , 7 / S - > 0 F - l 1 .? 7<1U I E- I 0 - . a UOb'JL - 1 0 , a W 7 f 
10 . l h H / 7 K - 0 9 
10 , ? ^ 7 W t - 1 ? 
1 I - . 4 0 ^ 9 1 - 1 1 
3 
Table 4.5 Stiffness Matrix, SK = 12K/'Eh . of a Triangular 









S A - , 
* * - • 
' > * . 
,*>•*I <§7t »0? 
*> 79901- «ot 
l u i / U »01 
?HhSSF»0?« 
S l 4 3*»M01 
I W ( i / M ( ) | . 
' i /M |«>M6o-
/»SS^nt »ol 
<>M7,n »0I 
*J n«» 7ii| ru?' 
1 '1' lM^l • ( ! ] 






. S*»Y<>SF •00" 
. i s t ;v r»o i« 
.'JSS1 41- »(H) 
. J7()hi)F • OO 
. > « " j « , ' r » o i -
, M , » M u h - n i -
-«?KM I f »00 
• « 4 0 7 ^ - » o i ' 
• . U 5 1 7 1 * 0 | . 
.?i?VH *0\-
.?1hUUl *Q\ 
. * J 9 4 S F » 0 0 « 
. .n j^t -03 
. j M M U » 0 1 -
.S<>7| II- » 0 0 -
,h«;>HM »i)0 
, 4 M > < I M » i ) | 
. ? io in .»on-
. '»><ln^ «00 
v i " * ; ' • • " ' ' / * - -09 - . 8 4 0 I r ) F - I O - . U y I g f » f I 0 
* t - . 4 l « H S t « o n - . < i f i n o r - o i - I S i A o L . o i 
v t - . u ^ i F ^ o o - . ^ w s u - o i - I i ^ Y s t - o i 
, ? M h S S F » 0 ^ 
. iKonsf »oj 
, /? 'K)/ iyr*OI 
. 3 3 !*»«£• A«>-
,hH<>«)Hr*0| 
. S ; » U 9 F * A I -
,'i<wn<>r»oi = 
, I 0*>S**F *rt I 
,1 i>")i)F«A| 
, « 7 ' H n t »iu>" 
. IS *^*»F. « 0 i 
, « M t M f c » O I -
, 7 4 M 3 F - 0 9 - , 
i ' l l ' l ' l<?f»0O-, 
, 1 4 4 9 7 ^ 0 0 - , 
• Si<nhE*oi« 
,SJ0ShkM)0« 
. 3 4<»»Sf*00" 
,68 ,>9HF*0 I 
, . V S | S E * 0 1 . 
. 1Vin/,fc»oi 
, liihsnir. • n | . 
. 77 /S«M<)0« 
. ^ U S i . F n i O 
,?'>'M>M.*{)\-
, I S S U E * 0 0 -
,S i>7 I IE *0A 
I S O S S E - 0 9 
ISO«?hE*00 
S 6 3 7 0 E - 0 I 
. I V / 0 / F » 0 | 
. 1 6 S ^ S F * 0 0 -
. 7 1 0 1 S F - 0 1 -
,Si>l6«»E»0| . 
. l<?10hf »0|> 
. 1 70 I OF »n | -
, H « " ) O F » 0 | 
, t , 1hS^F»00 -
. I h l i l i M O O -
,r?SI 7 , T » 0 | -
, J7<W>0f •0 (1 -
,68?«'>E»00 
.n^nr-ov-
, < ) g H a | F - 0 | 
.JHO^SE-OI 
, a 7 8 | O f * 0 0 
, I S < « > ^ M O | 
. ? M J U » 0 . | 
, < J M 9 0 < > t i 0 | -
. l O h S f t } * 0 1 
. I V ^ O f • 0 1 -
. i i l h H f • o , * ^ 
,ht\?'iHt • ( ) ! 
, S / > | h O f M l ) 
. r ' M h S S I • O i * 
, 4 M 0 9 S M 0 1 
, ? ' ! 6 < 4 a t » 0 l -
, ? 9 7 | M l - 0 < > 
, W S S S F + OO-
, POV^L'tOO-
.?SS?OF>rt| 
. A S M tF*O0 
.S^-71 I F « 0 0 
. I 0 6 S M F + 0 I 
, 7 7 7 S ' i r * n o 
.P^hS'.FtOO 
,h«^'>Mr • 0 | -
,P«?SISF.«OI 
, l r » I O ^ F » 0 | 
.SUMI..F «01 
,S <OShF •OO 
,5^<»'iSt •OO-
,?7«<»SF-|0 
, M M ir«o.o-
. 6 6 J 8 7 F - 0 I -
, ? S I 7 ? F « n i -
, ^ 7 0 h O ^ » ( ) o . 
,6«<»HSF • 0 0 -
. I i ^ Q O F * 0 I 
, ? l f t S h h « 0 0 
, I b l ^ F » 0 0 -
.St" I «,«)(• • 0 | -
, l « ' 1 0 ^ f + 0 1 
, 1 7 0 1 o t • o I 
. I 1 7 0 / M 0 1 
, VoS<?S* •OO 
7 3 O J S t - 0 ^ -
, 7 f» l ) ' iSF- - | 'A> 
, 9 / ' l « h t - 0 1 -
. a s 7111 - o i -
,<I0970F«A«>-
. I 'ISnVF »A| 
. <lhVf>hf • ( ) ) • 
, « 7 H | < > E » 0 0 . 
,?SS^()F + 01 
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, S V4M>f • O ) 
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,h')\Hh • ( ) / * 
. h / ^ Q ^ F i O l 
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, %«**» 1 t F • H 0 -
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.<> I0 | I t HIO 
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. « S M < M 0 0 -
. 3/Ahi)» •uO 
, <HO'*S» • o i 
,S30 ' )M • 0 0 * 
, i / i ' i r 'S ' l • i ; 0 -
, h 7 ' » 9 « ) | * il 1 -
, 1 'I 'I / (J I • I) I « 
. I I S I / M O I 
. I 0 0 b l f - | 0 
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. « 6 9 Q A ' M 0 I 
. «* 1 »1 IF^OO 
. 36'^H'jr. •no 
. < f ) M 3 F « O I 
, S ? 7 | I MOO 
,OH<»«Sf •OO 
.^ab/iur »oi 
, 3 S 7 i i S M O 0 
, / t l M S f - ( I J 
, * * ' ! • # / • * » • - I l | 
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,<?U7<iF.«0! 
,*>S»<?OF.-I0 
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Table 4.6 Stiffness Matrix, SK = 1;2K/Eh , of a Quadrilateral 
Element with One Circular Curved Side(Fig. 4.21) 
u • Lq 
u " ( " t o - w » 

















where 5 - - and ; - £ 









12 - . , „ % „ "23 <%23 - . , „ "34 " ^ -<%„ • „ - . , u - . ^ 1 
T , 
q - [w. w, v. w. w, w, w w , w, w. w, w, J 
1 x i VX 2 *2 y2 3 x3 y3 4 ^ 'y^ 
t is as follow: 























0 0 0 0 0 
• * 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 o 0 0 
-C3+3C2 0 b.(C: J=c2) 0 0 0 
0 c 0 0 0 0 
£trZ-t\ 
b v -w) 
n 3C2-•2; 0 0 0 
-z*+x2 -aa3-e2) 0 253- 3e2+i -a(C3--2e2+o 0 




-o .-3e2+4<-i' 0 
0 0 0 -2C
3+3C2 0 -b(cs-c2) 
0 0 0 0 -c 0 
0 0 0 ^ 
l - 0 0 -3C2+2C 
Table 5.1 Boundary Displacement Matrix of a Regular Element with Dimension(a x b) 
S>\-.'»36 = 5 : - . ' 2 . 5 5 v ' i y £ - 0 2 . 1 J 9 1 9 E - . J 2 - . l^t: 9 1 £ - 0 1 -
sn a 7 7 ^ 6 u £ - ; i ' . i ? ' 3 i 9 f - : 2 . g G t ^ i ' - i ? . i;
t>*>9=:-:2-
s*-.:>i<•=>:>"•<:-i-.t'-C'Tir-c 1 .3*»F6?.£-02 .&6?-9T£*?I:• 
SK . 5C1•? 1 1 - J ?- . 1 1 : <*<*r- - 2 - . 3 1 5 0 9 £ - C«• - . . 1 1 1 0«.- - i 1 
SK . 7 2 - i *•.£-„• ?- .<*v22' ! ?-0 3 , i r 2 2 C r - : 2 . l l l J ^ K - C l -
SK . ' 5 7 ^ i . 3 ; - J l - . 2 - « ? M 7 r ' - J l - . 6 . i 7; J £ - 0 2 - . i l ^^ .'r • C C-
SK . • S ? T * J £ - G 2 - . 2 3 3 ' » l F - C - ? - . l 7 - 3 ' . ' 2 i - < : 2 - . l««5p.-»f-32 
SK . 2 - 2 S 7 £ - : i - . 1 6 2 1 1 1 - 5 2 - . 2 3 ; V ! . 1 E : - J ? - , - II .K-91E-31-
S K - . 1 7 7 > - * 3 - : * j l .<.f> 7 3? : - : i - . 7 v3<-15- S „1- .22H 9 j r> 0 0 
s> . : ? 5 6 7 : : F - : I . I S C ^ E - I - ? . • i i ' f . « j c
r - i ; ' ? - . i n 2 ' i : > o i ' 
r,* . 6 1 7 9 7 £ - i l - . i H . h f l £ - u ? . 3ir><»i.iL-C^ . 111 ? r ' c - : i 
vr- . :c9oi . x" — 
YE 
f - .1C-?•>' .••- l*- . f i«;m.HT-12 . 34iS.7 7-r--l<* . l . ? 9 f > ' . r - K - . « . C ' J 6 : V " - 1 2 . 2 79 7fif>13 . f> 11C7E-1 2 - . 5 2«. C3£ - 1 . T - . 73 u 5 3 E - 1 3 - . 2 6 1 C 6 E - 1 1 - . 1 7 9 8 6 E - 1 2 , l f c 6 s 5 E 
£ . 7 6 9 1 * . - ' - ; 5-.fc-*2».f."-r(. . 21 , v C i - 0 " • .«.-5b.*M-*-C ? . <Ko5..'t -J i . . 1 9 1 ' ' i t - J j - . 2 7bl'->£-;» 2 . i 2 3 ! i l £ - 0 3 . 1 1 *3 J t - 0 3 - . 257 w 5 t - 0 2 - , tt6533£-C<» .132C9E 
E . 2 7 e i 5 i > S 2 , 1 1 ' . 3 L £ - J 3 . i 2 i - f > l E - C i-.<*5*S?c)£-02 . 19i.CflE-03 . 3 « 3 5 2 £ - O f - . 7691^E-C 3 . 2 U 4 5 £ - 3 3 - . 682«»6£-0i» . 2 5 7 0 5 E - 0 2 . 1 3 2 0 9 E - C 3 - . 8 6 5 3 3 E 
E-OA 
Table 5.2 Stiffness Matrix, SK = 12K/E, of "A" Type Singular Element 
with Dimension(.l x .1) and Thickness .2 
•^J 
u - Lq 
u - iv12 -e ex 
X y12 X12 
W23 6 x 2 3
 6y 2 3
 W
3A ^ 3A *3A x „
 WA1 "^'x Al y A l 
twl % ^1 W2 \ \"3 W'x3
 W'y3
 tfA W>xA % J 
L i s as follow: 
(l-5>3/2 0 0 l-(l-U3/ 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -d -o 1 / 2 0 0 -l+U-5) 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 (1-C)1/2 0 0 1-(1-5)1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 i-c3/2 0 0 c3/2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 o n 1 J.— .1/2 0 0 el/2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1-c
l/2 
o 0 cl/2 0 0 
0 0 o 0 0 0 -53+352 -a(53-52) 0 253-352+l -a(53 -252+5) 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 1-5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -;«2-» -35
2+25 0 ^(52-5) a -35
2+A5-l 0 
2C3-3C2+1 0 -b(C3-2c2+C) 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2C3+3C2 0 -b(C3-C2) 
0 -d-c) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -c 0 
| ( «S> 0 -Sc^C-l 0 0 0 0 0 0 •4<«*-« 0 -3C2+2C 
where %m -
a 
and ? • Z 
b 
- 4 
Table 5.3 Boundary Displacement Matrix of "A" Type Singular 
Element with Dimension(a x b) 
00 
u • Lq 
u " iw,o -e . e w „ w. „, 12 "12 *12 W23 - x 2 3 % „ V % - . X 3 A w41 - ^ -O^J 
T 





X W» „ W, W, W, 
X2 *2 3 x 3 ^3 
as follow: 
w. 0 0 1 4 V V 























u 0 0 -C3+3C2 -a(C3-C2) Q 2C3-3C2+1 
0 0 0 0 0 5 0: 
0 0 0 -|(C2-0 -3C2+25 o |(c2-c) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 C3/2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 o,.. o 
Table 5 .4 Boundary Displacement Matrix of "B" Type 
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Table 5.5 Reduced Regular Stress Functions and Boundary Tractions for 
Elements along Crack Surface 
^<C^lb/in 
c/a ^>*^,^ <̂><̂  
!-[ ,2 .3 ,4 .5 
.620 ,655 ,670 .687 .690 
.0400 .635 ,646 .642 .63 2 .629 
.0500 .657 .,66 7 ,651 ,646 .641 
. 0750 .644 .696 .685 .673 .666 
.1000 .603 .7 08 .709 .699 .690 
.1250 .559 .7 06 .724 .718 .711 
.1500 .5 23 .698 .734 .736 .730 
.1750 •490 .684 .734 .742 .742 
.1875 .37 9 .621 • .703 .7 30 .745 
.2 000 .365 .610 .699 .730 .739 
• 2 5 0 ° .258 .515 •63? .698 .726 
Table 5.6 Stress Intensity Factors of Plates with Various 
Combinations of Thickness and Singular Element 
Size. 
• • • • • . 
h/a .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
c/a .05 
j—
i .15 .175 .1875 
Table 5.7 Optimum Size of Singular Element for Plates with 
Various Thickness. 
" ^ l b / i n X h / a 
2 a / T > v ' M X 
. 1 • 2 • 3 . 4 . 5 
K l . 4 3 8 . 4 6 3 . 4 7 5 . 4 8 6 . 4 8 8 
. 1 % , 4 5 4 . 4 8 7 . 5 0 2 . 5 1 0 . 5 1 2 
% 1 • 2 8 8 / % T ' 3 - 2 Q ^ \
; ; : '^..S.33'9'-. , :f . 3 69 . 3 9 6 
K l . 6 2 0 . 6 5 5 
1 ; 6 7 2 . 6 8 7 . 6 9 0 
. 2 % , 6 5 7 . U 0 8 • 7 3 ^ . 7 4 2 . 7 4 5 
% 1 . 4 0 6 . 4 6 4 . 4 9 2 . 5 3 6 . 5 7 4 
K l . 7 5 9 . 8 0 2
1 . 8 2 3 . 8 4 1 . 8 4 5 
• 3 % . 8 4 9 l v $ 9 ^
 :' ; /•• . 9 2 3 . 9 3 7 . 9 4 3 
% 1 . 5 2 1 , 5 8 4 , . 6 2 0 . 6 7 5 . 7 2 6 
K l . 8 7 8 . 9 2 6 . 9 5 0 . 9 7 2 . 9 7 6 
. 4 . : . % " . 1 . 0 2 1 1 . 0 8 0 1 . 1 1 6 1 . 1 3 4 1 . 1 4 0 
% 1 . 6 2 9 . 7 0 4 . 7 4 7 . 8 1 3 . 8 7 1 
% . 9 8 0 1 . 0 3 6 i ; 0 6 ' 3 1 . 0 8 6 1 . 0 9 1 
. 5 KF 1 . 2 03 1 . 2 8 4 1 . 3 3 3 1 . 3 6 5 1 . 3 7 5 
KF1 . 7 3 1 . 8 3 6 . 8 8 8 . 9 6 9 1 . 0 4 1 
Analytical Solution for an Infinite Plate 
Finite Element Solution with Explicitly Enforcing 
Traction Boundary Conditions. 
K_ : Finite Element Solution with Implicitly Enforcing 
Traction Boundary Conditions. 
Table 5.8 Stress Intensity Factors of Plates with Various 
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